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SENTINEL, St . Clair Shores , MI- April I, 1992 ~ UFO lecture is-Friday 
Group takes UFOs seriously The Center for the Study of Extraterrestrial Intelligence will 

" lwld a-let~d workshop this month at the Holiday Inn, Gulf 
Breeze. 

By Sa m Tricomo 
C & G Staff Writer 

WARREN - As hard as they try, the 
government and certain other non-believers 
can't convince Bob Summerville that UFOs 
do not exist. 

Laugh ifyou must but if you're like mil
lions of other Americans, you too believe in 
life outside of the Milky Way. 

Summerville and his colleagues at the 
Mutual UFO NetwMt(MUFON) are out to 
bting some serious~" to the discussion of 
UFO ex~ 

MUFON is an international organization 
composed of variou~ researchers and 
believers in alien spacecraft. 

Organizations like MUFON are very 
important for curious people like 
Summerville. 

"I've been following this issue since the 
1950s and have been collecting books and 
literature on the subject ever since. I joined 
MUFON because it's the only way to (gain 
access) to intelligent literature on the sub
ject," Summerville said. 

This week, the Michigan chapter of 
MUFON is busy seeking serious media 
attention for uro A W81al56 week. 

Sut as MUFON Regional Director 
Shirley Coyne explains, getting the major 
media to abandon puns and innuendos for a 
-, -.e.uFOs isnurty impossible. 
II(~ aft JUSt trying to sensation

allzc-haltirc l~ We need good honest 
reports," Coyne said. 

As regional director
1 

Coyne and her l\us
band Georse.are n!6pontolbl~ -for MUFON 
activities in 20 southeastern states. 

. Much of the pair's time is spent training 
MUFON members f or UFO field investiga
tion, whiQ\ i ncluda exam'inin8 alleged 
laMing slte.s, chedUng ground levels for 
increased radiation and taking witness state
ments. 

A close encounter brought Coyne to 
MUFON. 

In 1983, Coyne says she spotted a bright, 
sauce r-shaped object hovering 50 feet 
above ground in the back yard of her 
Flushing home. 

At first, Coyne says, she tried to explain 
the object away as some odd shaped mili
tary vehicle. 

"But then after a few seconds you know 
it is unlike anything we could have devel
oped," Coyne said. 

And much like Coyne, the UFO must 
have liked what it observed because it visit
ed her yard four more times in the next 
month. 

"It really didn't change my idea of life or 
religion as I have always thought there was 
something wrong with the way we were 
taught. In this vast universe it seems vain to 
believe we are the only form of intelligent 
life," Coyne said. 

Friends and relatives had a hard time 
believing Coyne's story but she says the 
government must have taken her seriously. 

Coyne says her involvement with 
MUFON has prompted CIA attention. She 
says she has even been f91lowed on several 
occasions by black military helicopters. 

"If they would just knock on my door 
and ask to see my files I would gladly let 
them in, but they come in when we're not at 
home," Coyne said. 

Joe Tackett, MUFON's Oakland County 
Field Investigator, ofters an explanation for 

government interest in MUFON activities. '5 A le~w:e, €lose Encounters of the Fifth Kind, will be 
~ presen419d. by Steven M. Greer, MD, March 13, at 7:30p.m. Ad-"If people believe stories about black 

helicopters following (MUFON) members, 
they will not want to join. If they don't 
believe you when you tell them, they are 
still not likely to join," Tackett said. 

::t mission is $5 at the door. . 
1 Greer will present a new category of close encounters which 

..J involve human-initiated interactions with UFOs/ETI. He will 
~ share case reports of close encounters of the fifth kind and 
r:: describe research protocols developed by the CSETI used for in

·_:: teracting with UFOs/ETI in UFO wave areas such as Gulf But not all MUFON members have seen 
UFOs. In fact many merely belong because 
they are interested in the subject. 

Ul Breeze. . . 
~ Greer also will share the results of recent investigations and 

Harold Marquardt, of Mount Clemens, 
serves as MUFON's field investigator for 
Macomb County. 

research in Belgium, North Carolina, Colorado, California and 
g Costa Rica. He will describe techniques for using powerful lights 
..J and lasers for signaling to UFOs and will play auditory tones 

recorded from a UFO and from the center of a crop circle in 
England. 

"I'm just waiting for something to hap
pen out here," Marquardt said. 

Marquardt, who has never seen a UFO, 
hasn't had to investigate any UFO sight
ings, said most sightings are reported in 
rural areas. 

On Saturday, March 14, a daylong workshop is planned on 
Close Encounters of the Fifth Kind: An In-depth Look at Techni
ques for interacting with UFOs/ETI. 

"One possible explanation is that they 
don't want to be seen," Marquardt said. 

Admission to the workshop, scheduled from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
at the Gulf Breeze Holiday Inn, is $30. Space is limited. Please 
call CSETI at 704-274-5671 or Vicki Lyons at 438-8969 to 
reserve a place, or register the night before at the lecture. 

Following the workshop, CSETI will conduct a field experi
ment in Gulf Breeze using CE-5 techniques. There is no charge, 
but it is open only to CSETI members and workshop par
ticipants. 

But overall Marquardt does not like to 
speculate on any explanations of the 
unknown. 

Come prepared for a late night, and bring warm clothes, flash
light, binoculars and telescope if possible. 
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~ Have You Ever 
~ Seen a UFO? 
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Asked at various locations 

Brad Selover, 33, job seeker, Hay
ward: 

In '79 I was in a car late at 
night on Center Street in Castro 
Valley. There was this big ol' red 
spot in the air, about 9 feet by 3lh 
feet. It glowed for about two min
utes and then disappeared. The 
light went on and then went off. I 
go to a lot of air shows and it was 
like nothing American-made. We 
all went, 'Yeah, well there's a 
UFO.' We just accepted it. 

Jean Davis,35, singer, the Ten· 
derloin: 

My brother did. He woke up at 
3 a.m. and went outside. He saw a 
blinding white light and the next 
thing he remembers is waking up 
in his bed in the morning. A few 
weeks later he was talking to a 
friend, who lived in the next can
yon, and she and her mother had 
the same experience at the same 
time. The feeling was that they 
just want us to be aware of them. 

Doug Herr,47, artist, Mill Valley: 
This happened out at Point 

Reyes 15 years ago. It was huge. As 
big as the moon. It stopped and 
then moved. Stopped and moved. I 
watched it for minutes and then it 
just went straight up. Since then 
other memories have surfaced and 
now I think tne encounter was lon
ger than minutes. It had to come 
from someplace else. We couldn't 
keep it a secret if we had it. It was 
too big. 

Debi Griffin, 39, nurse, Western 
Addition: 

In 1987 in Marin I saw this 
UFO shaped like a Frisbee with 
flashing lights going around in a 
circle. I think NASA sent it up, be
cause when I reported it to the po
lice they didn't get excited. They 
just said, 'OK, thank you for your 
call.' It was hovering so close I 
thought it was going to ray me or 
kidnap me like in the movies, but 
then it just went straight up. · 

Douglas Schneider, 34, painter, 
Oakland: 

I thought I did, but it turned 
out to be a prop. It was completely 
realistic. I was at the US Festival in 
'82. My friends and I had our backs 
turned from the stage and sudden
ly this UFO was over us. We actual
ly believed it was a UFO, it was 
done so well. Everything you can 
imagine, everything anybody has 
described as being a UFO, was ren
dered with this prop. 

David Pradies, 22, marketing ma
jor, the Castro: 

I think so. Six years ago I was 
on a beach in Spain late at night. 
There was like a star shower,lots 
of shooting stars, but there was al
so something huge and it moved 
faster than anything else. It was 
very bright, bluish white, and as 
big as the moon. It shot across the 
sky behind a mountain and then 
shot back across the sky and then 
went out of sight. Wild! 

Jan Summerton, prep cook, Mad
ison, Wise.: 

I honestly think I did. I was 
driving and it was daytime. I 
looked up and saw something 
catching the sun. It was real bright 
and shiny. It wasn't a building. It 
was as low as a small plane, but 
larger. I thought it was a plane, but 
I looked back at the road and when 
I looked back up, it was gone. 
There's no way a plane could have 
gotten out of there that fast. 



DAILY JOURNAL, Stevens Point, WI - March 28, 1992 CR: R. Heiden 

'King of UFOs' calls Portage County home 

GEORGE FRIEDRICH, dubbed "King of the UFOs," looks 
at negatives of what he believes are unidentified flying 
objects. Friedrich, 76, resides in the town of Sharon and has 
written articles for UFO publications about his sightings. 
(Journal photo by Doug Wojcik) 

By JOHN ANDERSON 
George Friedrich was pleased in 

the late 19708 when two different 
internationally circulated publica
tions dubbed him "King of the 
UFOs." 

Snazzy recognition, be thought, 
for a retired butcher enjoying re
tirement in the quiet farm country 
of Portage County's town of Sbar· 
on. 

George received the title as the 
result of articles be wrote for 
"Beyond Reality" and "Official 
UFO" publications about his nu
merous sightings. 

However, he sensed a certain 
uneasiness when his name showed 
up a couple of years later in "An 
Eccentric Guide to tbe United 
States," for his claims fA having 
spotted scores of flying saucers. 

George, wbo is now 78, says he 
can stomach that kind fA patroniz
ing publicity but cannot abide what 
he regards as the federal gov.em
ment's lack fA forthrightness with 
the public in revealing what is 
known in Washington about uniden
Ufled flying objects. 

"What are they afraid of? Do 
they think there'll be a panic?" be 
says of the govenunent officials. 

With an insatiable interest in 
natural science, he has pursued a 
variety fA hobbies, including geolo-

DEARBORN CO. REGISTER, Lawrenceburg, IN - March 19, 1992 CR: D. Worley 

Reed's encounter with the unknown 
Editor's note: This column is the 

first of two parts. Part two will be 

gy, and bas made some important 
finds as a prospector. You'll be 
IJard...pres.d to find anyone in 
these parts-who knows II10I'e tban 
George about the rock formations 
underpinning our state. 

A man of many dimensions with 
his inquisitiveness, fertile mind 
and openness to new ideas, one de-

scription of him that is not fair is 
eccentric. 

After all, his interest in UFOs is 
shared by some people in bigb 
places, including fonner President 
Jimmy Carter, wbo, about the 
time of moving into the White 
House, told rl having seen objects 
in the sky that defied explanation. 

Tbe slightest bint a president 

What prompted his interest and 
his active study and writing aoo.t 
flying saucers? 

George had paid liWe or no 
attention to such things before 
moving more than 20 years ago 
from the Fox River Valley, where 
he had spent nearly all of his life, 
to the town fA Sharon. 

published Thursday, April 2, in The One summer night, a neighbor, 
Dearborn County Register. Norman Ken Buckingham, called to him 

Reed Thompson, a Milan High from outside a bedroom window to 
School freshman, was at his home on Kissell come outside and witness a bright-
Hickory Lane in Milan early in the ly lighted object overhead that 
afternoon of Jan . 19, 1967, due to a made a spectacular show by mov-
partial school day. Thinking he saw a ing up and down and taking sharp 
light outside where none was sup- As I twns, abrupt stops and starts. 

posed to be, he realized that a silver- Talks with others living nearby 
colored object about 200 yards away Remem.ber revealed that such kinds of hap-
was moving slowly toward the house. penings were not unconunon in the 

The object was about 20 feet off neighborhood. He and his wife, 
the ground and was moving at about Henrietta, began paying attention. 
the speed of a walking man. Later it considerable time with Reed and his speaking countries of the western 

· · One summer night in 19'13, while 
was esumated to have been approxJ· parents . he misphere . being visited by 13 people from a 
mately seven feet in diameter and The Air Force sent investigators I have a list of his published ani- Paranonnal Society in the Wausau 
five-and-a-half feet high. It had tiny from Dayton, and there was an inves- cles . I also have a copy of a page from area, George was able to show oth-
portholes . Reed succeeded in taking a tigation by Dr. Robert Lowe from the the Aerial Phenomena Research Or- ers of like mind why he was inter-
picture of the object through a win- University of Colorado, who ganization (APRO) Bulletin which ested in things extraterrestrial. 
dow. 1 have seen and examined this analyzed Reed 's negative . Reed was concerned Reed's sighting . What he described as a huge, 
picture . visited by Frank Edwards, author of My next column will continue globe-shaped, pulsating, luminous 

Reed also snapped several more several books on strange phenomena, Reed 's story and will describe an object appeared not far above the 
shots with his camera. but only the and also was visited by Don Worley , eerie visit from what many people trees and gave everyone an "in-
one picture was obtained . Reed an author and an investigator for Aer- have called "the men in black." credible" show. 
phoned his dad, Bill Thompson, i a I phenomena Research All told, George, in many cases 
owner of the Milan Furniture Factory, Organization . with Henrietta, has seen well over 
who suggested that the State Police 1 have examined a copy of a five- 100 UFOs. They've been bright sil-
be d ver or white, some were red and 

contacte . page report, signed by Don Worley others gold in color. They've been 
The thing followed ground c~ntour and dated Feb. 7, 1967. His report na- circular and pi~ped. a few 

and seemed to float along . It d1d not crates Reed's story in detail and in- have appeared to be like blimps. 
touch any trees, and no broken eludes some technical findings, in- Some have disengaged to smaller 
branches could later be f?und . eluding speculation that the object units, they say. 
Months later, however, It was d1scov- emitted electromagnetic radiation. The best time to look for them, 
ered that tree limbs in the object's This may have produced the color according to George, is on clear, 
path were dead. In fact, every limb seen on the film, which showed as cloudless nights away from city 
that had been within 10 or 15 feet of dark gray, even though the object or- lights and noise. "Don't let your 
the moving object had died . I talked iginally appeared to have been a eyes roam all over the sky," he in-

might believe in flying saucers 
was enough for George to write a 
letter directly to Mr. Carter. To 
the "UFO King's" astonishment, a 
reply came from the National Aer
onautics and Space Administratioa 
with a packet of negatives of uni
dentified objects taken by ~ 
nauts on earlier space flights. 

There were no explanations of 
the negatives other tban when and 
where they were taken. "They're 
remarkable," George marvels. In 
his estimation, they erased any 
doubt he might have bad about 
spaceships from who knows where. 

They were taken by crew mem
bers of Skylab, Mercury, Atlas vn 
and Gemini m. 

The ability to secure this ldnd ol 
material from the federal bureauc
racy was as short-lived as Carter's 
presidency. George did, however, 
gain information from a reporter 
wbo claimed to have startling ~ 
ries about U.S. and Russian~ 
nauts in the early to mid 1960s who 
reported a variety of phenomena. 
including detailed descriptiODB of 
alien ships and their travel pat
terns. 

Tbe information was included in 
the manuscript George wrote enti
tled, " UFO or God," which was 
published in hard cover in 1975. 
About 3,500 copies were sold. 

to view. By doing this you will no
tice any strange lights or moving 
objects." 

George reveals some of his deep
est thoughts on the subject when 
he advises that people will be 
more successful in the sightings if 
they "do not show fear of any kind 
and think love for them." He adda: 
"Concentrate your thoughts that 
you want them to contact you, and 
that you know who they are." 

His writings through the years 
have prompted a flood of mall to 
his cottage home. Because UFO 
publications make their way 
around the globe, he's had corre
spondence filled with detalled de
scriptions about sightings from ev
ery part of the world. "It's inter· 
esting," he observes, "how many 
young people have written." 

Publications from New York and 
California · carrying his articles 
have prompted responses from as 
close to home as Nelsonville, Mil
ladore, Waupaca and Wisconsin 
Rapids. "This was a hot area in 
the 1970s for sightings,'' he ex
plains. 

In recent years, George has been 
inactive as a UFO enthusiast. One 
of the reasons is that the number 
of sightings is way down in this 
part of the country. '"fhey go in 
flaps or groups. Russia is where 
most of the activity has been late
ly ... be reports. 

This summer, however, be in
tends to be more attentive in keep
ing watch. 

To skeptics, George offers a fas
cinating observation. He concedes 
there are any number of kooks 
who share his interest. How does 
be decide who's legitimate? He 
talks to them. 'lben he lets his in
tuition take over. 

What do you think? recently with Jim Turner, who was a silver color. In his conclusions, Wor- structs. "Look at one spot for quite 
ncigh~r~Reed's~ 1%7,and~ kystate~amoogothufindin~. thu~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a~w~~~· ~e~be~fu~r~e~p~i~c~-·~-~g-~~~~e_r_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
told me about this strange fact. He the photo was judged to be genuine. 
wiUlessed the discovery of the dead 
branches . Worley concluded with this decla-

That same day, two girls in Dills- ration: "The object is unidentifiable. 
~ro reported seeing an object like Reed Thompson captured its closeup 
this one. Could it have been the same detailed image on film for all 
object? If either of these ladies read posterity." 
ilil.S and would like to verify this part Recently, I contacted Worley, who 
of the story, would they please call lives in Connersville. Since 1965, he 
the Register? has been a field investigator for two 

In addition, there was a rl!port that leading UFO research organizatons 
similar sightings occurred at Corydon whose advisory staffs consist of sci
and Bedford, Ind. Reed remembers enlists from many fields . Worley has 
that this was mentioned in the India- researched ove r 340 individual 
napolis Star. sightings . 

The Indiana State Police investi- He has been a guest speaker before 
gated and Reed was questioned. The many groups, and has appeared on a 
initial report was taken by Jim Harris. number of radio and tv programs. He 
Trooper Harris came back later after is a successful writer, and his articles 
the film was developed and spent hav e ap pea red in all Englis h-

Former local resident's feature film debuts 
The science-fiction comedy 

"Resident Alien, " which was writ
ten and produced by a fonner Eau 
Claire resident, had its premiere 
Wednesday in· St. Paul. 

"Resident Alien" is the first fea
ture film done by Dale Newton, 
who began his professional film 
production career in the Eau Claire 
area 15 years ago with local tele
vision commercials . The film was 
directed by Joh., Gaspard of Min
neapolis from an original 
screenplay by Newton . 

The movie tells the story of two 
down-on-their-luck people in a 
small Midwestern town who wit
ness a UFO crash. When a mys-

terious stranger . an unscrupulous 
UFO investigator and a wily sheriff 
arrive, their lives are turned upside 
down . 

The film, by Gran ite Pro
ductions, includes major segments 
shot in the St. Croix Ri ver Valley 
and Lake Pepin areas . 

Granite Productions has shot its 
next feature. " Beyond Bob,"" with 
Newton again serving as producer 

and second-unit director. Gaspard 
again directed, this time from a 
script written by him and Michael 
Paul Levin. 

The Wednesday premiere was a 
benefit for the Twin Cities chapter 
of the Independent Feature Project, 
a non-profit organization that en
courages production of independent 
feature films and is co-sponsored 
by the Minnesota Film Board . 

LEADER-TELEGRAPH, Eau Claire, WI 
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ARGUS, Elmwood, WI - Feb. 26, 1992 CR: R. Heiden 

LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR •.. 

UFO MIND INTRUSION 

Dear Editor: . 
Interest in UFOs seems to be high in the Elmwood area, what 

It may shock the reader to lea rn 
that not only are UFOs here, but the 
intelligence behind them can also 
telepathically enter the human brain. 
Perhaps this will help you to 
understand why government has 
chosen to never admit to such harsh , 
frightening realities . 

the a li ens. Inserting a BE-sized im
plant in the lower brain via the nasal 
route. Years later came the chilling 
dsit d two specters. 1 wit! describe 
them as paraphysical, distorted man
like figures usually wearing black 
cl oth ing . Speaking in forceful 
monotone-style they demanded the 
photo, never got it, and after a car 
chase va nished suddenly. 

with sigbtings, a proposed UFO landing .site, and ~he a.nnual UF~ 
Days. When ufologist Donald R. Schm1~t s~oke m ~ver ~all.s.m 
October, his talk featured a ·uF~ eras~ he s been mvest1gat~ng. 

Currently there is a petition drive urgmg Congress to look mto 
the UFO or whatever that crashed near Corona, New Mexico, on 
July 2, 1947. This is known as the Roswel! c~ because the 
retrieval was handled by the Roswell Army Alr F1eld. 

Readers may bave also heard of the case from TV or the 1980 
book The Roswell Incident, or perhaps they read the recent book 
( 1991 ), UFO Crash at Roswell, by Kevin Randle ~nd Donald 
Schmitt. A sequel is already in the .works, as more w1t1_1esses and 
informants come forward. Sometimes they talk desp1te threats 
from officials who would keep · the crash under wraps. 

It is unlikely that the complete files on the Roswell c~sh can be 
liberated from the Air Force (or whatever the agency IS that has 
them). However, it is reasonable to expect tha~ a Congres.sion~l 
committee may look into the case-but only if enough pubhc 
pressure is brou~t to ~ar. We ~u.st ac~ quickly, though, before 

I will discuss only mind usurpation 
• ccuring away from the UFO, in
troduce you to some s tunning 
el~ents associated with voice 
phenomena. and mention my ideas on 
how to cope with such a situation. I 
have room for only a few cases from 
my data , but all of it is corroborative 
with thousands of cases elsewhere. 
Lost Time Abduction <LTA l cases 
vary in intens ity all the way from 
those that are undetectable to those 
that are very extensive. Most intense 
cases have the voice but there are ex
ceptions. 

My South Bend case of some years 
ago taught me that the aliens are 
aware of me. Thinking it sa fe after 15 
years . the L TA called me and told me 
of her \"Oice in the head episodes , how 
the aliens knew of her work in a secret 
Air Force plant, and about the visit of 
one of the white-faced specters. Later 
I talked her into answering my ques
tionaire. She mailed it in the morning 
and they appeared with it in the after
noon and again threatened her and 
her loved ones. Our contact ceased. 

even more participants m the retneval d1e. . 
For copies of the petition, p~eaie write: Mr. Chfford Stone; 1421 

E. Tilden; Roswell, New MeXICO 88201-7955 (tel. 505/625-:0920). 

In my Milan , India na case we have 
no voice but a photo was taken of a 
monitor-type UFO only 32 feet away 
with tree limb reflections on it show
ing exactly where the object was . The 
witness lacked some recall , and had 
nose bleeding problems that are 
usually caused by a favorite stunt of 

A percenta ge of LTA are oriented 
toward a love and trust mode. One 
LTA in Hendricks County loves the 
short, frail , big-headed, large dark
eyed, entity she calls Zanna. Starting 
when she was a baby and up to her 
present age of 40 she has had many 
visits on the ships with those she calls 

Congress has the powers to subpoena and to grant immumty. So 
let's pressure it to get to the bottom of the Roswell case. 

Sincerely yours, 
Ricbard W. Heiden 

€ ''Men In Black'' demand photograph 
~ 

Editors 110te: Tlsis article is con
tin~dfrom t~ Thursday, March 19, 

1¥ issue of The Dearborn County 
u Register. 

Six years later ... 
It was near closing time one w3rm 

April day in 1973 at Thompson's 
Auto Parts store, which was located 

N' on Franklin Street in Milan. Two 
...... strange "persons" came into the store. 
·~ Were they human - or something 
~ else? 

1 
Reed's ferocious guard dog, ordi-

narily murderously protective, didn't 
~ think they were human.The dog, 

named Queen, was a 100-pound-plus 
~ German Shepherd, a dog that would 
_g attack when told to do so. But when 
CJ she saw these visitors, she hid in a 
~ comer and rolled herself into a ball , 
~ trembling, cowering and crying in de
~ vastated terror. Reed told me, "At this 

...J point, I knew we were in trouble!" 
eo::: What did the visitors want? One 
1:.1 was very thin, wearing a hat, appa
~ rently male, and so tall (possibly se
~ ven feet) that he had to duck to enter 
~ the shop door. This was the first thing 

that grabbed Reed's attention. 
o The other "person" was abnor
u mally short (probably under fiv e 
~ feet), also very thin, long-haired and 
~ apparently female. In spite of the 
~ warm weather, both wore heavy 
1:.1 gloves, and their clothing left no ex
~ posed skin. Their faces were flesh -

colored, but appeared not to be hu
man faces - more like plastic than 
skin. 

In an odd monotone devoid of any 
inflection, the spokesman said to 
Reed, "On January&iD~CfJlth. nine
teen hundred and~ seven, at 
four minutes until three o'clock p.m., 
Eastern Standard Time, did you see 
something unusual?" It seemed more 
a statement than a question. 

Reed replied, I've been so busy to
day that I can't even remember what I 
saw yesterday at three o ' clock." 

Without . a moment's hesitation, 
Plastic Face fired back to Reed in a 
sharper voice the exact same ques
tion, still speaking in an unemotional 
monotone. At that time it dawned on 
Reed what he was talking about. 

"Yes, I did," he answered. Plastic:-
Face wanted to hear a description of 
what Reed had seen six years ago. 
Reed told his weird visitors about hii 
observation of the UFO that moved 
slowly across his parents' yard that 
day~ Then the "man" asked anotbQ' 
question~ ''Di4l 'J4t'U -ta"e & 

pbotogaflh?" 
Reed ~ him bluntly, --Yes.'' 

Norman 
Kissell 

As I 
Reme01ber 

Then Plastic Face spoke with addi
tional commanding emphasis in sue, 
a way that the words burned in Reed ' s 
mind: "I MUST have the photograph 
and the negative, NOW!" 

Reed flatly defied them , "I'm not 
going to give them to you." 

Two customers in the store and a 
now-deceased employee watched in 
amazement. Reed was a typically 
courageous and stubborn man, and he 
and Plastic Face continued a loud at
gument. Finally Reed told him that 
what they wanted was in a bank vault 
and the banks were now closed. 

Not in the least deflected, Plastic 
Face said, "That does not matter. It 
will be no problem. We will go get 
it. " The little one maintained, "Yes, 
we WILL go get it. " 

Up until now, Reed's employee 
had seemed to find the situation hu
morous . But when he slipped out to 
check out their visitors' car, he came 
back grim and wide-eyed with this 
alarming news : the car appeared to be 
a 1969 Buick LeSabre, bright yellow, 
lacking any chrome - and the car 
was a shell ! It had no interior, no 
seats, nothing at all inside! 

Reed was still wondering if these 
were either "two incredibly weird" 
people or if this was some horrific 
dream. He finally told them once and 
for all that they could not have the 
picture or negative, that he was clos
ing for the day, goodbye, and would 
they please leave? He walked out and 
shut the door. (When he returned la
ter he found the door locked, which 
mu's t hav e been done by the VISitOrs .) 

Reed got into his pickup truck and 
headed for Versailles fa st by way of 
back roads, hoping he wouldn ' t be 
followed and to lose the eerie pair. 
But the yellow car did follow him , 
mere inches awa y at the same high 
rate o f speed. It was imposs ible for 
Reed to shake them off hi s bumper. 

For once, Reed w~ a P6)1iceman 
would show up. 

The visitors followed him, "practi
cally pushing," right to Reed's desti
nation, a garage in Versailles. The 
creatures got out of the yellow car di
rectly behind Reed and followed him 
like shadows to the door of the gar
age. Inside, some welding was taking 
place. The second Reed opened the 
door, a blinding arc-flash was emitted 
by an electric welder. The unwel
come duo and their bright-yellow car 
vanished instantly- never to return . 

According to the April 1974 issue 
of Argosy magazine, UFOs in great 
numbers were seen in the summer and 
fall of 1973 . Argosy claimed that 
there were over 500 sightings, seen 
by 5,000 people, many of whom were 
stable citizens of high reputation (in
cluding John Gilligan, Governor of 
Ohio), and also including a number of 
police officers and others of indisput
able integrity . 

That same summer, a neighbor told 
me that she had seen a " flying saucer" 
land in her field , but she had not re
ported it because of fear of ridicule . 

Was there a connection between 
Reed Thompson 's eerie visitors in 
1973 and these sightings? 

Unwelcome visits from pairs of 
these unexplainable creatures have 
been reported numerous times in the 
past. They usually were, but not al
ways, reported to have been dressed 
in black and driving black 
automobiles . 

For example, a Mrs . Mary Block, 
South Bend, saw a silver flying object 
one December day in 1968, then sev
eral days later, answered a knock on 
her door. Her caller had a deathly 
white face which had absolutely no 
lines and no expression (was it a Plas
tic Face?) . 

The figure wore all-black clothing 
and wore a black hat. The "Man In 
Black" got straight to the point. She 
and her children were not to mention 
to anybody what they had seen. He 
left riding in the back seat of a big 
black car whose windows were heav
ily tinted. Mrs . Block did not report 
·this experience until 17 years had 
gone by, and then she was still badly 
frightened as she made her report to 
Don Worley. 

Worley believes that the MIB 
(Men In Black) phenomena seems to 
operate in some other dimensional 
realm . Reports of MIB actually ex
tend back into Antiquity . In the 
Middle Ages, they were called "The 
Brothers of the Shadow." 

the Star People. Her voice ex
periences. have been gentle and for 
years she thought it was God ~!k ing 

tQ her. 
In the 1972-77 period, my friend 

Stanley Ingram, ex-judge and in
dustrial accountant, dwelled with the 
aliens in south central Tennessee. In 
fact the struggle may have hastened 
his death . Abduction, voice mind con
trol , and oriental-faced specters in 
black limousines were active there. 
The motive for the threatening ac
tions of the aliens was the return of a 
supposedly valuable propulsion for
mula one LTA was allowed to copy 
from a screen while on a UFO. 

So we do see that the aliens use 
their telepathy skills to play seeming
ly senseless games. Can these puzzl
ing episodes be contrived testing and 
learning opera lions? 

In the case of the Illinois farmer 
who sought my help, the aliens were 
downright mean. Sad to say, we do 
have a percentage of cases in which 
the hidden ones seem deliberately 
ruthless . How would you like to be 
taken from your bed as a youth, prob
ed, have your sperm extracted, and a 
tiny implant hidden in your gonad 
region? Then not have recall seep 
back into your conciousness for 12 
years . Then be harrassed by the 
voice, glowing craft, and beings? 
Once the voice said, " We ha ve a jewel 
here you would love to see!" in· 
timating that his sperm had been put 
to use . This very disturbed LTA 
sought to get even by gunfire , but I 
tried to get him to turn to scripture , 
prayer - especi"ally as darkness fell 
and they would come, and always 
wear a cross . 

In another case in Illinois , the voice 
caused the female LTA to end up in a 
mental hospital. I have had two LTAs 
who managed to get back out, but God 
only knows how many others languish 
there never to make it out. Or for that 
matter, never should have been com
mitted in the first place. Being zeroed 
in on by a force that can know your 
thoughts and put its thoughts in your 
mind is the ultimate trial in abduc
tion. Some persons , of course, have 
thought they were crazy and turned to 
suicide. However , most survive and 
adjust to the unbelievable things that 
happen to them. 

I am now trying to help a Knoxville, 
Tenn., LTA whose recitat ion of ab
ductions of her and her children, men
tal harrasmment, and specter visita
tion is deplorable . Once at a stoplight, 
she almost didn 't stop when her leg 
suddenly became paralyzed. She 
looked over and there in an auto sat 
the specters . In her mind a voice said , 
"See, we can kill you anytime!" This 
person, whose Christian faith sustains 
her, says she has passed through the 
awful fear stage. I can' t answer many 
of her questions, but I can tell her this 
is the way out of her trauma, and into 
acceptance and greater self esteem. 
One must fight back mentally in a 
most positive way. Actually, these 
are empty threats since the aliens 
have chosen her and have an invest
ment in her. I look for data to one day 
reveal that such persons are really 
safer than the ordinary human. 

Occasionally I have lost a frighten
ed LTA into fear and silence. This 
really upsets and worries me. If I can 
find them and if they Will listen, I can 
help them. As I look up at this 
beautiful cross here over my desk, I 
know that whatever becomes of all 
this- this must be our final hope and 
protection. There is nothing else. 

DONALD WORLEY 
1051 Beech Street 
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UFO RESEARCHERS GATHER IN ARKANSAS 
FOR 4TH ANNUAL OZARK UFO CONFERENCE 

By Dr. Greg Uttle 

On April3-5, 1992 several hundred 
UFO researchers and interested persons 
gathered at the Conference Center of the 
Inn of the Ozarks in Eureka Springs, 
Arkansas to hear the latest news from the 
field of ufology. This year's conference 
was the founh meeting in Eureka Springs 
and was the largest to date with atten
dance exceeding 350 persons. The Eu
reka Springs Conference has rapidly be
come one of the most important UFO 
meetings around the country and was 
covered by national media. 

The conference has been organized 
by long-timeufologist, Lucius Farish, who 
publishesthemonthlyUFONewsclipping 
Service out of Plumerville, Arkansas. As 
the conference as has rapidly grown over 
the past four years, the Mutual UFO 
Network (MUFON), the nation's pre
miere UFO organization, has become in
creasingly involved. 

This year's conference began with 
Dr. John Salter, Jr's talk on his famous 
1988 abduction where both he and his 
son were abducted near Peoria, Illinois. 
Salter, a Professor of Sociology at the 
University of Nonh Dakota, stated that 
he believes the beings encountered in 
UFO experiences "are friendly and here 
for good purposes." Salter has become 
better known after relating his story of 
abductions on several national television 
programs and he states that the beings 
originate from Zeti Reticuli. 

Immediately following Dr. Salter 
came a talk by Karla and Casey Turner, a 
husband-wife team who began their in-

terest in UFOs after discovering that 
Casey had experienced an abduction. 
Later, numerous joint abductions were 
experienced by the Turners. Karla, who 
has a Ph.D. in English, related several 
abduction stories and stated that the be
ings encountered are not necessarily be
nevolent or good. In addition, Casey, a 
computer consultant, told of coverup ef
forts by the government. The Turner's 
brought an emotional response from the 
large crowd with several tales of sexual 
acts forced on many of the other wit
nesses and abductees they have inter
viewed. The Turner's stated that at least 
three types of UFO beings are encoun
tered: the three- to four-foot tall grey 
humanoids, insectoid creatures, and 
grasshopper-like beings. 

Michael Lindemann also told of 
various government coverups in the UFO 
field and he related his investigations 
into weird happenings at Lancaster, Cali
fornia - the gateway to Edward's Air 
Force Base. Lindemann repeated the of
ten-heard claims that the government 
has reaieved crashed UFOs and has stored 
the bodies of the aliens recovered in the 
crashed discs. Some of Lindemann's talk 
was amplified by Richard Seifried, Jean 
Waller, and Jean Byrne of the Oklahoma 
MUFON group who also told of their 
investigations in their state. 

One of the most interesting talks of 
the conference was by Forest Crawford of 
Collinsville, Illinois which he tided, "The 
Revealing Science of UFOLOGY: 
Synchronicities and Alien Communica
tions." Crawford told of numerous rock 
groups and songs that are the direct result 

UFO Is UFO And 
A Flare Is A Flare 

1¥ 
u 

Photos Prove Difference 
By Bland Pugh 

.; 
Research and testing by a 

~ MUFON (Mutual UFO Network) 
~ investigation teamcontinuesataGulf 

Breeze surveillance location over-
1 looking Pensacola Beach. 
~ Nightly, with cameras in hand, 

the curious and the skeptical gather 
'5 with the Research Team at South 
"' ShorelinePark. Someofthosepresent 
~ are local residents who tell of seeing 
"' the UFO many times while others 

C: have traveled from allover the United 
~ States and other countries in the hope 
~ of seeing the famous UFO. 
~ Even though the dozens of video 

tapes and scores of photographs taken 
r:J by the Research Team show a very e unusual object, the local witnesses 
< make no claim that the UFO is from 
t;; "outer space·' but they are quick to 
""" agr~el.hat "itjustmaybe." Typically 

they report seeing a brilliant red ring 
of lights that suddenly appears and 
hovers in the sky for several minu~es . 
Depending on the distance, the struc
tural outline of the· object is some
times seen before the UFO emits a 
huge burst of pure white "energy" 
and chen disappears. 

In a effort to explain away the 
local UFO sightings, critics have 
promoted theories such as "advertis
ing airplanes," and "top secret stealth 
helicopters," but their most frequent 

explanation is that the witnesses are 
only seeing "emergency flares." 
When questioned, the witnesses are 
very sure that the flare theory is "ri
diculous" and point out that the crit
ics making such a claim have never 
bothered to go to one of the nightly 
"sky watches" and see the UFO for 
themselves. 

In an effort to scientifically settle 
the "flare theory," the MUFON in
vestigators prepared a diffraction lens 
test designed to split the light radi
ated from the UFO into its base spec
trum. On February 7 the UFO ap
peared over Pensacola Beach and was 
photographed with the diffraction 
lens. Later that night, the Research 
Team then ignited a flare across the 
sound and over a mile away. They 
used the same camera mounted with 
the diffraction lens to photograph the 
light spectrum of the flare. Conclu
sion: The spectrum analysis of the 
flare and that of the UFO did not 
match. Speaking for the Research 
Team, Gary Watson, Chief Investi
gator, said, "We still have not iden
tified the UFO but we have conclu
sively proven that the "flare theory" 
is false. The 'armchair' critics will 
have to come up with some other 
story while we continue to do the 
nightly field research necessary to 
solve this mystery." 

of band member's 
contacts with UFOs 
as well as some of his 
own "meaningful 
coincidences" 
( synchronici ties) 
that occurred during 
his investigations. 
Crawford also in
cluded quite a bit of 
Native American 
material in his talk 
including quotes 
from my own People 
of the Web. 

By far the best 
attended session was 
that held by producer 
Linda Moulton 
Howe and physician 
Dr. John Altshuler. 
Howe, who produced 
the ·award-winning 
documentary film, 

Linda Moulton Howe addresses a group showing slides 
of aliens typically reported In UFO abductions. 

Alien Harvest, updated the ufologists on 
her ongoing investigations into the cattle 
mutilation mystery and its link to UFO 
sightings. Howe has become increasingly 
interested in UFO abductions and cattle 
mutilations and now feels that some sort 
of genetic interventions are being con
ducted on humans and cattle. Dr. 
Altshuler told of his polarized light ex
periments on muti Ia ted cattle where there 
is strong evidence that some form of 
intense heat source, most likely advanced 
laser technology, was used to make the 
surgical incisions seen in mutilations. 

Others who spoke included Dr. 
Stephen Greer of Asheville, North Caro-

!ina who told of his experiments on at
tempting to contact UFOs. Antonio 
Huneeus presented slides on UFO 
sightings around the world and George 
Wingfield reported on the England" crop 
circles" phenomenon. 

The Eureka Springs UFO Confer
ence will be held about the same time 
next year. Interested persons can obtain 
information from Lucius Farish at Rt. 1 
-Box 220, Plumerville, AK 72127.In
ner Man also hopes to organize a UFO
related conference and investigation/ 
study group in the near future. Interested 
persons are encouraged to contact me at 
Inner Man/Inner Vision. 

E UFO Visits Frequently 
o.J 

~ Present Problems For 
~ N ight Time Photograpers 
0::: 
u 

The local UFO mystery contin
~ ues. Weekly, scoresofpeoplereport 
0'1 seeing the glowing· red UFO as it 

hovers over PensacolaBeach and Gulf 
~ Breeze. 

MUFON investigators satd, 
'5 "The disk-sh!iped structure of the 
~ UFO is sometimes seen briefly by 

:1! using binoculars, but even with our 
1 2000mm lens camera it is difficult to 

....J photograph." 
~::o Professional photographer, Greg 

Liss, who has seen the disk shaped 
'5 craft, · said, "Night time photography 
~ is very tricky. For example, it's like 

=::l taking a picture of a distant airplane 
! in a black sky, all the film reveals are 
3 the navigation lights. Likewise, it's 
"' very easy to photogragh the UFO's 
~ brilliant'powersource', butexposing 
~ the · superstructure, that's the prob-

lem." 
1¥ In an effort to detect and ilium i
S nate the UFO, the Research Team 
< will soon deploy a SLRODS (Small 
t;; Laser Remote Object Detection Sys
""" tern). Under the direction of optical 

physicist Dr. Maccabee, who is pro
viding the equipment, the SLRODS 
is designed for distant illumination 
and cannot be used as a weapon. 
Amplified with lens optics the laser 
will project a harmless red be~ to a 
distance of I'WIY thousands of feet 
By reflecting the laser beam off the 
UFO, the MUFON investigators hope 
to be even more successful with pho
tographs showing the structure of the 

craft. During 1991 and to this date, 
the Research Team has accumulated 
over two hollfS of vide.o-taped UFO 
sightings .along willt:dozens of pho
tographs. Even to tbe most hardened 
skeptic, this phoro evidence docu
ments that the UFO operates unlike 
any known aircraft and at a minimum 
proves that "something is out there." 

Visitors continue to travel to Gulf 
Breeze and the Pensacola area hop
ing to see the UFO. Many of them are 
rewarded with a sighting when they 
take time to watch the sky between 
7:00p.m and IO:OOp.m.fortheUFO's 
distinctive red glow as it hovers and 
displays its brilliant ring of" energy." 
Most of these welcome UFO tourists 
learned of the Gulf Breeze UFO 
sightings on national television shows 
and it seems that they have almost all 
read the book, The Gulf Breeze 
Sightings, by Ed and Frances 
Walters. When asked about the on
going UFO mystery, Ed Walters 
said, "Weekly and sometimes daily, 
people call and come by our house to 
askabouttheUFO. Wereceiveabout 
fifteen letters a day from people 
around the world who repon seeing 
the same UFO, but aside from that 
mylifeisroutine. IthinktheMUFON 
investigators are doing an outstand
ing job and I wish· them the best." 

The Small Laser Remote Object 
Detection System, is scheduled to be 
in operation in two weeks. 
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SENTRY-ENTERPRISE, Hillsboro, WI - Oct. 31, 

Witnesses recall 
UFO encounters 

By Steven j. Stanek 

A recent Gallup Poll found 
that over half of the people in 
the United States believe in the 
existence of Unidentified Aying 
Objects (UFO's). Since 
Halloween seems an appropriate 
time for the telling of such tales, 
the Sentry-Enterprise contacted 
several area residents this past 
week to see if they would share 
their encounters with these mys
terious objects. 

Some of the witnesses spoke 
only under the condition of 
anonymity. They, lilc:e all of the 
witnesses, are sane, sober, and 
respected members of the com
munity. 

The most recent sighting of a 
UFO (or flying saucer, as it was 
once called) was made by a pair 
of Hillsboro High School stu· 
dents several weeks ago. The 
two girls were startled one 
Thursday night to observe a 
mysterious light hovering over a 
hayfield near FF, past the site of 
the former greenhouse. The 
young ladies hurriedly sped 
away from the scene, and later 
saw a set of similar lights hang
ing much higher in the sky. 

A Japanese foreign exchange 
student watched an unusual 
object in broad daylight in mid
September. Ken 'ichi (Kenny) 
Kudol, a student at Wonewoc
Center, is staying with the Carl 
Degner family several miles east 
of Hillsboro. One warm after
noon, he leaned back on the roof 
of the Degners' low garage, and 
closed his eyes for a moment, 
enjoying the early Autumn sun. 

"When I opened my eyes," 
reported Kenny. "f saw some
thing silver flying in the sky." 

Kenny stared in amazement 
as a metallic-looking, cylindri
cal object darted back and forth, 
and up and down above him. 
He watched the silent craft for 
about 15 seconds, when it sim
ply vanished. 

"I really believe it was a 
UFO," Kenny told the Sentry
Enterprise. 

The description of the object 
seen by the Japanese student 
bears some similarity to a 
bizarre sighting reported in the 
Sentry-Enterprise in 1948. The 
front page story of the Feb. 26 
edition was headlined, "Flying 
Fence Posts Seen Near 
Hillsboro." 

The article announced that on 
the previous Saturday, "Sidney 
Shear and Joe Benish , who 
reside a few miles northwest of 
Hillsboro, said that about 11 :30 
in the morning they heard a roar 
overhead that sounded like an 
airplane. When they looked up 
in the sky, they saw two objects 
that looked like white fence 
posts. One was following the 
other, and both were headed in a 
westerly direction." 

The men estimated the 
objects to be about eight feet 
long each, and were traveling 
about 12 feet apart. 

"Each was a long tapering 
cylinder, with a slightly bulbous 
head, and a fan tail of light col
ored gas or mist," the newspaper 
stated. 

Mr. Shear called the phenom
ena to the attention of his wife, 

who emerged from the house in 
time to see, "the objects appear 
to slacken in speed somewhat 
and to tum on end. 

"At that stage, the 'fence 
posts' appeared to be floating in 
the air, rather than speeding lilc:e 
a rocket or torpedo." 

The objects continued roar
ing onward, and soon disap
peared over the horizon. 

In the next issue of the 
Sentry-Enterprise, additional 
sightings were presented. 
Harold M. Kauffman, who 
resided near Reedsburg, report
ed that he had seen the flying 
fence posts on the same day as 
Benish and the Shears. 

"Mr. Kauffman said he 
watched the unusual objects 
travel up the valley towards La 
Valle." the account states, "and 
observed just before they 
reached the village, one of the 
'fence posts' moved over to the 
other side of its companion--so 
that the positions of the objects 
were changed, although they 
continued to travel side by side." 

A Woodland resident specu
lated that the objects were jet 
planes, because he had seen 
wings. Some quick calcula
tions by the author of the story, 
however, discovered the craft 
were moving at only 70 miles 
per hour, much too slow for jet 
aircraft, of any era. The contro
versy was never resolved, and, 
as is so often the case in these 
matters, simply faded away. 

According to most books 
dealing with the UFO phe
nomenon (of which there are 
many) the so-called modem era 
of UFO activity began in 1947 
with a sighting by Washington 
pilot Kenneth Arnold. Arnold 
coined the phrase 'flying 
saucers' when he described a 
formation of nine disc-shaped 
objects as moving through the 
air like saucers skipping across 
water. 

In actuality, before and since 
Arnold's sighting, UFO's have 
been reported in many shapes 
and colors, with the most pre
dominant being the disc or 
saucer shape and cylindrical or 
cigar-shaped objects. In addi
tion, night-time sightings of 
lighted objects are much more 
commonplace than daytime 
reports of metallic craft. 

Butch and Eileen Nale had a 
hair-raising encounter with a 
bright, round object in the 
Autumn of 1965. 

"It was a large, white object," 
Butch recalls. "It looked just 
like a mini-moon. It was shiny, 
glassy white." 

The couple spotted the light 
as they were leaving Hillsboro 
around 10:30 one night, travel
ing west along Highway 82. It 
appeared to be hovering over the 
Richard Pacl farm. 

Suddenly, the object disap
peared. 

"It was lilc:e if you didn't want 
somebody to know you were 
there, and you turned your head
lights off," said Butch. 

Nate traveled another 250 
yards, when the object reap
peared over a woods bordering a 
field on the Bill Pesik farm 
(near the present site of Vernon 
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Electric). 

_ A pauem of 'cat and mouse' 
developed, as the object would 
blink out from time to time, 
only to reappear at a new loca
tion. It seemed obvious to 
Butch and Eileen that they were 
being toyed with by the bizarre 
phenomenon. 

When the couple reached the 
intezsection of County trunks P 
and V, the incident took a tezri
fying tum. 

"This is when the scary pan 
begins," warned Butch. "When 
we s~ted down the hill, the 
object came right at us. We 
ducked down in the car. It went 
right over the top of us!" 

The light then resumed its 
former routine of playing tag 
with the couple. It was hover
ing over Valley when Butch 
pulled into the driveway of 
Eileen's parents. The incident 
left both of them shaken. Butch 
feels they were being 
"observed", and that they were 
the pawns in some bizarre game. 

"It could have dane anything 
it ww.ted to us, • he commented. 

Another Hillsboro couple had 
a similar encounter in the 
Autumn of 1969. 1be two, who 
wish to remain anonymous, 
were driving one night along 
McKenzie Road near White 
City. At the intersection of 
McKenzie Road and County V, 
they noticed an odd light in the 
sky. 

What transpired so impressed 
the (then)teenage boy, that he 
later tape-recorded his observa
tions. 

"It looked like a far away 
star, only it was a bight, scintil
lating white light," he said at the 
time. 

The couple watched the 
object approach a passing air
plane, and hover near it. As 
they continued toward the 
strange light. it became larger as 
it descended from the sky. 
They could see that two sets of 
flashing lights were auached to 
an oval background. 

"The lights kept rotating 
around," recalls the woman. 
"They were a white color, and 
were on the bottom. You could 
see the bigger part of the thing 
was oval." 

As the object drew nearer 
and nearer the car, the couple 
became alarmed and pulled into 
the driveway of the Jim Benish 
farm . 

"There was no noise whatso
ever," the man continued. "At 
this point the object was about 
150 feet in the air, directly over 
us, and still coming down . It 
appeared to be about 150 feet in 
length ... with a reddish glow 
midway between the lights on 
the bottom, that did not rotate. 

"The lights appeared to be 
about four feet in diameter, and 
were arranged in intervals 
around the object, which was 
rotating. Thus one could see 
about two to three lights at a 
time. It gave a flashing appear
ance, much as you'd get a flash
ing appearance from a flashing 
red light on a cop's car. Only 
these lights were very intense 
white." 

The man compared the air
craft to a large, twin-rotored 
(troop transport) helicopter, with 
one important difference. It was 
dead silent! 

"There was absolutely no 
noise that could be heard over 
the sound of my idling engine," 

,.._., __ 
Kenny Kudol'a sighting at the Carl Detner farm wu 
not the flnt report of a UFO above Thew Road, but it 
waa the most recent. 

he said. 
The now-terrified couple 

spun gravel as they attempted to 
drive away from the monstrosi
ty, which had descended to 
within 100 feet of their car. 
Suddefily, the lights winked out, 
as the craft simply vanished. 

"It had disappeared instantly 
or the lights had shut out," con
tinued the man. "Saying th3t the 
lights had shut ouJ is no indica
tion that the thing had taken 
off." 

Whatever happened, it was· 
the last the couple saw of the 
object They reported the inci

dent to the Vernon County 
Sheriffs Dept., wh_jch dis
patched an officer to investigate. 
The woman told the Sentry
Enterprise the officer said he 
heard strange noises in the 
woods nearby, but failed to 
locate the object. 

Another Hillsboro woman 
had an even closer encounter 
with the Unknown in November 
of 19TI. Returning home from 
worlc one evening, she was trav
eling along County Q, when she 

found her way b1ocked by some 
flashing blue and red lights. 
Thinking she had happened 
upon the scene of an accident, 
the woman, who asked to 
remain anonymous, stopped her 
car about 100 yards away, and 
got out 

When she stepped from the 
car, she peered through the 
bright lights, and was shocked 
to see, not a squad car or ambu
lance, but a large aircraft strad
dling the highway. 

"It covered the road," she 
told the Sentry-Enterprise. "It 
was shaped like a derby hat, but 
not quite as tall. " 

The woman quickly began to 
get back in her car, when the 
object raised itself off the high
way. 

"It lifted straight up and was 
gone ... zoom! ," she said. "It 
never made a noise. 

She pointed out that the loca
tion of the sighting was near 
some electrical transformers. A 
man living nearby, also saw the 
lights, but like the woman, 
assumed it was an accident 

REGISTER STAR, Rockford, IL - Feb. 26, 1992 

UFO info 
I receive interesting letters from 

you about subjects you would like 
to see addressed in this column, 
and of course, I do my best to 
cover the science or nature topic 
you are requesting. 

Recently, I received u letter 
from Mount Rainier, Md. called, 
"Fund for UFO Research Inc." It 
contained some interesting infor
mation which I will share with 
you in case you are one of the 
many people who have spotted 
what they believe to be an uniden
tified Oying object (UFO). 

It states: "This most bimrre of 
all the aspects of the UFO mystery 
continues to grow with new re
ports being received frequently 
from all parts of the United States 
as well as other countries. There 
are now in excess of I ,000 reports 
of"ulien abductions" on file with 
the leading investigators. 

''In the great majority of in
stances, the scenarios are de
scribed in highly consistent 

SUE 
MROZ 

fashion: the appearance of aliens, 
their step-by-step actions, and the 
reasons of the victims. 

"The typical abduction starts 
with the capture of one or more 
innocent victims, either from a car 
at night in a sparsely populated 
urea, or from the victim's bedroom 
at night. 

"One or more victims nrc then 
taken int.o what is presumed to be 
a craft of some sort, subjectctl to 
unfmniliar "medical" procedures, 
and finally retumed to where they 
were taken, with little or no 
conscious recall of the events. 
Memory then returns slowly, 
sometimes with the aid of hyp
nosis, oflcn without." 

WJFR-TV's Sue Mroz'scolumn 
on science and nature appears here 
weelulays. 

CR: B. Greenwood 5 
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seriously 
ByJohnCorr 

INQUIRER STAFF WRITER 

David M. Jacobs is a scholar, historian 
and university professor, and he 
believes that humans, maybe 

millions of them, have been abducted by 
.~ space aliens and fiddled with - sexually. 
.c He believes the aliens are using humans 
a. to produce ~ybrid children, maybe millions 
~ of them, wbo are then taken away -
"g possibly to a life of slavery on a distant 
,..... planet 
·~ Jacobs believes all of this, and more, 
f because of exten

program a~rs 
to be vast, ' says 
scholar-author 
David M. Jacobs. 

sive interviews with 
60 people who, un
der hypnosis, told 
him remarkably 
similar stories about 
being abducted, 
taken to a spaceship 
and subjected to 
mental and physical 
"processes ... 

It all sounds like 
supermarket tabloid 
stuff, be concedes. 
"I know it's bizarre," 
he said during an 
interview in his 
Temple University 
office. "I know it's 
preposterous and 
wacky." 

had for promotion here at the uni
versity." 

(From Temple: No comment.) · 
Just the sort of explanation Jacobs 

is seeking may be contained in the 
observations of Peter B. Bloom, clini
cal associate professor of psychiatry 
at the University of Pennsylvania 
School of Medicine, a fellow of the 
Society for Clinical and Experimen
tal Hypnosis, president-elect of the 
International Society of Hypnosis 
and senior attending psychiatrist at 
the Institute of Pennsylvania Hospi
tal. 

All the accounts of extraterrestrial 
kidnappings collected by Jacobs 
were given under hypnotic regres
sion - a technique in which, he 

They are taken to what seems to be 
a spaceship and placed on tables, as 
many as 200 in a room. "Mental and 
sexual" procedures, most remem
bered only vaguely, ensue. Some are 
shown children and told to "behold 
the future." 

Then they are returned to the site 
of the kidnapping, with no memory 
of the incident. Only later, some
times many years later, do traces of 
memory return. Fuller recollection, 
said Jacobs, comes forth during hyp
nosis. 

Harvard psychiatry professor John 
E. Mack, in his introducton to Secret 
Life, credits Jacobs with "a special 
standard of rigorous scholarship and 
careful observation" in compiling 
the book. 

Mack writes: concedes, he has no for
mal training. 

Probably, Bloom said, 
Jacobs' subjects were 
simply telling him 
what he wanted to 
bear: "The subject 
shapes his responses to 
meet the agenda of the 
hypnotist. It happens 
often." 

"Memory is 
nota tape 
recorder that 
can simply be 
played back," 
says a skeptic. 

"Through his meticu
lous documentation of 
the structure and con
tent of the UFO abduc
tion phenomenon, Dr. 
Jacobs has deepened 
the mystery that lies 
before us while, at the 
same time, bringing us 
closer to some form of 

This isn't necessarily 
a conscious effort to please the hyp
notist, Bloom said, but a response to 
·subtle cues that the hypnotist him
self might not be aware of. 

"Memory is not a tape recorder 
that can simply be played back un
der hypnosis," said Bloom. "It is 
composed of impressions that may 
be real in terms of feelings but may 
have nothing to do with fact." 

Medical hypnosis, Bloom said, is 
"such a powerful, useful technique 
when used as an adjunct to medical, 
dental, psychological and psychiatric 
treatment that, to see it used this 
way .... 

understanding. He has 
made clear that we are dealing with 
a phenomenon that has a hard edge, 
a huge, strange interspecies or inter
being breeding program that has in
vaded our physical reality and is 
affecting the lives of hundreds of 
thousands, if not millions of people 
and perhaps, in some way, the con
sciousness of the entire planet." 

Some of the victims, Jacobs says, 
claim to have been abducted many 
times, beginning in childhood. Some 
men say sperm was taken from them. 
Some women say they became preg
nant, but that the fetus later "disap
peared" from their bodies. 

and energy invested in the breeding 
program is enormous." 

Jacobs, who continues to interview 
"abductees," said he expected to 
write more books and articles as the 
data increased. 

It has almost become, he said, a 
"new scholarly discipline." 
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r-: SPACE SUJT IRONED OOT: The Pim1 
County Board of SUpervisors has qeed 
to pay $110.1XXl to a shecitfs o!lk:e 
employee wro claimed he was bypassed 
at promotion time because he beli8YeS In 
UFOs. 

The cash settlement eo:led what the 
rDoaJ magazineUFO tlas ~led 
"perhaps the lirst laws lit of its klrli • 

AboUt 18 rronths ago, $herilrs ollce 
p~ and opermons oll'ar k~ 
Dtu filed~ alter the coonl'(s lot) cop 
appoirted $0meone else to til ad the 
emerQBrcy serW:es department Slllrll 
Clmaca D"Dik cled OtR~~'s ir4erest Ill 
unidef'titied ~tying objects as the reason 
the 13-year cowlly errc>loyee wasn1 
oMeled the job a!lhoiqlthe ob had 
an oLtstanding work record 

Dean had been ranked second 
b«lind laltn r.tun in the job 
competition. She turned the job down. 
Desptte reported long-time coooty 
procedures, Ouprik bypassed the 62-

Still, he believes it, and he has written a 
book, Secret Life: Firsthllnd Accounts of UFO 
Abductions (Simon & Schuster), setting 
forth his beliefs. 

Studies such as Jacobs', Bloom 
said, should be conducted with the 
most rigorous scholarly discipline 
and should be replicable by other 
investigators. "The danger here is 
that the subjects probably now be
lieve these stories as true explana
tions of normal difficulties of ev
eryday living." 

Jacobs says he was careful to 
"weed out" what he refers to as 
"confabulation, screen memories 
and dream material." And in the 
end, he points out, all of his sub
jects - from all over the couflb'y, 
from all walks of life - tell the 
same basic story: 

Jacobs, who has never personally 
met up with an alien, became inter
ested in reports of UFO sightings in 
the mid-1960s as a hobby. He gradu
ally became more serious about the 
subject and, in 1973, wrote his doc
toral thesis about it. Shortly after, he 
published his first book on the topic, 
The UFO Controversy in America. 

In 1986, he began doing hypnotic
regression interviews, and after six 
years of this, he has concluded: 

yaar~ld department veteran and~ 
someone who wasn, even a c:anidP 
lor the post. · 

Dean filed suit In Pina County 
~~ Collt. alleQPJ thai ~'* 
Yio~ed tis mt AmeOO/TI!f1t f9t ID 
free speech 3fVj disairrfited against 
hin becaiJs.e or his aoe and oenc*. 

"I hllve to believe it," he said. "There is 
no theory that explains how all of these 
people could have the same experience 
and report the same details down to the 
smallest point. These people don't know 
each other, they are not seeking publicity, 
and they related details that had never 
been made public previously." 

He would be "delighted if some other 
explanation could account for all of this -
but there is none. This book had to be 
done. I didtl't write it, certainly, to advance 
my career. In fact, all it does is call my 
judgment into question and, I imagine, it 
puts an end to any chance I might have 

They are visited, usually at night 
and while alone, by aliens who are 
short and bald and lack genitalia. 
They are taken up into the sky, 
often passing through walls or ceil
ings. 

{Because these abductions have 
never been witnessed, Jacobs as
sumes that the process that allows 
the abductees to pass through solid 
matter also renders them and their 
abductors invisible.) 

• UFQs ar. here to use humans to 
create other beings. 
• UFO sightings are probably related 
to kidnappings. 
• The abductions may have occurred 
for the last SO years and may involve 
many millions of humans. 
• Besides the manufacture of'living 
beings, the aliens want "knowledge 
of our mental and non-reproductive 
physiological processes." 

"The abduction program appears 
to be vast," said Jacobs, noting that 
the aliens "hustle" their human cap
tives away as soon as possible, "pre
sumably so more humans can be 
brought in .... The amount of time 

DISPATCH, Columbus, OH - Apr il 16, 1992 CR: MORA 

Alien abduction? Odd but true, they say 
lylorm.ton 
Ct.« NtwS Service 

Eric Beckjord probably lost his audience 
when he maintained that aliens had sculpted a 
mammoth likeness of Grumpy the Dwarf among 
the craters of Mars. 

The doctors, physicists, psychiatrists, bio
chemists and others gathered over the weekend in 
Decatur, Ga., to discuss crop circles, remote 
viewing and alien abduction weren't buying it. 

''This is the kind of thing that gives the study 
of anomalous phenomena a bad name," said Col. 
John B. Alexander of Santa Fe, N.M., a fonner 
Green Beret and military intelligence expert. 

Such was the atmosphere at the fourth meet
ing of Treatment and Research of Experienced 
Anomalous Trauma, a group founded by New 
York psychiatrist Rima Laibow to deal with what 
seems to be post-traumatic stress in patients who 
claimed to have experienced alien abduction. 

Laibow said the common experiences among 
patients warranted inquiry. 

"These were basically healthy people who 
were telling absolutely incredible stories and 
showing the impact of their experiences, both 
psychological and physical." · · 

Since its first meeting in May 1989, the group 
has expanded its concerns to include a variety of 
strange occurrences. 

That explains why Beckjord, director of the 
Center for Cryptophenomena in Malibu, Calif., 
was showing slides of Bigfoot, the Loch Ness 
monster and other landmarks of the extraordin
ary. 

The four-day meeting was far from a gather-

"These were basically healthy 
people who were telling absolutely 
incredible stories and showing the 
impact of their experiences, both 
p5J!chological and physical. '' 

Dr. Rima Laibow 
psychiatrist 

ing of true believers - in fact, its lack of 
consensus was notable. 

Proponents of telekinesis hissed at the men
tion of dowsing (finding water with a forked stick). 
Theories of demonic extraterrestrials were sup
ported and rejected. 

One group listened raptly to a description of 
an anti-stress device called BETAR that was 
promptly criticized by others. The exchanges 
were vigorous. 

"No, I have not seen any aliens; I have not 
been taken for a tide," said Diane Vickery, a 
Cincinnati psychiatrist. 

Yet Vickery thinks those suffering the after
effects of what they call abductions ought to be 
studied seriously. 

Mark Woodhouse, who teaches Eastern reli
gion and consciousness research at Georgia State 
University, organized this year's meeting. His 
interest, he said, is simply curiosity. 

"I'm interested in the whole spectrum of 
phenomena that don't e~ily fit established models 
of explanation." 

One of his student.." is 19-vear-old Justin 
Beals, a BET AR operator in a Maleolm X cap, who 
introduced himself as a trance channeler. 

Beals experienced a "kundalini awakening" 
during one of Woodhouse's courses, he .said. That 
led him, in a roundabout way, to the meeting. 

"I'm interested in bringing together science 
and the spirit," Beals said. "It's time for both of 
them to shake hands." 

For a registration fee of about $85 per guest, 
about 75 people attended four days of lectures and 
workshops1 receiving complimentary beverages 
and entertainment by comic Steve Bhaennan, 
who perlorrns in lotus position. 

While Bhaerman's philosophical humor is 
ultimately accessible, at the other extreme was 
the presentation by Gennan physicist Ilobrand 
von Ludwiger, who spoke Sunday about UFOs 
and the unified-field theory. 

With the aid of an overhead projector, he ran 
through dense tables of multivariable equations, 
to prove such theses as "particle-physics theory 
extended into 12 dimensions thus allows full 
quantization." · 

This thrilled some but left others gasping for 
air. 

An Emory University biochemist who re
quested anonymity - because associations with 
UFOs "can be very detrimental to your profes
sional standing'' - said he wa.'i baffled but im
pressed by von Ludwiger's talk. 

"It wa~ beyond me," he ~d. 

For information, write TREAT at P.O. Box 
728, Ardsley. N.Y. 10502-0728. 

"People taw a ~ m b*.'l il 
JtutM they m to beiM. • • 
K4tm1t General Bob Corbin told 
Phosix's Nft T 11W wrk Ward 
Harbvf ( raprided il1 WO Men In I 
LJne Green Slit, • T~n W~ • .U. 
19, 1991). "I haw an rurest il LfOI, 
too. I don1 know wheOier I 'beiiM' ln 
!hem 01 oot. BIA rm ua i'dlfatld In 
them a· a flit Does thai rmilllll DOt 
~to be attorney generarr 

PUen also questioned Olft*'s 
dedskln, caling Dean a "hijltf 
~ prolessionallitlo'a dlsORG 
of the job. He's interested illfOs; rm 
rterested In antiques. He PlfiU8S Iii 
rtereslln his own tinl. W'rrj shot*i I 
matte« 

O..'a astral beliefs •• groandad oa 
earth. He said ~ dur~ Ilia 27...,. 
career in the U.S. Asrrrt, he saw 
dilssifled documefis and atldes 
conflming the exislllnce of LfOs. 

"I ck>n, run otf on little~ a 
talk aboiA little green men, llld I hM a 
r!Qhllo the darm job because I uned 
it,· Dean said. 

The Board of s~ Ill& modh 
voted to senle the case and pay Dian 
$110,00). ()}e local pld 11*1 1111 
Skinny thai Sapentlof 1111 t. had 
the most colortd rXionale fof ~ to 
sellle the case. Lunn said the boW 
stxluld ~ Dean the mxw; becaule 
Oeal1 porod otJ there • an aiea 
~ on the board. ttldllng m the 
general dlredlon of lelow ~ 
$upanll0f Ed Moou, Lunn quipped thaf 
Dean was right aboiJ that 

Got Any Skinrrt? StOO it to The 
Slrirly, Tocson W81J1iy ,P.O. 8ox2~ 
Tucson, AZ 85702. Or cal 792-3630 n1 
ask br me editorial ~aJtm!nt Hirlt
ltch newshounds C4n send Ill'S 1'13 tax It 
792-XJiU 
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several re-enactment scenes, 
Gordon appeared as himself in 
interviews on the show. He tal
k•d about- ~h• fint ~alle he 
received at the radio station on 
Oct. 19, 1987 reporting un
identified flying objects. He 
told of hi!! subsequent in
volvement in the sightings, 
government runaround, a 
break-in at his home, threats 
on his life and treatment for 
stress brought on by the inci
dents. 

On the show he said he 
would never report seeing the 
UFOs if he had it to do again. 
He noted his life had been 
changed forever because of the 
t>.xperience. 

Gordon's seven-year-old 
daughter Amanda was excited 
about her appearance on the 
show. "I think it was real nice. 
I'd like to be on TV again." 

WiUiunsc:: ad.:i'ld, "Nobody 
can tell me anything that 
makes sense. I know I saw 
something. It was down low 
where I could see it. If it were 
an airplane · or a Stealth 
bomber we would not have a 
roof on the house. I think the 
government knows more than 
it's telling. I think the govern
ment knows what it is." 

tn 

Patricia Akers of the Fort 
Chiswell area also appeared in 
the production and gave an ac
count of her sightings. "I 
thought it was real good. They 
took it serious. I was on two 
other shows - Current Affair 
and a Channel13 news show
and they sort of made fun of it. 
One was a halloween spoof. I 
was reluctant to be interviewed 
for Unsolved Mysteries after 
that. I didn't know how they 
would treat it." 

Wytheville resident and 
Roanoke newspaper reporter 
Paul Dellinger was filmed in a 
segment which was cut from 
the broadcast. Complimenting 
the telecast, he said, "It was 
very straight forward . It said 
what the people said." A pro
duction crew from the NBC 
show arrived in Wytheville the 
first ..eJt in ~ 1991 to 
film a segment on the sight
ings. It shot exteriors in the 
downtown area and in the 
county. The personal inter
views were shot in an un
disclosed location in town. ~ Staff photos by Wayne Quesenberry 

E-t Mary Jane Williamson (left) and Patricia Akers (right) discuss their appearance i on Unsolved Mysteries following the broadcast last night 

Williamson and Akers said 
their fllming took about a half 
hour each. They didn't work 
from a script but told in their 
own words what they saw. 

g Wythe County UFO saga is 
retold on network television 

Mary Jane Williamson, also 
in the show, commented, "I 
thought it was real good. They 
did a good job with it. I was a 
little worried they wo'!.lld make 
it seem sensational." 

"They cut a lot of what I 
said," Akers noted. 

At a press conference last Oc
tober, a producer said the seg
ment would probably be shown 
during sweeps ·month in Fe
bruary. She pointed out that 
shows about UFOs were popu
lar among viewers. 

ByWAYNEQUESENBERRY 
Staff Writer 

The local critics of last 
night's edition of Unsolved 
Mysteries were unanimous 
-..... i th their reviews. They were 
in a position to critique the 
show ~ause many of ~ 
were involved in the produc
tion. They were pleased with 
the way in which their story 
was told. 

The popular television pro
gram celebrated its lOOth show 
last night with a two-hour tele
cast which included a segment 
on the UFO sightings in Wythe 
County several years ago. It 
was viewed on wide screen 
television at the Wytheville 
Holiday Inn by the people ap
pearing in the segment, their 
family and friends . 

Danny Gordon, news director 
for WYVE Radio in Wytheville 
and who was featured promi
nently in the show, remarked, 
''I'm still kind of numb. Seeing 
it like this brought it all back. I 

Danny Gordon (right) talks with Craig Allison about 
Wythe County segment of Unsolved Mysteries 

can deal better with it now 
than I could when it tU hap
pened. I think they did a super 

job on the show." 
Portrayed by an actor in 

Wytheville Mayor Trent 
Cre.e tn.t ,teased wtt1t 1h• 
way his town and the people 
were treated by the production. 
"I thought it was realistic. I 
wa.s apprehensive that we'd 
come off looking like a bunch of 
hillbillies." 

"I think it was a fair treat
ment. It didn't make anybody 
look stupid. I'm still skeptical 
about the whole thing. I think 
it was some kind of military 
operation and not an alien 
craft," stated Craig ·Allison, 
general manager of\VYVE. 

"Unsolved Mysteries was the 
tenth rated show last week. It 
will probably be in the top five 
this week," G<>rdon predicted. 

/t.t •• end ef tha UFO ~~ 
ment last night Gordon 
received a telephone call from a 
former high school football bu
ddy who'd just seen the show in 
Texas. 

"This will put us on the map. 
I don;t want to see a UFO hotel 
open up but I wouldn't mind if 
we sold a few sweatshirts," 
G<>rdon said. He did a stint late 
last night on a call-in show for 
a Portsmouth television station 
and appeared this morning on 
a Richmond television show. 

DAILY NEWS, New York, NY 

April 21, 1992 CR: G. Iannaccone 

-~ UFO Researcher Says 
: He Just Deals in Facts 

ments. Tbe government also 11M 
preaured military aad civilian eye
witnesses to remain slleat about 
sightiqs, and false iaformatioa 
about 'l}ittle greea men" has beea 
leaked to UFO re.ean:hers to throw 
them off the trail, Hutiags says. 

UFOs? Just .. toys 
for those Calif. flyiJoys 
By RICHARD SISK 
News Wash>ngton Bureau 

~ASH.INGT<.)N - They're seeing things out in 
Cahforma agam - glowing things that go boom in 
the sky and look like Elvis " in the right light. " But a 
new report yesterday said that despite descrip
tions, they're likely not "the mother ship" - just 
new toys for the Air Force. 

0::: 
u By ROGER BARNHART 

Eagle Staff Writer 
N Take it or leave it, that's the atti
~ tude of UFO researcher Robert 

Hastings when be lectures about his 
,..: favorite topic - flying saucers. 

"I am not a missionary. I'm not 
:;::: here to turn skeptics into believ
~ ers," Hastings said. "I just believe 
< that the public bas the right and the 
1 very definite need to know the 
< facts." 
Q.o Those facts, Hastings says, sug-

.. gest that the Earth is being visited 
~ by beings who are more intelligent 

,.... and advanced than we are. They 
~ also reveal a nearly 40-year govern
ltl ment coverup of UFO sigbtings 

.. around top-secret U.S. nuclear mis
~ sile sites and atomic test facilities 
~ besays. . ' 
~ . Hastings, who spoke Monday 

mgbt to ~ lar~e crowd at Slifpery 
Rock Umverstty as part o the 
Union Program Board Lecture Se
ries, has spent nearly half of his life 
investigatmg reports of flying sau
cers. 
Al~ough he's never seen one, he's 

convinced that they exist. He's also 
convinced that government leaders 

know more about UFOs than 
they're saying. 

"Since the late 40s and the early 
1950s, there have been ongoing 
strings of occurrences in which 
UFOs have shown a distinct and re
peated interest in this country's nu
clear weapons and other scientific 
developments," he said. ''This is 
something our government is very 
concerned about." 

Hastin~s says be gets much of his 
information from previoutly classi
fied military and mtelligence docu
ments only recently made available 
to the public through the federal 
Freedom of Information Act. There 
are some ~,000 pages of govern
ment documents about UFOs now 
available, be says. 

Aside from the much publicized 
UFO investigation conducted by tbe 
U.S. Air Force known as Project 
Blue Book which ended in 1969 
Hastings says the government baS 
also sponsored several other top-se
cret UFO studies. 

Hastings claims the government 
has covered up its interest in UFOs 
by burying official records about 
UFOs amid piles of cluaified docu-

T~e UFO com~piracy, he claims, 
begms at the White House and is 
controlled by the natioa's top two 
security ageacies, the Ceo~ lnte
ll2~nce Agency aad the National Se
ctYnty Agency. 

Wh.r. is the government so afraid 
of telling tbe truth about UFOs? 

"There's the fact that these craft 
appear to be interested in our nucle
ar weapons, and that they are supe
rior to our own aircraft," Hastings 
said. "Then there is the concern 
about a public panic if tbele things 
were revealed.' 

His interest began at 16 wben as 
an "Air Force brat," he witneaed a 
radar sighting of a group of UFOs 
near Malmstrom Air Force Base in 
Montana. The UFOs, which were 
spotted over several U.S. nuclear 
missile silos, disappeared when Air 
Force jets were sent into the area. 

Hastings says he's envious of peo
ple who have actually seen flying 
saucers, and hopes to one day see 
one himself. He also looks forward 
to the day a full disclosure is made 
on UFOs. 

"Some observers claim to have witnessed a vast 
black flying wing, estimated at 600 feet to 800 feet 
width , passing silently over city streets in Califor
nia," the report said. "The craft moved so slowly 
that one observer claimed he could jog along with 
it." 

The 35-page study by the Federation of American 
Scientists traced an increasing number of reports 
of unexplained lights and noises over the West 
Coast since October 1990. 

"While one might make tongue-in-cheek com
ments about the proclivity of those on the western 
side of the San Andreas Fault to see mystical bod
ies," th~ re~ort said, the frequency and consistency 
of the s1ght~ngs suggests the Air Force is testing a 
prototype aircraft at Nellis or Edwards Air Force 
Base. 

The Air Force tested Stealth fighters for years in 
such secrecy. 

Steven Aftergood, one of the authors of the re
port, jokingly said the UFOs "look like Elvis in the 
right light. " 

But based on the "flattened football " shape and 
supersonic speeds mentioned in the sightings, the 
report speculated that the aircraft could be Project 
Aurora, a rumored successor to the Fl17A Stealth 
t'lgtrt.er, or a successor the famed SR71 Blackbird 
spy pfane. 

'The Air Force. routinely declined comment yes-
~-
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"UFO. Tonlgtt, • a new radio talk 
lhcM hoeted by UFO journalist Don 
Ecker, premiered March 8 on The 
c.ble Radio Network, available locally 
on Channel 6 on Avenue Cable and 
CNnlels 61nt 21 on Century Cable at 
9:00p.m. Sunday ~The program 
wll f8ltl.n DYe lrtervlews with m'ajor 
,.,_In the UFO fteld and a cal-in 
portion which allows listeners to aek 
queatlona of their own. 

Ecker Is a writer and lecturer on the 
UFO phel tomenon, as well as serving 
as Resewch Director for "UFO 
Mllgazlne. • His own lnlere8t In UFOs 
datee back to the ml~ 1960s. 

"I had a sighting when I was with 
three other friends In 1966 while we 
were coming home from a hurting trip, • 
Ecker said. 'We were OYerftown by four 
objects thS exhibited ncthlng that 
would suggeet that they were anything 
of the nonnal variety. Brilllart l~s. and 
then there were the aerial maneuvers 
they engaged In I didn't know It al th 

time, tu there was a large UFO ftap 
that was going on. • 

In 1982, while Ecker was a criminal 
tnveetlgator Investigating some 
iqlcultural crimes, which had to do with 
cattle mutilations, the subject of UFOs 
came up again. Cattle mutilations are 
often assocll:ted with the appearance of 
UFOs In a given area. 

Later, after being medically retired 
from his job as a policeman; Ecker 
began whal he called "armchair 
research" with his new computer 
system. 

"I ended up accessing some 
computer informational systems like 
Compu-Serve, and stumbled ooo the 
UFO thing, • he said, "and It just 
snatched me up. It became almost an 
obsession." 

Ecker joined The M!Jual UFO 
Network, becoming both a state section 
director and Investigator for the 
organization, which is the largest of Its 
kind. In 1988, he began writing articles 
and book reviews for "UFO Magazine,• 
and within a couple of years joined the 
staff. 

•Over the years,• Ecker said, "I'Ve 

REPORTER, Ventura, CA - March 19, 1992 

A New R·adio ·Talk Show 
By Sean Casteel 

g(111ernment have some 
concern, serious 
concern (111er this, and 
have. gone to a great 

·extent to misinform 
people." 
Ecker said the news 

media are also at fault. 

"We'Ve had some major 
cases OYer the last 1 0 to 
12 years that have 
almost been uniformly 
Ignored by the media 
And that's another 
concern, • Ecker said, 
"the way the media has 

done a lot of different 
media, bdh local and 
national, speaking 
about UFOs for the 
magazine. And last 
year, we were 
discussing W81{S of 
extending Into othet 
media, because we 
had a lot to Slitf. The 
magazine Is only a bi
monthly publication, 
but, as you can 
Imagine, we get lots at 
Information that 
croeeee our desk 
almost dally." 

In order to spread 
the word even more, 
Ecker began to co-host 

Don Ecker, hoet of the new radio treated this subject. 
talk show, "UFO. Tonight" Now, In many respects, 

people in the UFO field 

a radio show on Los Angeles station 
KIEV with radio legend Jim HaWthorne. 
The program lasted about three and a 
half months before Hawthorne decided 
to retire. 

• A lot of people, and I mean a lot ~ 
people, • Ecker said, "had called up and 
written them about cancelling the show 
because we had developed qlite a 
following. Blot after that happened, I jus 
decided to take It into another area • 

Ecker said he was approached by 
several different radio stations 
throughout the area that were 
Interested In continuing with the project. 

"Then I was contacted by The Cable 
Radio Network, which is a national 
system, • Ecker said. "And they asked If 
we would be interested In doing a show 
on their medium. And we said, 'Yeah, 
that's great. •• 

Ecker plans for the program to tackle 
Issues in the field of UFOs head on, 
including alleged government 
involvement in UFO activity. 

'Some of the major issues we're 
confronted with today,' Ecker said, "are 
some of the same issues we were 
confronted with 45 years ago. 
Government involvement, government 
concern, government cover-up. One at 
the newer things that we are just now 
recognizing (11/er the last 1 0 years is 
dis-information. Evidently military 
intelligence entities within the 

carry a lot of the blame 
because of the fringe element. And so 
many people that have an honest 
Interest in it do not have the means or 
ability to go check out a lot of this 
Information. So, some of these fringe 
elements are just throwing anything at 
them for a buck, without any ~rn 
about how It's Injuring the fteld OYei all. 
And that's one of the reasons I feel the 
media hasn1 covered It the WfiY It 
should." 

In an effort to give UFOs a proper 
media treatment, Ecker has lined up an 
Impressive list of guests for "UFOs 
Tonight." 

"Some of the guests that we have set 
up for the next few months Include 
Jacques Vallee, a French astrophysicist 
and computer scientist, probably one ~ 
the most credentialed scientific 
personalities presently that are 
following up on the phenomenon,' 
Ecker said "He's noted for writing a 
number of very Incisive books 
concerning UFO, most recently 
Confrontations and Revelations. And 
he has a new book out right now about 
the Soviet Union. 

'We have Dr. Da,vid Jacobs 
scheduled in a few weeks, • Ecker 
continued, "and Jacobs just had a new 
book published called Secret Life on the 
UFO abduction arena Jacobs has 
worked hand-in-gl(111e with one of the 
most famous abduction researchers, 

UNION-TRIBUNE, San Di ego, CA - March 14, 1992 

Budd Hopkins. • 

Other guests Include P~ StonehiR, a 
Russian emigre who is now a 
naturalized citizen and has done a 
tremendous amount at work about 
UFOs in the Soviet Union; Zecherlah 
Sltchin, a nationally renowned author 
and ancient language linguist who has 
written "The Earth Chronicles' series 
about ancient visitations; John Keel, a 
prolific UFO author; and Kevin Randle 
and Donald Sctvnldt, whose book was 
a major Investigation Into the crash of a 
UFO at Roswell, New Mexico, Ecker 
said. 

The show will also feature a call-In 
portion at 800-336-CABLE. 

"The call-In part of the program Is to 
enable the listening public to ask . 
questions and interview the guests or 
myself about questions and concerns 
they have about UFOs," Ecker said. 

Ecker said the program will not draw 
definite conclusions that.are not 
Warranted by the evidence. 

"The basic philosophy at It, and this is 
something I stress whenever I talk 
plbllcly-when we're talking about 
UFOs, most listeners make the 
assumption that we're talking about 
spaceships, • Ecker said. 'UFO means 
'Unidentified Flying Object. ' We're not 
saying 'spaceships.' We don1 know that 
they are spaceships. What they are is 
'Unidentified, ' which means we cannot 
Identify them using our basic frame of 
reference. The flying part of it is pretty 
much self-explanatory. And the 
'Object'-lt appears like someone'& 
manufactured craft. But we don't know 
that they're spaceships. And when we 
say we're investigating It, we're 
skeptical of the spaceship theory until 
such time as we have Irrefutable proof. 

"And one of the problems In the UFO 
field, • Ecker continued, "is that so many 
people make the assumption that we 
know that they're extra-terrestrial. 
That's the most workable hypothesis, 
but it's not the only hypothesis. And 
there's no one that I'm aware of that has 
irrefutable proof that they are E. T. 
We're a program with a lot of questions, 
and we're trying to find the answers. • 

• 

Mystics, space aliens join gathering 
By JIM O'CONNELL 
Staff Writer 

A witch married to a reverend 
named john 3:16 was wandering 
yesterday through the displays of 
healing crystals, energy pyramids 
and . UFO photos. 

A middle-aged woman told visi
tors she is an extraterrestrial ca
pable of killing people with her 
mind. 

Two blond women in matching 
white flowing robes described the 
search for the new species of 
Meta-Beings. 

And you thought Mission Val
ley had no character. 

This weekend the Second An
nual National New Age & Truth 
About UFOs Conference will at 
least provide characters at the 
Mission Valley Hilton Hotel. 

For $20 per session, the con
ference offers both the old reli
ables in new age beliefs, such as 
energy pyramids and healing 
crystals, and the latest fads in 
dealing with aliens, such as ses
sions on " placing the UFO abduc
tion experience into a positive 
light." 

At workshops costing another 
$40, spiritual teachers and alien 
experts will reveal their inner
most secrets. 

At one workshop, the master 
Sri Donato, who is telepathically 
linked to an alien spaceship, will 
heal women who have lost their 
fetuses to aliens, said her aide, 
Gopi Saravanti. 

"It's everything from the very 
serious to the super silly," said 
Timothy Beckley, the confer-

ence's promoter. "Some of it is 
pretty far out, but most of it has a 
kernel of truth to it." 

About 1,000 people are expect
ed through Monday to hear more 
than .43 speakers in lecture and 
workshop sessions, Beckley said. 

The star of this year's confer
ence is Bob Oechsler, a Conner 
NASA engineer who contends 
that the technology used in the 
Stealth bomber was taken from 
recovered flying saucers. 

The government has secret ev
idence of UFOs, including alien 
hardware, Oechsler said. Top mil
itary officials are indoctrinating 
the populous into accepting other 
life fonns through subliminal mes
sages in television commercials, 
he added. 

At a press conference early 

yesterday, more than a dozen of 
the conference's guest speakers 
gave previews of the lectures and 
workshops they will present. 

Robert Short promised to pres
ent evidence that hwnanoids and 
clones are being grown in alien
controlled ranches under the 
Tehachapi Mountains. 

Louie Turi said he would de
scribe four separate UFO en
counters, including one in which 
he concluded aliens must have 
transported him because he drove 
on Interstate 5 from Anaheim to 
the Los Angeles Zoo in less than 
one hour. 

"You won't hear any of this at 
Baptist Church on Sunday morn
ing," said Dr. Frank Stranges, 
who dispenses oil that has been 
blessed by an alien friend. 
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Angels and Aliens: UFOs 
and the Mythic Imagination 
By Keith Thompson 
Addison-Wesley , 283 pp., $19.95 

i. I By Mark G. Judge 
I 

00 0 \ THF \ICHT OF \lARCH ~I . 
~ 1966. more than 80 people 
~ watched a UFO fly over 
< the environs of Hillsdale. 
1 a small college town in Michigan. = The car-sized. football-shaped ob-

ject allegedly performed spectacular 
g, dips and gyrations and was seen by 
~ the dean of the local college. the 
~ local civil-defense director and doz
u ens of students before disappearing 
Cll over a nearby swamp. The sighting 
~ was the high-point of a week of air
~ borne apparitions around western 
~ Michigan and added hysteria to an 
Cll increasingly paranoid atmosphere in 
~ Hillsdale and the surrounding coun
:z ties. 
~ The situation got so out of hand 

that a government UFO specialist. J 
.\lien Hvnek. was sent to Hillsdale to 
calm fears. (Remember. this was the 
ci\'il-defense '60s. ) Hynek was a con
~ultant for Project Blue Book. the in-

Mything the point of UFOs 
taints down-to-earth reporting 

ll@:id~(e]Mdm 
famous agency that specialized in 
debunking UFO sightings from 1952 
to 1%9 . .\Iter a few days of observa
tions. a press conference was hastily 
called and Hynek presented his 
theory of what the witnesses at Hills
dale were seeing swamp gas. 

Hynek had heard of cases of meth
ane S\,·amp gas floating up through 
trees. briefly igniting and causing a 
bright optical illusion. and Hillsdale 
was near a swamp. The students. in 
essence. were being deluded by the 
phantasms of a farting swamp. The 
press derided Hynek. while UFO con
spiracy buffs went berserk. Hynek. 
openly disgusted with his own ex
planation. later became a strong 
LFO supporter until his death in 
1986. 

The 1966 "swamp gas debacle" is 
chronicled in Angels and Aliens 
LFOs and the .\1_rthic Imagination . 
but to author Keith Thompson it rep
resents much more than a funny 
example of boundless public credu
lity vs. governmental stupidity. To 
Thompson. Hillsdale is one sidebar 
to the mythic significance and reli
gious nature of UFOs. whose on
going appearances are either a por
tent of the arrival of the space 
brothers or the manifestation of 
some preternatural , possibly reli
gious intelligence or spirit. 

In other words. it's time to take 
flying saucers seriously. as the back
cover blurbs from an Esquire con
tributing editor ("as original and pro
vocative a book as you're likely to 
run into this year") and Sen. Howard 
Metzenbaum (D-OH) ("the flying 
saucer has emerged as a provocative 
symbol for late-20th-century hopes 
and fears") flatly imply-provided 
you take Esquire or Metzenbaum 

seriously. (Thompson is not alone 
among sober scholars in his mission 
to rekindle ETs life-light. The ·"'eu· 
Republic reported recently that John 
E. Mack. Pulitzer-Prize-winning Har
vard psychiatry professor. has writ
ten the favorable introduction to a 
book called Secret Life Firsthand Ac
counts of l 'FO Abducttons. to be pub
lishfd hy Simon & Schuster.) 
Accept my ufology: The mod
ern UFO age began on June ~5. 1947. 
when U.S. Forest ervice pilot Ken
neth Arnold saw nine bright objects 
flying at "incredible speed" over Mt. 
Rainier. Wash. The bewildered Ar
nold told reporters that one of the 
objects quivered like "a saucer skip
ping over water ... For the next -fi 
years (and possibly as far back as 
4000 BL Thompson insists). UFOs 
have provided both a wellspring of 
crackpottery for fringe science buffs 
and a few occasions of genuinely 
mysterious moving lights overhead. 

Thompson is most effective when 
recounting sightings without ex
trapolation. although he's painfully 
reluctant to call anyone a liar. no 
matter the size of the howler. His 
terse. level-headed reporter's voice 
is a welcome antidote to the panting 
hyperbole of UFO books. and the 
metaphysical claims of the true be
lievers in Angels and Aliens are so 
bizarrely imaginative that Thomp
son is wise not to dress them up. 
He's managed to boil a field brim
ming with cranks. debunkers and 
conjecture down to a few controver
sies and theories and plucks the best 
and brightest abductions, hoaxes 
and sightings from the latrine-ditch 
of saucer lore. 

All the greats are here. from the 
Roswell. NM, "saucer crash" in 1947 
-only days after Arnold's sight
ing!-to Communion, Whitley Strieb
er's 1986 "non-ficti0n" best seller 
that examined the author's abduc
tion by Close Encounters doubles. In 
between are "luminous egg-shaped 

objects" that kidnap people from 
their beds in the dead of night, mys
terious cattle mutilations and con
spiracy-laden rantings by "ufolo
gists" that would embarrass Oliver 
Stone. (Thompson passes over the 
much-publicized recent "crop cir
cles" in favor of UFOs in antiquity. 
pointing out that weird lights in the 
sky have been see11 throughout his
tory. from soaring "earthenware ves
sels" over medieval Japan to the 
19th-century "airship mystery" in 
the U.S. 

Thompson flirts with sociology
once nicely, but all-too-briefly spec
ulating that UFO paranoia might 
have been fueled bv McCarthvism
but his pro-UFO bias leads -him to 
either couch his skepticism in gentle 
terms or fly to slippery. grandiose 
lyricism. 

He also proves his smarts. only to 
dash his investigative instincts on 
the rocks of credulity. Modern UFO 
encounters have grown wilder with 
each ensuing rash of sightings. and 
Thompson. to his credit. admits that 
this is the result of the public's thirst 
for newer. more remarkable myths. 
He understands that silence equals 
death for "ufologists." Thompson 
notes that it became harder to laugh 
off UFOs after a 1952 flap in which 
the government put Air Force pilots 
on nationwide alert to shoot down 
flying saucers that refused to land. 
The order came after radar and eye
witness UFO sightings in Washing-

The author's 
generally level
headed approach is 
a welcome antidote 
to the panting 
hyperbole of other 
UFO books. 

ton. D.C. The UFO debate. he writes, 
had "reached its first real turning 
point. with a recognizable plot fo
cused around recognizable conflicts 
in place ... 
Flight of fancy: A turning point, 
maybe-but also a dead end. The 
only deliverance would be a new 
wrinkle. which was provided when 
the fir<;! abductee claimant. George 
Adamski. appeared in 1952. Though 
Adamski was a nut-he claimed to 
have made contact after going in
to the California desert for the ex
pressed purpose of meeting aliens
Thompson sees the era he ushered 
in as nothing short of epic: "Just as 
Homer expanded and enriched the 
Odnsei· by permitting his hero. 
Ulysses. to wander successfully into 
new and significant regions, the 
ever-widening plot of the UFO epic 
was about to encompass a new ad
venture of events and images whose 
very appearance on the scene would 
beg the major questions of the exist
ing debate. opening provocative new 
dilemma<; at the same time." 

This is the kind of mythological 
flight of fancy that mars Angels and 
Aliens. In recounting the nuts and 
bolts of Adamski's adventure and the 
magnitude of the 1952 flap. Thomp
son has his feet on the ground: The 
prose is neat and uninspiring-not 
a liability-and the "epic" he unfolds 
is breezy and entertaining. Suddenly, 
the urge for Greater Understanding 
stirs the author-the "myth" in 
Mythic-and he cites Homer. 

And that's only the beginning. 
Soon his search for metaphysical 
personification initiates a roll-call of 
Greek gods who have been toying 
with our perceptions for centuries: 
Proteus, "the shape-shifter": Hermes. 
"fleet -footed messenger of the gods'': 
and Dionysus. who reveals himself 
through masks. (Thrown in for good 
measure is the multicultural Trick
ster. who's been duping humanity 
through the ages.) 

REGISTER STAR, Rockford, IL- Feb. 27, 1992 CR : B. Greenwood 

'It's a bird, 
it's a planf! ... ' 

Todny's column continues yes~ 
terday's discussion of the letter I 
received from the Fund for UFO 
Research in Mount Rainier, Md. 
The letter deals with worldwide 
reports of U FOs, unidentified 
flying objects. 

There has been a great deal of 
S!X'culation about the possibility 

----~--

SUE 
MROZ 

of life in other gal!lJ(ies and on 
ot.her planets, and there hav(' been 
many books, movies and television 
shows that dcnlt with the subject. 
According to the infonnatiun 

sheet I received, there has been Crash at Rostcell by Kevin Handle 
some investigation into the "in- nnd Don Schmitt, Avon J>apt•r-
crensingly well subst.nntinted'' re- bnck). i\nollwr is scheduled for 
ports of at least three crashes of publication this summer (( 'msh ._t 
UFOs - two in New Mexico in Cor01ia by Stanton T. Frieuman 
1947 allll one in Pennsylvania in and Oon Berliner, Paragon 
1965. llouse). i\ lso an extensive cui-

More and more firsthand and lection of n'potts wns publish('d \n 
secondhand witnesses have come IH91 ( Uft'O Crash/ Hetriet•als. 'f'lz~ 
forth to add their experiences to Inner Sanctum h~· I A.'otwrd 
the growing body of evidence. Stringfield. privately published in 

One book on the subject was Cincinnati). 
published in July 1!)91 (UFO The ncw!:'leller that( recei ved 

Thompson awkwardly insists that 
these allegorical figures "have been 
shaping our plot ... at the periphery 
of the stage." and that "[mjyth of
fers a background of images through 
which the UFO phenomenon might 
gain the deeper. richer. wider vol
ume to which its events so consis
tently aspire." Thompson predicta
bly ends the chapter with a quote 
from Joseph Campbell. 

There is a precedent for this. As 
Thompson notes. Carl Jung was a 
great UFO enthusiast. and even wrote 
a book about them. 1959's Flyinu 
Saucers. A Modern Myth of Things 
Seen in the Sky Thompson cites a 
letter Jung wrote claiming that 
"saucers might even be ... rumor as 
well as fact," and goes on to write 
that Jung understood that ''large
scale anomalies typically arise when 
wholesale changes are underway in 
the forces in the collective uncon
sciousness." which Thompson de
scribes as "that vast repository of 
images and motifs common to the 
myths and dreams of peoples 
throughout the world. all connected 
as a complex matrix transcending 
time and space." 
Just the facts : This is all a bit 
much. regardless of how brilliant a 
philosopher Jung was. After all. 
Thompson is describing a phenome
non that. according to skeptics such 
as Phillip Klass (a major antagonist 
in AngPis anrl Aliens ) is lllll percent 
accountable-either people are see
ing natural phenomena. man-made 
objects. or. well. tl)ey're lying. 

But even if sightings can be re
duced to natural phenomena or lies 
-which I find impossible-Thomp
son had his finger on a ready-made 
passion play that's been waiting al
most 50 years for a competent 
scribe. Abductees and debunkers 
have formed a volatile. often amus
ing subculture. and their ongoing 
fracas offers more drama than many 
journalists sniff out in a lifetime. 
Thompson reports that when Whit
ley Strieber met Kathy Davis. a 
character in Budd Hopki% abduc
tion book Intruders. he mformed her 
that he had seen her disembodied 
head on a shelf inside a UFO. With 
material like this. who needs Pro
teus? 

That's the infuriating irony of 
Angels and Aliens. If the author had 
stuck to recounting the experiences 
and buffooneries of both witnesses 
and government experts. it would 
have been a convincing and down
to-earth sociological study that de
scribed the process Jung antici
pated-modern myth in the making. 
Unfortunately, Angels and Aliens is 
part treatise on quasi-religious reve
lation as piloted by Greece. Like 
many UFO witnesses. Thompson 
should have just stuck to the story. 
Some of the sightings are genuine 
curiosities, and all the swamp gas in 
the world won't change that. ~ 
Mark G. Judge was recently abducted 
by aliens who told him to vote for 
Jerry Brown. 

slates that for mon~ information 
t>ll U FOs and the iatest resenrch 
on UFO activity. contact Oon 
Berliner, Fund for UFO lwscnrdl 
(7o:l) ()84-fiXI~ (voice or fax). 

WI FU-TV's Sue Mroz :~column 
on science and nature appears here 
wcelldays. 
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~ UFO doctor: 'I'm not nuts' 
,.... 
N 

By JOHN E. CHAMBERS 
~ The Capital-Journal 

cause that Corder was unable to practice medi
cine with reasonable skill and safety by reason of 
illness or as a result of a mental or physical 
condition, said Lawrence T. Buening, the board 's 
executive director. He said the basis for arriving 
at that determination is confidential. 

consider the religious question? No, I don't. They 
use the part of my beliefs tha t they think isn 't 
religious. II-< 

Dr. Scott Corder says he'll prove he isn't nuts 
tn during an upcoming competency hearing. 
~ The state suspended the medical license of 

"They think my UFO beliefs a ren't, but they 
are. Tht!y are absolutely inte rtwined - complete
ly - with my religious beliefs . That 's just their 
method of getting around that. " Corder, 41, of Ottawa, almost three years ago 

,.: after his beliefs in UFOs became public. 
The validity of the original order won't be 

X, The competency hearing may be within a 
0 month, in time for the Kansas Board of Ht!aling 
H Arts to consider the matter at its next regular 

meeting April 11. 
=2 Topeka attorney Wendell Betts has been ap
~ pointed the hearing's presiding officer. A prehear
:;::l ing conference tentatively has been set for 10 
~ a.m. Monday in his office to agree upon a date. 
~ ·· I now have the right to go back in front of 
< them with my own evidence to show them that I 
~ can practice medicine and I'm not nuts," Corder 
~ said in a recent interview. 
u Two board-licensed practicing psychiatrists, not 

those designated by the board, evaluated him 
··and found no problems," he said. Dr. Scon Corder 

argued at the hearing. 
The only issue then will 
be whether Corder is 
competent to resume 
practice. 

Decisions on the va
lidity of the original 
suspension and other 
administrative actions 
still are pending, along 
with two lawsuits in 
the courts. 

The state board held 
a preconference hear
ing Feb. 8 on removal 
of the suspension. After 

He said someone from the sta le board had 
cautioned him about telling about his beliefs and 
later called him one morning in March 1989 and 
said , "Dr . Corder, we thought we told you to be 
more careful who you told this to. 

" And I said, 'Now wail a minute . You mean its 
OK for me to believe what I want to but I can 't 
spread my beliefs?· 

"They didn 't answer that question . They tried to 
keep me quiet. " 

" I was an embarrassment to them . And tha t 's 
what this whole thing's about. " 

"1 took this information in front of them, and 
they wouldn't even look at it," he said . "They 
punted it to somebody who probably doesn 't have 
as much ability to evaluate it as they do. I'm 
tired of it. They're just pushing me around ." 

hearing from attorneys 
from both sides, the board determined a full 
hearing sho11ld be held . 

He declined to discuss further his re ligious be
liefs or what he and four other people from 
Russell with similar beliefs in UFOs did in Israel 
during a visit last October. He said only , "Nothing 
illegal. We went over for religious reasons , simple 
as that. " 

Corder has been without a regul ar job since the 
temporary suspension. In the pas t three years, he 
has lost his practice and with it his income, his 
horne, the equity in his home and his sav ings. all 
totali ng about $350,000 , he S<t id . 

Corder had practiced family medicine in Otta
wa for 10 years and had about 1,000 patients 
when his license was suspended March 13, 1989. 
The suspension was ordered on an emergency 
basis by Hichard Gannon, then executive director 
of the state board , and ratified later by the board. 

The suspension followed publica tion of some of 
the religious beliefs of Corder and some residents 
of Russell. Those beliefs include a belief in UFOs 
and extraterrestrials. Corder had sent letters to 
various government agencies detailing prophecies 
about the United States that he said came from 
extraterrestrials. 

Corder S:lid Gannon and the board acted be
cause of his religious beliefs. lie said the board 
doesn't consider the beliefs in UFOs to be a part 
of his constitutionally protected religious beliefs. 

The only job he has found was a temporary one 
in La wrence. For about 2 1-', months. he was an 
en umera tor for a company that produces city 
dircctoncs. 

" l don 't care H they want to call my beliefs 
strange," Corder said . " It 's taking away my liveli
hood that bothers me. " 

The basis for the suspension was probable " Do you consider they even have a right to 

"This is <1 long time to wai t, to be out of work ," 
Corder said . " I have bills that arc mounting up. A 
doctor's degree gives you almost no ability to find 
any other kind of work." 

ISLANDER, Pensacola Beach, FL - April 10, 1992 CR: E. Walters 

UFO Shows Off For Gulf Breeze/Pensacola Beach 
_. This sighting brought the number of times to 19, the Gulf 
Breeze UFO has been seen, filmed, and documented in 1992. ~ 

There were 5 reponed sightings 
during the month of March. The 
most~ularbeing that of March 
14, in which there were between ~to 
5 "UFO's" appearing either simulta
neously or in pairs. This particular 
sighting was featu~ in ''Thtt Is
lander" March 27 issue, which in
cluded a fantastic picture taken by 
Sue Jones of Foley, AL She was 
usingherfavorit.ecame~ with a 100 
mm lens. All of the Mufon investiga
tors were using their bfg guns ... ! 000 
mm. to2000mm lenses, 1:28video 
cameras, which were much too large, 
and couldn't get but one "UFO" at a 
time in their view finders. 

After a week and a half with only 
one sighting, it seemed as if we were 
about to go back into another "Dry 
Spell", when on Tuesday March 24, 
we were ueated to another very un
usual sighting. The "Gulf Breeze 
Research Team" had gathered at 
South Shoreline Parle for our usual 
skywatch, when in the nonhwestern 
sky the "UFO" appear~ and seemed 
to be detennined to out do the sight
ing of March 14. The red light ap
peared as usual, then another light 

by Bland Pugh 
Bland Pugh, MUFON Field Investigator 

next to the first, it proceeded to move 
completely around the first one, after 
5 minutes the smaller light faded out 
and disappeared, then to everyone's 
surprise, it or another one blinked in, 
just to it's lower right, both slowly 
moving to the southwest before fad
ing out as if turned off by a rheostat. 
The witnesses to this sighting were 
very, very excited. They were Paul 
Browning and his fiance from 
Clarksville, TN. and a "CBS Film 
Crew'1 who were here to interview 
the GBRT.~ and Ed Walters for an 
upcommg program which will air in 
May. And yes, they filmed the whole 
thing, from beginning to end! This 
si~tingbrought thenumberoftimes 
to l'9 .. the •Gulf Breeze UFO" has 
been seen, filmed, and4ocumented 
in 1992.. 

The "Gulf Breeze/Pensacola 
Beach UFO" seems to be putting on 
a show for those lucky enough to 
have witnessed it the first few days of 
April, i.he month has begun with a 
bang, and at the current rate of travel 
it may prove to be one of the most 
interestinJ yet.. Two separate 

sightings have been recorded at this 
writing. ThefirstonApril3, with the 
next on April4. Htese two sightings 
seemed to be different than those of 
the past. On April 3, a very bright 
white light appeared to be moving 
rapidly toward the south, and was 
angling downwards before disappear
ing from sight, 9 to 10 seconds later 
a huge red light became visible in the 
northeastern sky (it appeared to be 
over and east of Food World), this 
object was moving in the same direc
tion as the previous one. As the 
GBRTcontinued to watch, we could 
see three lights in a triangle that were 
rotating, in addition to these three red 
lights there seemed to be lights be
tween each of the three larger ones. 
This object moved at a steady rate to 
the southwest for approximately 3 
minutes before turning and parallel
ing the Bob Sikes Bridge, it then 
turned to the southwest and faded 
away. The total time of the sighting 
was 7 minutes. This object was 
viewed by witnesses from two other 
locations. 

The sighting of April 4 almost a 
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carboncopyoftheoneofApril3, the 
only major difference was that the 
object appeared to be slightly further 
away from the research team, as they 
again were located at South Shore
line Park. 

So as you see the mystery con
tinues. The above sightings are still 
under investigation, again Mufon 
asks your help, if you witnessed any 
of these anomalous lights, or have 
seen anything unusual please call our 
Hotline# 438-3261, ·strick anonym
ity will be observed. 

The Pensacola/Gulf Breeze 
Chapter of Mufon will have a booth 
at the Gulf Breeze Chamber of Com
merce "Marketplace 92", at the Gulf 
Breeze Recreation Center, on Satur
day, Aprilll from !O:OOa.m. to4 :00 
p.m. Come by and visit, our display 
will include many interesting photo's 
that have yet to be published. Mufon 
investigators will be on hand to an
swer any questions you may nave. 

Footnote to the anicle in last 
weeks! slander, this symposium will 
be held in Baton Rouge, LA. For 
further information call 932-9406. 

17 _-Record readers in poll glow with reports of spotting UFOs 

. 
~~ 

Phone 
results 

} 
In response to a 

,, telephone poll, 
i 17 Record 
'' . readers said :r Wednesday that , 
-, they have seen UFOs. 
t ; 
····..,::;: 

By Betsy Clayton 
The Stockton Record 

Silent, glowing masses. Metallic, rotat
ing balls. Triangular, sparkling space
ships. 

They're unidentified flying objects, and 
according to Stockton Record readers, 
several have been seen in San Joaquin 
County. 

Seventeen readers responded Wednes
day to a phone-in survey about UFO 
sightings. Some reported their casa in 
hopes others had also seen similar UFOs. 

..I'd like to believe there is life other 
than us," said Les Tomlinson, 44, of 

Stockton. When he was 12, he spotted a 
rotating metal object in the sky at dusk, 
east of downtown Stockton, and watched 
it for 10 minutes before it disap~ared. 

Augustine Acosta said that in 1967 he 
a nd some fishing buddies discovered a 
white, glowing mass with a tail cruising 
above them at Donner Lake. There was 
no sound. Acosta said he later heard of 
similar sightings in New Mexico. 

Liz Dircksen's children reported seeing 
six UFOs two weeks ago from their home 
near University of the Pacific ... 1 got 
home. and they were just jumping out of 
their skin," she said. 

Sarah Dircksen, 14, said five lights zig
zagged around a diamond- or triangle
shaped spaceship with colorful orange, 
blue, red and white lights on it. It didn't 
look like a helicopter, blimp or airplane 
because it moved in circles at greatly var
ied speeds, she said. 

Stocktonian Susan Hohnemann said 
she was in Oxford, England, 15 years ago 
when she and her friends discovered 
lights about seven stories up following l O 
their every move - when they stopped, 
the lights stopped, she said. After I 0 min-
utes, the lights melted into a rainbow and 
disappeared into the night. 



4 figures stand in spray of lights on right, One figure stands 
in center of picture (as numbered in my tracing) as viewed from 
right profile. Each of 5 figures appears to be totally different 
in form. As per tracing, 11 & 2 appear robotic with rabbit-ear 
antennae.#) appears to 'converse' with #2 with outstretched arm 
to #2. /IJ looks like being Betty Andreaason in Florida, says 
she saw in her encounter. 14 appears to stand closer to camera
in front of others, making him look taller. 'He' seem to wear 
a dark jumpsuit with baggy legs which 'blow' in 'breeze'. The 
jumpsuit has waist a. lowcut v-neck. A large 'clump' of spray 
covers the face facing us so no detail can be seen. 

#5 appears to be walking into center of craft. 'He' al!pears to 
be wearing a cab driver-type cap & is looking slightly downward. 
The right arm extends down to a mis-shapen hand (compared to ours~ 
Thumb & 4 fingers are seen. Red lights on left side of craft 
throw light onto figure, illuminating it for camera only. All we 
saw was triangle craft sitting on ground flashing lights. 

s 

Above, a drawing by Ellen Crystal!, author of "Silent Invasion," based on a photo she 
took of a UFO in 1981 in Pine Bush. She says It shows four figures in a spray of light, 
right, and a fifth, left, walking towards a craft. 

Revelations of a UFO tracker 
By CHRIS FARLEKAS 

E 
llen Crystall brings people out of the closet. 

"Usually people are reluctant to say they've 
seen UFOs, because people will think they're 
crazy, but when they hear me talking about 
what I've seen at Pine Bush, they really open 

up," she said. 

"We humans have a fairly standardized concept of 
reality and life on our planet. Many people can't accept 
the idea that there may be other forms of life 
somewhere out there. 

Crystall was talking about UFOs and her 
extraordinarily fascinating just-published book "Silent 
Invasion: The Shocking Discoveries of a UFO Researcher" 
(Paragon House, $19.95). We met last week at Taco Bell in 
Middletown. Between bites of a burrito, the 
striking-looking blond woman was explaining how to look 
at photographs of UFOs she's taken through the years in 
the Pine Bush area. 

As if on cue, a couple from Grahamsville sitting across 
the aisle, hearing her talk, came over and told her about a 
UFO sighting near their home last summer, which they 
said was witnessed by at least 50 people. 

Another man, an Orange County official who asked that 
his name not be used, recounted his UFO story about 
seeing a flying saucer near Horton Hospital in Middletown 
in the mid-1970s. "The whole neighborhood saw it," he 
said. 

"That limits the universe." 
Interestingly, the 

40-year-old Bergen County, 
N.J ., woman, a doctoral 
student at New York 
University, thinks UFOs 
"have nothing to do with 
God or religion." Yet, in 
talking about looking for 
UFOs and writing the book, 
she uses a potent Chrbiiall 
symbol: ''In a sense, this is 
my quest for the Holy 
Grail." 

She dismisses any 
suggestion that the aliens 
she says she's seen are some 
kind of spoof. 

"They're from a far more 
advanced civilization than 
ours," she said. 

Driving out to the Pine Bush area of Orange County to 
go UFO sighting, Crystall said, "People have been 
brainwashed into thinking they're crazy if they say they've 
seen UFOs. But it's presumptuous to think that in the 
whole universe there are no other living beings except 
here on earth. It's only our insecurity that makes us want 
~o think we're the only living creatures. 

She wishes they'd talk to her. She's says she's been 
"within touching distance of UFOs" and tried to speak to 
the aliens, but reports that they flee. 

She's been UFO-watching in Pine Bush for nearly a 
dozen years and says she has made "hundreds of 
sightings," especially on the South and West Searsville 
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Local group explores 
possibility of alien life 
By RON STARNER 
City editor 

WINTER HAVEN - What do Ronald 
Reagan, Jimmy Carter, John Lennon and 
Muhammad Ali have in common? 

All of them, like 14 percent of Ameri
cans, claim to have seen a UFO. 

That tidbit of history was just one of 
many shared with a group of about 35 peo
ple Saturday afternoon at the Winter 
Haven Public Library during a meeting 
sponsored by the Mutual UFO Network. 

Fearon Hicks, state section director for 
MUFON, said the fact that reputable 
politicians and celebrities believe in the 
existence of extraterrestrial spacecraft is 
a sign that UFOlogy (the science of study
ing the phenomena of unidentified flying 
objects) is gaining public support. 

"I think they're among us right now 
living with us," Hicks, a 43-year-old for
mer Naval Intelligence officer, said of his 
belief in alien life. 

Jason Leary, a 22-year-old student at 
Polk Community College, said he attend
ed the meeting because "I've always been 
interested in the subject of extraterrestri
allife. It's something that's exotic. It's 
novel. " 

Saying that reports · of UFO sightings 
haven't received the attention they 
deserve, Leary added, "We seem to think 
of the Earth as the center of the universe, 
and we know it's not." 

Neal said he would not be a confirmed 
believer in alien spacecraft, though, 
"until I see one of these things on the 
ground and kick the tires." 

Hicks said he believed-that many more 
Americans would believe in UFOs were it 
not for the "Majestic 12," a group of 
wealthy corporate CEOs who he says run 
the country and once prohibited then
President Carter from releasing confiden
tial files on UFO landings to the public. 

Hicks also said that former President 
Gerald Ford once participated in a con
gressional investigation of UFOs, and 
that former President Reagan's Star Wars 
defense system was at least partially 
motivated by his belief in alien life. 

Hicks claims to have seen UFOs on two 
separate occasions. "I was 4 years old 
when I saw my frrst UFO," he said. "I saw 
my next UFO when I was 15 when I was 
fishing on Lake Elbert." 

Eddie Page, a 39-year-old writer from 
Auburndale, said he saw his first and 
only UFO while playing on a Lakeland 
·golf course in 1970. 

"It was kind of a perpendicular, circu
lar type object," he said. "I was on the 
lOth tee at the time getting ready to tee 
off. It was coming from the north and 
heading south." 

He said that about 30 other people on 
the golf course spotted the same "dark 
gray, almost black" object. "It was too fast 
to be a weather balloon," Page added. 

roads and in the fields behind the Jewish Cemetery on 
Route 52. In her book, there are a number of photographs 
of what she believes are UFOs, but they're not of the 
Steven Spielberg "Close Encounters of the Third Kind" or 
"E.T." genre. She explains what to look for in her 
photographs and adds, "Some people may scoff, because 
real UFOs aren't Hollywood creations." 

However, the aliens she reports having seen - and has 
drawn from her photos - look like those in the Spielberg 
movies, which, in turn, were created from UFO sightings 
throughout the world. This body of information gives 
weight to her photos. 

"The aliens are able to control the images produced on 
photographs taken of their craft by surrounding the UFOs 

with shortwave radiation 
that obscures the craft 
photographically," she said. 

Before we got out to the 
field, Crystall said, "UFO 
watching is like going 
fishing. You have to be 
patient and you might not 
have a bite. But, then again, 
you might be lucky." 

We were lucky! 
Out on a moon-splashed 

field, there was a lot of 
activity over tree lines and 
in the sky. 

Ellen Crystal! "Tate a second look at 
anythlns that flashes," she 

said. 
Some of what we saw were obviously airplanes circling 

toward ~tewart International Airport in Newburgh. But 
there were at least two objects whose behavjor and shape 
defied conventional description. 

One seemed to play "jack-in-the-box" over a grove of 
trees for five minutes before climbing about 250 feet in 
the sky and coming over us, with headlights like a car and 
revolving lights on the side. 

The second sighting was across a field. Whatever it was 
went up and down like a yo-yo, then disappeared in an 
instant. 

"You see. I told you so," Crystall said, a face full of 
happiness shining golden in a silver night. 

Chris forlek.os is o staff columnist in The Times 
Herold-R.ecord's features deportment. 
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11 Jim Neal, a 38-year-old science teacher 
at Polk Opportunity Center in Lakeland, 
said that although he has been following 
reported UFO sightings since age 13, 
"anybody can make photographs." 

While Page admits that many reported 
UFO sightings are nothing more than 
hoaxes, he said that his "personal belief is 
that there is intelligent life out there." 

Fearon Hicks discusses the possibility of UFO's during a seminar Saturday at the 
Winter Haven Public Library.- Staff photo by John Amls 
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times were repeated over a period 
of many years. The abductees 
"come from all walks of life, it 
doesn't matter who they are, 
what education level or what they 
do, what rare or nationality," said 
Jacobs. 

They tell of being abducted 
usually at night from their beds, 
when they are physically lifted by 
a beam of light to an Unidentified 
Flying Object, disrobed and physi
cally examined from feet to head, 
with particular emphasis on the 
genitals. 

One of the first popular ac
counts of UFO abduction was 
published by Look Magazine in 
1966 - the story of Betty Hill 
and her husband, Bamey, who 
said they were abducted on a 
drive from Montreal to 
Portsmouth, N.H., in September 
1961. 

The Hills said they were sub
jected to a physical examination 
aboard the spare craft. That inci
d~t~ethesubjedmabook 
by John Fuller, which in turn be
carne 'The UFO Incident", a 1975 
television film starring James 
Earl Jones and Estelle Parsons. 

According to Jacobs' inter
views, which he conducted while 
the subjects were under hypnosis 
to probe their unconscious memo
ries, some described metallic ob
jects being implanted in their ears 
or sinus cavities and sperm was 
extracted from men during the 
examination by means of a suc
tian tube. 

Women, and even little girls , 
·were probed and poked with nee
dles and syringes, and they tell of 
"egg harvesting" and "embryo im
plantation." 

Throughout their abduction 
the humans were "controlled" by 
the aliens' large hypnotic eyes. 
One frightening procedure re
called by all abductees is what Ja
cobs calls "mindscan," in which an 
alien comes close to the abductee 
on the examination table and 
stares unrelentingly. 

"It's like the eyes overwhelm 
me," one abductee said. "Their 
eyes go inside you. You just are 
held. you can't stop looking. If 
you wanted to, you couldn't look 
away. You are drawn into them, 
and they sort of come into you." 

When the abductees are re
turned, generally after two to 
three hours, they have only vague 
conscious memories of what hap
pened. 

Physical evidenre may consist 

of nosebleeds or bruises. But this 
evidenre disappears. Women who 
were examined by physicians and 
told they were pregnant were re
abducted and the fetuses re
moved before they could have an 
abortion. 

The abductees all gave similar 
descriptions of the alien beings -
some two to four feet in height 
with large, piercing eyes and hair
less heads, bodies similar to hu
mans but lacking genitalia and 
gray skin that feels rubbery or 
leathery. 

' The description fits the aliens 
in Stephen Spielberg's movie 
"Close Encounters of the Third 
Kind." Jacobs said that was be
cause "Spielberg did his home
work, he studied the UFO litera
ture." 

But their actions were fright
eningly different from scienre fic
tion accounts, Jacobs said. 

"This is not a scenario we 
would ever have expected, and 
yet this is what everyone de
scribes ... It's a program of ex
ploitation, an alien agenda that 
we know nothing about, using 
people almost like ore out of a 
mine, over and over again," he 
said. 

Jacobs is not certain that 
aliens exist but, he contends, if 
they do not science must deal 

with a phenomenon that cannot 
be rationalized by traditional psy
chological explanations or clinical 
categories. 

He describes his book as a 
warning. 

Jacobs has, in a sense, sacri
fied academic advancement for 
his research into UFOs. 

Although he has been at Tem
ple for 17 years and has frequent
ly been nominated as "best teach
er," he is convinced he will not be 
promoted to full professor. 

"But I feel this is an important 
subject. One does not often have 
an opportunity to make a contri
bution," he said. 

The subject has fascinated him 
for more than two decades. 

He wrote his doctoral disserta
tion on UFOs at the University of 
Wisconsin and turned that paper 
into a book. 

"It remains the only non-nega
tive book about UFOs ever pub
lished by the academic press," Ja
cobs said. 

He said the abductees do not 
exhibit any neuroses or pathology 
that would explain their stories, 
nor is there any evidence they 
had been victims of childhood sex
ual abuse, a frequent psychiatric 
explanation for unconscious 
memories of the sort they relate. 
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Friendly Gulf Breeze Ul1_,0 Dazzles National 
Television Crew With Glowing PerforiTiance 
Current Affair Films Ring Of Lights 

On April15, and again on April 
16, the "Gulf Breeze UFO" made 
two of its better appearances, and 
what better audience than a film crew, 
and producer from ABC's "Current 
Affair". 

The film crew came into town on 
Tuesday April 14, and filmed 
MUFON's monthly radio program, 
which airs the 2nd Tuesday of every 
month on WCOA, also the monthly 
meeting was filmed later the same 
evening. 

UFO Makes TV Debut 

Wednesday evening some 40 
people gathered at South Shoreline 

By Bland Pugh 
ParkinGulfBreezefora "Skywatch". indicated three bright red lights 
It see~ed that after everyone was grouped together with an outer ring 
settled mto a comfortable chair, and of lights completely around them. 
all c~eras and taping equipment On Thursday, evening the 
were m place, as if on cue Bruce "Skywatch" moved from South 
Morrison caught a glimpse of the Shoreline to the Gulf Breeze end of 
"UFO" peeking through the trees to the "Three Mile Bridge", again after 
the North of the park. The cameras everyone had settled in, the "UFO" 
rolled as the "UFO" moved upward popped in over the bay, and to the left 
fiild to the Southwest. After appro xi- of the bridge. This sighting was 
mately one and one-half minutes it almost a carbon copy of the previous 
tadedoutforalmosta minute, then to night. The object appeared and hov
everyone's delight it made a second ered for two and one-half minutes 
appearance. This time it stayed an- before fading out. The Gulf Breeze 
other four minutes before turning Research Team took all of the usual 
brilliant white and again fading out data, azimuth, elevation, etc., and 

. as. if by rheostat. Within just a few just as we had completed this task the 
mmutes another member of the Gulf object appeared for the second time 
Breez~ Research Team ~ved at only 5 degrees further Southwest of 
Shoreline Park and exclaimed that the original spot. Many of the wit
the "UFO" had been over the "Three nesses including producer Lila 
Mile _Bridge", it appeared to have McMurry of the "Current Affair" 
been Just above the :·hump": Pictures crew said she could see a "Ring of 
were taken from h1s loca~on at the Lights". The object on it's second 
Gulf Breeze end of the bndge. He outing turned brilliant white with red 
reported th~~ he a~d a ~shenn~ ~it- lights in the up~r portion of it. This 
nessed the UFO . His descnpuon sighting lasted almost one and one-

half minutes before finally fading 
out. Ten other witnesses were at 
South Shoreli!Je Park at the time of 
the sighting they also reported the 
object, Field Investigators Clopton 
and "Topper" Joneswereamongthose 
witnesses, ancl. took all necessary 
statistics. The Shoreline witnesses 
brought to 34 the number of people 
observing this "UFO", this included 
a familyoffourthat was fishing at the 
time. They were later interviewed by 
the "Current Affair" film crew. 

The segment of "A Current Af
fair" aired on channel 3 at 6:30p.m. 
Thursday April 23 . 

Remember if you have seen any 
anomalous lights or if you were a 
witness to these or any other unusual 
sightings please call our holline 438-
3261 strict anonymity will be ob
served. Reports are still ccming in 
from the March 14 sighting in which 
there were between four and five 
objects at one time over the Sound/ 
Villa Venice area. Keepiooking up. 

~everal UFO sightings reported in Dufur area 
Three people 
see mysterious 
lights above 
Highway 19·7 

three reports of UFO sightings in 
the area. but the source of the lights 
remains a mystery. 

man reported that three triangular 
shaped objects in the sky followed 
him from Tygh Valley to The Dal
les. This time, the Sherifrs Depart
ment checked with the U.S. Air 
Force in Seattle, who said they 
detected nothing on radar screens. 

three months ago, but that report 
came from a juvenile who 1atec ad
t:Jtiued he made it up. 

~ '5 A woman driving down High· 
d ~ way 197 last night. re)XX'ted being 
~ :a: pursued by a UFO. 

The initial report came from a 
Milton-Freewater woman just 
before 9 p.m., who reported some
thing flying above Highway 197. 
She said it had red and green lights 
and was following cars and shoot
ing or dropping something. The 
caller said this was not the first 
time she had seen a similar thing in 
that area.. 

One deputy in The Dalles said he 
saw some lights in the sky and said 
they changed color, while the other 
deputy, in south county, was unable 
to see anything out of the~. 

Crow said there is no reason to 
believe the reports were a hoax, 
and the people making the calls 
probably did see some lights. But 
he offeted no explanation of what 
they might ha\'C seen. The sheriff's 
offJCC had asked that the names of 
the persons who made the UFO 
reports be kept confidential. 

~ = u 
Wasco County Sheritrs Depart

ment Deputies soon found themsel
ves chasing a series of mysterious 
lights in the Dufur/IYgh Valley 
area shortly after the report. 

The Sherifrs office received 

After that report. a deputy drove 
from The Dalles to Dufur, but saw 
no straJ188 lights or anything else 
unusual. 

Shortly after the initial call, a 

A third call came to the dispatch 
centec at 10:04 p.m. 

Under Sheriff Gary Crow said 
the sightings reported Monday 
night were not the fii'St in that area. 
He said there had been a UFO 
report from the Miller Ranch about 

Crow said that even the people 
on duty at the emergency dispalch 
center went outside to scan the. sty 
after the third report. One of them 
saw some colored lights in the sky, 
the other one, standing nearby, 
didn't see anything unusual. 

12 
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8 Lynn family tell of night they saw a flying saucer bigger than factory 

Massive UFO 
soars over 
Camp bells 

Strange sights in the sky - Marilyn Preston with daughter Kerry 
and her drawing of the flying saucer they saw over Lynn. Picture: 

~ ROY WILLIAMSON (92/04/49) 

::; 'Millions have seen them' 
A LYNN-BASED lecturer in para
psychology has claimed millions of 
people see UFOs, but very few are 
brave enough to report their sight
ings. 

Mr Terry Stokes said reports of 
sightings go back centuries - some 
cave paintings indicate UFO activ
ity- and a 1974 survey in America 
revealed 32 million people who 
claimed to have seen a UFO. 

"This is probably an underesti
mate as most are not recorded for 
fear of ridicule. Another poll says 
only 13 per cent are recorded. So 
many sightings then surely cannot 
all be fakes. Perhaps the most per
plexing question is what exactly 
people are seeing." 

He said :"'orfolk has alwavs been 
a good venue for UFO watching. 

A MASSIVE flying 
saucer - bigger than fa
mous Lynn landmark the 
Campbells factory - ap
peared in the night sky 
over the town, a family 
has claimed . 

A mother and two daughters 
told how the UFO dropped out 
of the sky to hover over Camp
bells, dwarfing the factory with 
its huge size. 

As they passed beneath it in 
their car, marvelling at the detail 
and the array of flashing lights. 
the UFO zoomed noislessly up 
into the sky. disappearing from 
sight in seconds. 

Mr s Marilyn Preston, of 
Woodwark A~enue, Lynn. de
cided to tell the Lynn News of 
the st range experience she and 
her daughters Kim ( 17) and 
Kerry (II) had a couple of 
weeks ago, after reading of the 
Downham family who thought 
they saw a UFO. 

The three were in a car travel 
ling towards Lynn from Middle
ton when they saw what they 
thought at first was a very bright 
star. But as they got closer the 
light got bigger - and as th ~ ' 

RECORDER, Bridgend, Wales- Jan. 31, 1992 CR: T. Good 

UFO SIGHTING BAFFLES EXPERT 

by SIMON CANEY 
came over the Hardwick round
about they could see a "huge, 
weird thing" hovering over 
Campbells. 

"It was so big it could have 
swallowed up Campbells. There 
were red flashes coming from it 
but it was dead silent. It wasn ' t 
very high and Kim went almost 
hysterical. I would have stopped 
the car to have a better look but I 
was worried about her," said 
Mrs Preston . 

As thev went underneath the 
huge flashing object they could 
all see it clearly- "just like 
somethinl! out of Star Trek ". 
And then. -as they drove on. the 
object flew straight up in the air. 
Kerry was so affected she now 
constantly draws the UFO. 

STRANGE NOISE 
Oddly. Mrs Preston's car had 

been making a strange noise ear
lier that evening . "It sounded 
lik e static coming out of the 
ste re o speakers. but it was 
switched off. I couldn ' t make it 
out at alL but perhaps it was 
being caused hy that thing in the 
sky ... she said. 

Now the bizarre phenomenon 

is being investigated by Gay
wood man Mr Thomas Thomp
so n, a member of the Texas
based Mutual UFO Network 
(MUFON). He told the Lynn 
News he had experienced- a 
number of unexplained sightings 
in the area , and added: "I am 
certainly interested in this one . It 
has extra credibility because 
there is a young girl involved 
and children are much more 
honest about this sort of thing." 

Mr Thompson , of Parkway, 
will tell MUFON of his findings 
when he has compiled a report. 
and they will be logged on an in
ternational computer file. One of 
the problems of UFOs is that 
they come from another dimen
sion and so cannot be picked up 
by normal radar equipment. he 
said. 

A spokes man at Campbcl1s 
said staff would have be e n on 
duty during the night . but noth
ing unusual was reported . Nei
ther was anything odd spoiled 
o n West Norfolk Council ' s 
closed-circuit television screens 
or RAF Mar ham's radar scan
ners. 
e Did you see the UFO? Let 
the Lynn News know. Contact 
the newsdesk on Lynn 7f.ll RR. 

SIGIITINGS OF SUSPECIED UFOs over Ob•wt· hnlfe prompted calls for other 
witnesses to lht•tJhcnunu.·nn tn cnme fnrwnrd. 

A . well known lol'nl 
p.'iy('hk ln\/Ciilig-o~tor hus 
repcHicll ~ccing u 
saucer-like ohjel'l with 
large nashing light~ on 
two occasions in I he 
1~sl two ycnr-s- the la
test sighting lll't'uring 
liL~l week. 

and revolving lights. 

Pm·unm·mul 
l'syl'hil onvcsligal or 

'I1m1 l.aurenl. who smv 
the ohjecl. is sure i1 can 
hedassetlas01 UFObul 
is uncertain as lo how i1 
cun he explained. 

ings. Mrs l .. ;norcnt is 
eoger to hear from 
anyone who belie ves 

they may have wil
ncssctl the mysterious 
objcl'lS. A SPACE 

The lirsl !;ighting wus 
r.:portctl between 
Cwmuvon uno.! l'orl Tul
lll1t:, while lust Wetlnes
duy·,. took place in the 
sk')' ahov~ Cu~truu, 
J>uffrvn unt.l Cymmer. 
The~ohjel'l was !iaid tu 

br uppro.~lnmh:ly I hrcc 
1wuses in witlth with 
large, white flashing 

"I would suy !hat I've 
seen lwo UFOs hut 
whal !hey were is an 
othcr maHer," she saitl . 

Mrs Laurent, who is an 
expert on the paranor
mal. rollu\YS the thcoty 
that the UFOswerc not 
munnctl hy cxtru-ter
restiul visitors hut were 
a sort or psychil' phe
nomenon. 

"I tlon't believe these 
arc nlicns from olh<:r 
planets. hut instcatl it's 
mainly rsydwlogical. 
"I really don't think 

they were solid objects." 
she adtled. 

M.rs L~1urent helicve 
!hut the uros mulo.J he 
l'UliSCul>y a form or ex · 
tcrnal energy. possi'.>ly 
coming from the higher 
rcudleS or the cJecln>· 
magnelk spccl rum. 
One theory she is 

examining is I hal l he 
Ul'Os coultl have ap
peared as a [(Hill of 
warning. 

As part of her invcsti -
galions into !he sight-

YORKSHIRE EVENING PRESS, York, 

England - Karch 16, 1992 

"0 Space oddity: Former chart-topper 
0 Reg Presley, whose hits with The Troggs 
8 inc! uded Wild Thing and I Can't Control 

H ~~~:l!·r~~~::i~;~\\~~~~~~~!:~~ outer 
Marlborough, Wiltshire, and is mountmg 

~ night-time vigils with satellite dishes and 
other equipment to track them. 

ODDITY 
N 

~ Family bewildered 
after seeing 'UFO' 

~ A DOWNHAM family is tom Qetween excitement 
,... and bewilderment after seeing a mystery object in 
C. the night sky on Saturday. The couple and their 
< two children were driving through open Suffolk 
1 countryside when the eerie encounter occurred. 

"0 The woman, who asked not to be named, said: 
d "We were about four or five miles out of Bury 
~ when my husband saw an object in the sky ahead of 
ClO hiin. lt was stationary and quite large with red 
~ l,ights. 

"At first we thought it was a tower of some kind n 
.; but when we got closer we realised there was noth- ~ 
,.... ing underneath. My husband stopped the car and he 
0 and the children got out to have a better look. Two ~ 
~ main beams of white light shone down into a field 
o and then started to tum on to us, as if attracted by ~ 
:Z: the lights we had left on. Then very slowly it went 0 

.. off across the fields." C. 
~ There was no sound or only very faint noise from 
tl) the object, which they guessed was some 300-400 
~ feet high in the sky, and they could not distinguish 
po:: its shape. "At first we were frightened but after-
!;: wards we felt really excited about it," she added. 
Q The couple have racked their brains ever since 
< about what the object could have been and con
o.e !acted RAF Marham to check out the possibility of 

aircraft activity in the area at the time. "The whole 
~ experience has left us quite bewildered. It was defi
~ nitely an unidentified flying object but whether it 
"" was alien I have no idea," the woman added. 
:z: e Have you had a close encounter of the UFO 
Z kind? Let the Lyon News know. Contact the news
::; desk: (O.'i53) 761188, ext 4631. 

UFO experts in Notts today released 
details of strange objects and glowing 
lights spotted in the county's skies by 
25 witnesses on a. single night. 

Unidentified flying objects and strange 
balls of light were seen in the sky around 
Stapleford .on March 25. 

And. the organiser of the East Midlands UFO 
Research Association, Mr Anthony James, reck
ons the strange happenings represent a major 
sighting. 

"It has broke the silenCe we have haa rn the last 
seven or eight months," he said. 

The first sighting was .at 7.30pm, when a ball of 
white light with a orange glow was seen flying over 
Bramcote's ancient landmark, the Hemlockstone. 

Most sightings were reported at around 9pm, 
when five or six objects, e ach the size of a car, were 
seen flying in formation over Sandiacre and Staple
ford. 

The objects -flew ofT 
towards Wollaton Park 
arid disappeared into 
low cloud. 

Four objects, . making 
a whirring . sound, were 
seen over tlemlockstone 
around IOpm .• 

"Thete ·were no laser 
shows in the area· for 
the time given, and the 
objects were all too low 
for East Midlands air 
traffic," said Mr James. 

CR: T. Good 

~We saw 
H flying 
~saucer 

~too, say 
a-

~couple 
A FURTHER twist to 

~ the mystery of the 
,... "flying saucer over 
: Islington• came when 

a Hlghbury couple 
revealed they had 
taken photographs of 

"g the UFO In the sky. 
(li Gary and Debbie 

,.... Hines, of Baker 

E ~~~d~eHlghb~;.·g~:: 
tured the luminous 

c... object on film. They 
o were puzzled by what 
~ they aaw but put the 
ClO ·photograph• In e 
-~ drawer and thought 
,.... no more ebout It -
en until they read about 

H other slghtlngs of a 
UFO In the Gazette. 

~ Their photos show 
~ 11 bright, saucer. 
~ shaped object with 
N orange lights or 
C] flames at Its Ups. It 

doll NOT look like I 
Renault advertising 
airship - which some 
people thought was 
the anawer to the 
mystary. 

Mrs Hines said: "I 
thought I was seeing 
things and watched It 
for 11 coup le of min
utes. I called my hus
band over and said : 
Am I aeelng thlnga or 
Ia that a flying 
aaucer? My eldest 
son, ~ &aid: It's a 
man from outer 
apace, mum!" 

Mr Hln11 &aid: "I've 
never seen anything 
like It before. It looked 
like 11 white disc hov
ering In the sky, then 
It dl&appeared. It defi
nitely waan't an air
ship. 

"I'm far from a 
crank but I uw what I 
saw. I don't know 
what to believe . " 

GAZETTE, Islington, 
England - March 26, 

1992 CR: T. Good 

'ALIENS 
OVER 

ESSEX 
ROAD' 
CLAIM 

ALIENS from outer space hovered 
over Islington for two minutes in a 
flying saucer - a stunned house
wife claimed this week. 

A brilliant white light beckoned 
the woman, who lives on the Mar
quess Estate, Islington, to her liv
ing room window where she saw 
a UFO hanging over Essex Road. 

"This has hit me like a bolt out 
of the blue," said the woman, who 
has asked not be named. 

"I couldn't se4tij_nyone inside it 
and I was just thinking 'Oh my 
God', I've got to take all this in. 

"There was a fluorescent blob 
in the sky. It was a disc shape 
with red all around the edge. It 
hovered for a couple of nffnuteS 
then, in the blink of an eye, shot 
off through the clouds like thun
der - it was so fast. There was a 
shaft of light going on and off as 
if it was taking pictures." 

The woman was watching Coro
nation Street on TV between 7.30 
and 8pm on Friday night when the 
UFO caught her eye. She says 
her amazing claim is received 
with scepticism by most people. 
"I've told some of my friends and 
they keep asking me if I've seen 
any little green men lately. 

"But I know it wasn 't a dream. 
I'm a very down-to-earth person 
and know what I saw. There is no 
doubt about it - it was a flying 
saucer." 
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~ Strange 
sighting 

"in town 
.c 

~ A QUEENSFERRY 
1 woman wakened by UFO BUZZES PILOTS 

-o bright flashing lights 

~ ~~i~g :: \h~~~htbl~~~ 
~ had see n a UFO, 
u Queensferry police 
til said this week. 
~ The unnamed woman 
r:: living near South 
·~ Scotstoun, was reported to 

~ ~:vea::;tty;;~~~ah: ~~ 
~ Monday when bright lights 
til started to flash outside her 
~ window. 

GUARDIAN, London, England 
April 28, 1992 CR: G. Fawcett 

Airliner almost makes alien 
contact over Sussex skies 

~ 

Boeing 737 . .. 400mph UFO missed a wing by 30ft 
By UZ MeQRATH 

TWO pilots have claimed their Boeing 737 was buzzed by a 
UFO as they prepared to land at Gatwlck Airport. 

LUlengc•III\C 

IZJ She opened the curtains, 
~ saw a "big black thing" 
IZJ and phoned the police. 
N Folk working the night 
cj shift at Hewlett-Packard 

~ ;:e;~eat~. ~~~u:.e.d ~la ~ 

MOVE over Steven Spiel
berg. Contact has been 

made above Sussex, according 
to the Civil Aviation Authority. 

The Britannia Airlines 737 
was inbound to Gatwick from 
Cyprus when the First Officer 
spotted what could only be an 
unidentified flying object. 

the port side and, at the most, 
30 feet above the level of the 
wing." The crew reported the 
UFO to air traffic controllers, 
who reported seeing a small 
primary radar contact behind 
the jet "The pilot assessed the 
risk of collision as high," said 
the report London tracked the 1 
UFO at it headed south-east at 'I 
about 100 knots, and warned 
another aircraft to turn to I 
avoid collision. 1 

They said a "black lozenge-like object" missed a wing of 

the passenger jet by only 30 feet as it flew past at 40~m~p~h~-~~;;;;;~;;;;;~ The captain alerted air traffic controllers who then spotted a sm~l 
dot on their radar screens. Officials. tracked the mystery object as 1t 
headed south east over _ _ _ 

object missed 
passenger jet 
hv nnlv 30ft 

accompanied the flashing 
~ light~ . 

~ th!t ~a~r:~ter c~:es~l~a~;~ e searching for a suspected 
. , suicide in the Forth, had let 

off a maroon and a number 
of flares. 

The CAA admits it is a mys- r 
tery, although one member of. 
its near-misses working group 1 

observed that sightings of bal
loons and other unidentified ob
jects now seem more prevalent 
in the South and South-east. 

England. Other planes · 
were warned to switch 
direction. 

The Boring pilots •aid 
tlu!]J fint •aw the UFO 
500 vard8 in front of 
them a.6 tlu!]J began their 
d.e•cent from 14,000 feet . 

They said it moved 
like a helicopter flying 
at low-level. 

Foiled 

"Within the space of 
1.5 seconds it passed 
very close, less than 100 
yards away, down the 
port side of the aircraft 
and only 30 feet above 
the wing. " 

No impact was felt and 
there was no damage to 
the aircraft in the inci
dent last summer. 

The report said no 
weather balloons were in 
the area at the time and 

=~P~~~i~hela~~s~~~ to 
But mystery still 

surrounds the "big black 
thing '' - the Coutguard 
don't know what it wu. 

The CAA report into last 
summer's air misses- written 
in prose that can only be 
described as alien to the Holly
wood tradition - takes up the 
dramatic story: " . . . saw a 
small black lozenge shaped ob
ject about 500m ahead of the 
aircraft and at the same level. 

"Within the space of about 1.5 
seconds it passed very close, 
less than 100 yards away down 

Believers in little green men ~ 
will be relieved to hear that the 
group concluded it was "at a 
loss toldentify the object". 

A~at~~~rtAu~ho:~e c:;~ 
later: "The pilots felt the SUN, London, England - April 27, 1992 CR: G. Fawcett 

CR: T. Good 

PANIC gripped a pub In Outback 
Queensland when It w•s "buzzed" 
by a huge, horn·sh•ped sky-ship. 

"It was the most frightening 
object I've seen in my life," says 
Ian Smart, who owns the Quamby 
Hotel, 40km north -east of 
Cloncurry. 

"The thing was so menacing, a 
young bloke who boards here 
rushed into the spinifex and 
covered himself with cuts. 

"And my RottweUer, Apollo, 
who's usually scared of nothing, 
huddled into a ball and hid under a 
table.'' 

The chilling UFO "attack" oc
z -:: curred earlier this year. • 'It was 
< ,.... about llpm," Ian Smart recalls. 
~ -~ "I'd closed up the bar and had 
< ~ stepped out on to the verandah for 
~ < some fresh air with the fellas . We 

~ ~~ ~:;~~~!d ~~:r s::C~~ds~~:~ 
~ our boots . 

"A brightly-lit craft suddenly 
whirled across the top of the pub . It 
was big - and looked like two large 
horns, joined by a pulsing red bar 
in the middle . 

"The moment the thing ap
peared, Apollo went totally ber
serk . If he could, he'd have dug 
himself a hole in the pub floor . And 

risk of collision was 
high . 

*Publican lan Smart and daughter Amanda Jane, 6, outside 
the Quamby Hotel ... "It shocked us to our boots." 

the poor dog's still got the jitters
even though several months have 
passed. 

·'But a young bloke who boards 
here had the worst experience. He 
was in the back yard when the UFO 
appeared. 

• 'He said it beamed a blinding 

light down on him. It was like 
standing in the desert at noon , with 
no shadows. 

• 'He didn't stick around - and 
he 's now a mass of scratches and 
bruises from where he bolted into 
the spinifex and anthills . 

• 'The object hovered for about 10 

minutes. Then, to our relief, it took 
off- trailing a long, angry-looking 
white light behind it." 

Ian and his customers were not 
the only witnesses. 

"Next day, some drillers came in 
from the Doogal Mine , across the 
ridge," he says. 

• 'These blokes were working 
night-shift on the rigs when they 
saw the craft - hom-shaped like 
the one we spotted. The thing 
swooped at them like a dive
bomber before taking off into the 
darkness.'' 

e Locals believe the UFO mlgbt 
have been attracted to a large 
water-tank on the hill behind the 
hotel. 

"I've heard that aliens like to 
suck up water from tanks and 
dams," says Ian. "They're wel
come to Jt as far as I'm concerned. 

"And 11 they'd like to drop into 
the pub, l'li even offer them a 
coldle." 

It's an artist's 
impression of the 
world's most secret 
aircraft. 

US reports say it used 
the remote Machrihan
ish airfield in Argyll -
around the time civilian 
pilots spoke of unidenti
fied aircraft making 
rapid climbs close to the 
Scottish coast. 

Codenamed 'Aurora', 
it is said to be a new 
American spy plane 
capable of six times the 
speed of sound. 

Last week, the 
respected Texas-based 
American intelligence 

I By ANGUS MACLEOD I 
newsletter For Your 
Eyes Only reported: 

"The suspected new 
Mach-6 reconnaissance 
aircraft may have been 
tracked leaving the 
British base at Machri
hanish (the most 
remote in Europe) at 
Mach-3 last November. 

"It may be unmanned 
and may roll upside 
down for landing to 
avoid exposing the 
more reflective surfaces 
to radar. 

"It may also be a 
manned rounded .trian
gle, wider than it is 
long." 

Last year, the Mail 
revealed the US 
Government was putting 
£7m into Machrihanish. 

SUNDAY MAIL, Glascow, Scotland - April 12, 1992 CR: T. Good 

MACHA/HANISH TRIANGLE ... how the mystezy spy plane may look 
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Close ericO 
Mystery 
left imprint 
on man's 
beliefs 

By JUDI SWOGGER 
Herald Staff Writer 

I t's big, it's hairy, it smells - and it 
has an identity problem. Some 
people doubt its very existence. 

Chris Baroni was one of them - until 
1989 when "it" stumbled onto his 
property in Wheatland and changed his 
life. That's when he became a 
"believer" in Bigfoot 

It was just after sunset on a cold 
March 13th night, said Baroni, 27. 

He and his wife, Diana. 25, were in 
the house when their dog started 
barking to go out 

Once out, the dog began "circling and 
acting strange," Baroni said. "His hair 
was standing up and he acted like he 
wanted me to come out We thought it 
was a raccoon, so I went out with him. 

"He started sniffing at dark imprints 
in the ground at the woods line" 
behind the house. 

"He started to go into the woods 
ahead of me, then hesitated. I knew he 
was scared of whatever was out there. I 
picked up a rock and threw it into the 
woods. That's when I heard heavy 
crunching noises. My wife was 30 to 40 
feet away, and she heard it, too. 

"At first I thought it was a bear. You 
could hear thumping. It was heavy 
sounding, and you could hear limbs 
cracking. But, I could tell it was 
something on two feet. 

"I ... got a flashlight from our 
neighbor, and she (his wife) called the 
police." 

Using the flashlight, Baroni said he 
noticed a path cleared in the brush in 
front of the wooded area. 

"Through my neighbor's spotlight. I 
could see dark imprints in the ground, 
too," he said. 

The police did not turn up anything 
that night and surmised that "it was 
probably kids playing around," Baroni 
said. 

None of the couple's neighbors said 
they noticed anything. 

The next day Baroni and his wife 
followed the tracks to a road beyond 
the woods where they lost them. 

"We knew it wasn't kids because of 
the broken branches," Baroni said. 
··some of them were four inches 
around and cracked and pushed into 
the ground." 

The tracks were 11 1~ inches long and 
7112 inches wide across the toes and 
evenly spaced about 72 inches apart, 
Baroni said. The weight of the creature 
had indented the tracks about an inch 
into the hard ground. 

The tracks were examined by 
representatives from the dog warden's 
office and the state game commission, 
and both agreed they weren't bear 
tracks, Baroni said. 

'Mrs. Baroni's mother, who had seen a 
newspaper article about the 
Pennsylvania Association for the Study 
of the Unexplained. suggested her 
daughter and son-in-law call Stan 
Gordon. director of the Greensburg
based organization. 

s: 
fJ2f, 

David E. Dale.'Herald 

Chris Baroni holds a cast of a footprint he found in the yard of his Wheatland home in 
1989. It was later identified by researchers of the unexplained as belonging to a Bigfoot. 

"What happened here was hard 
enough to believe, but we accepted it 
after talking to Stan," Baroni said. 
"You're hoping he's a hoax, but he's 
such a professional that you know he 
knows what he's talking about. 

''People who were there that night 
know we were really shaken up. But 
nobody took us seriously until we met 

size. Baroni said. 
Gordon and other experts esti

mated the creature that left its mark 
in the Baronis' back yard weighed 
between 600 and 700 pounds, based 
on the size of the foot and the depth 
of the imprints. Baroni said. 

The Baron is have moved to anoth
er house. although they say the 
move was not prompted by their 
Bigfoot encounter. 

Still. though. "at night it was scary 
to go outside.'' Mrs. Baroni said. ''be
cause you didn 't know what was out 
there." 

with Stan. He makes you feel human, 
instead of like a punchline. " 

Gordon asked the couple to bring 
him a cast of the footprint. 

"Stan and other experts ruled out 
other animals as having made the print 
and said it definitely was the real 
thing" based on its shape, depth and 

"I always· thought it (Bigfoot) was 
out West in Washington, but the un
explained is here, too." Baroni said. 

Citizens have reported 
UF:O, Bigfoot sightings 

By JUDI SWOGGER 
Herald Staff Writer 

n YOU'RE LOOKING for a place where 
xciting and out-of-the-ordinary things 
appen, try West Middlesex or Wheat

land. There have been reports of Bigfoot in 
Wheatland, and sightings of unidentified 
flying objects in West Middlesex. 

On May 15, 1991, two people in West Mid
dlesex called the Pennsylvania Associa
tion for the Study of the Unexplained, 
claiming they bad seen a UFO. 

Stan Gordon, the association's director. 
said the people reported seeing the object 
at 10:35 that morning while driving along a 
rural road. 

"The people reported going down the 
road, coming around a bend and seeing a 
large object low in the sky," he said. "They 
said it had a very, very large body and was 
gray in color. It had no lights, no markings, 
no sound and a mist-like appearance sur
rounded it They said it moved slowly 
across the sky and appeared to be wob
bling or dipping." 

Gordon said there were no blimps or 
other explainable phenomena passing 
through the area at the time of the sighting. 

Incidents such as these aren't likely to 
be reported because those who witness 
them doubt they will be believed, Gordon 
said 

But Gordon believes - despite the fact 
that in 33 years of studying such phenome
na he has never seen a UFO himself. 

"I'm fully convinced there are sightings 
that we can't explain,'' he said. "Lots of 
things look unusual, but are explainable, 
and lots are unexplainable." 

The organization has "literally thou
sands and thousands of sightings that go 
back to the late 1800s," he said. 

Gordon said there was a "good series of 
sightings of a massive boomerang-shaped 
thing hovering above the_.uound in the 
Pittsburgh area recently." 

"Some UFOs seem to appear and disap
pear and even to change their form or 
shape," he said, noting that more sightings 
have been reported in recent years. 

"In the last six months, quite a number of 
triangular-shaped objects have been re
ported in Pennsylvania," he said 

A movie being made about alleged gov
ernment cover-up of UFO sightings partic
ularly interests Gordon. 

"The Air Force officially announced that 
it was closing down Project Blue Book 
(which dealt with UFO investigations) in 
December 1969," he said. "They said at the 
time that no UFO reports appeared to af-

fect national security and they did 
not appear to exceed current scien
tific knowledge.'' 

Some documents from the pro
ject. obtained through the Freedom 
oflnformation Act, date back to 1953 
while others are ·•very recent," Gor
don said. 

"The government officially says 
it's not interested, but the docu
ments show UFOs are considered 
very important by government agen
cies ... he said. "There is no doubt in 
our minds that UFO research con
tinues at a high level of security in 
the government. " 

Association eyes 
the unexplained 

The Pennsylvania Association for the 
Study of the Unexplained maintains a 24-
hour hotline, with calls often coming in 
from po1ice departments, federal agencies 
and even television stations, says Stan Gor
don, its director. 

The association, whose membership is 
made up of scientists, engineers, former 
military people and researchers, is inter
ested in hearing of past, as well as present. 
reports of unusual sightings, he said. Mem
berilhip is not open to the general public. 

The organization's hot line is: 412-838-
7768. 

Funding for their work is "out of our own 
pockets," Gordon added. 

The association offers a free packet of 15 
information to anyone who sends a large, 
self-addressed, stamped envelope \o the 
organization at: 6 Oak Hill Ave ., Greens
burg, Pa. , 15601. 
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Jott,n Green, In bllckground, expl81na hta vlewa on Blgfootto .., 
.. ucNnc:e m NIC. On the table.,. cuta of footprtnta .......,_. 
.to. be tram the c:renn. 

Researcher says 
he's convinced 
sasquatch exists 
By Merry Hayes 
Stilt writer 

·C'OEUR d'ALENE- In 1955, 
Quladian newspaper reporter 
John Green wrote an April Fools' 
Day $tOry about sasquatch kidnap
ping a woman from the town's ho
teL 

Back then sasquatcb, also 
known as Bigfoot, was just a big 
joke to Green. But two years later 
when British Columbia organized 
a ~uatch hunt as part of its cen
tennial, Green began hearing 
about Bigfoot sightings. 

"People I already knew and re
spected had serious stories to tell," 
he said. 

Jbey told him of a man who 
claiD'lCd to have Dc:en-Cariied lu 
.t~ mountains in his sleeping bag 
by a hairy, upright-walking ape. 
Several people also rcoounted see-
1ng footprints in a vegetable gar
den where something had crushed 
potatoes beneath its extremely . 
large feet. 

In 1958, Green heard reports bf 
Bigfoot prints found along a road 
•n Northern California. It was 
.there that he saw what convinced 
.him the animal exists. 

"The first time you see one of 
these tracks, you've got something 
real," he told an audience of both 
skeptics and believers Wednesday 
during a North Idaho College 
Popcorn Forum program. 

"Something alive must have 
been there to make it," he said, 
holding up a cast of 15-inch long 
footprint. It was one of 500 prints 
he found along a California ridge 
in 1967. 

Since that discovery, the news
paper publisher has compiled re
ports on 1,500 Bigfoot sightings 
and has written books on the sub
ject. 
· Although the topic of NIC's 
weeklong forum is "The Great 
Mysteries of Our Time," Green 
said, his suh,iect is rather ordinary. 
"'lt'sjashn animal," he said. 

An animal between 8 and 10 
feet tall that can run fast enough 
to catch a deer and jump over 6-
foot-high embankments in a single 
leap, according to ~le who 
claim to have seen the beasts. 

Sightings have been reported in 
every state except Hawaii and 
Rhode Island, Green said. In Ida
ho, a man driving along U.S. 
Highway 95 through the Payette 
National Forest in 1980 said he 
saw two sasquatch walking along 
the road. The animals then 
jumped over an embankment in 
one huge step. 

"Either the man was struck 
temporarily insane or he was ly
ing, or we have a dcscri__p!ion of an 
anilt'illt · «ing Whit -no hlimln it 
capable of," Green said . 

Green said he doubts part of the 
story of the man who said an ani
mal carried him away in his sleep
ing bag. But he does believe the 
man saw a family of Bigfoots in 
the mountains. 

Several primate specialists ques
tioned the man, an uneducated 
logger, about what he had seen. 
"He never slipped up once," Green 
said. "Everything he described is 
exactly what should be for an up
right-walking ape." 

But the most convincing evi
dence, Green said, comes from a 
1967 flhn 'MO men took of an ape
like animat walking on a sae6ar 
in California. He said it isthe-onlJ 
movie of what people claim is Big
foot, and no one has proved it to 
be a fake. 

Scientists have dismissed the 
mm. as they have other evidence, 
without studying it, Green said. 

"I think humans have got a 
hangup on the subject," he said. 
"It's untoUchable." 

Likewise, people who have seen 
what they believe is Bigfoot or his 
footprints often fear telling others 
about it. "People who come for
ward with information are ridi
culed," he said. 

TIMES, New York, NY - April 14, 1992 CR: V. White 

Hueytown Journal 

Hu111111ing Along, and Howling Mad 
By RONALD SMOTHERS 

Special to The New York Times . . I HUEYTOWN, 
t \ Ala., April 7 - For 

_ the last four 
·""-- ·..;It months a loud hum 

• T - that comes and 
goes erratically has bedeviled parts 
of this central Alabama city, keeping 
people awake and setting teeth on 
edge and dogs to howling. 

It's called the Hueytown Hum, a 
low-pitched, steady sound emanating 
from the rolling hills surrounding this 
coal mining town of 15,000 people 
about 15 miles southwest of Birming
ham. The hum, has turned bucolic 
subdivisions with names like Eden
wood and Lakeview into zones of 
stress for up to three days at a time 
before fading away, only to return an 
hour or a week later. 

"I catch myself trying to breath in 
time with its rise and fall in pitch,'' 
said an exasperated Jane Harless. 
And the sound has disoriented beast 
and man a like. "My dog Princess 
won't eat when it's going," she said. 

Savina Bradberry, a high school 
math teacher, said it sounds like "the 
hum of a fluorescent light tube about 
togo." 

• • • 
The hum has spawned jokes and 

numerous theories about its source. 
In a broadcast from the steps of 

City Hall on April1 , a local radio sta
tion solicited tongue-in-cheek theo
ries. Hueytown was humming be
cause it didn ' t know the words, one 
listener suggested. Another said it 
was killer bees. 

More serious theories cite electro
magnetic forces and high-voltage 
power lines. 

The mystery is made more elusive 
by the fact that one area, with about 
500 homes, seems to be most affected. 

Such focused sound phenomena are 
not unheard of, said Clifford Bragdon, 
a professor of city planning at Geor-

Coal mining built H ueytown and 
may be behind a bedeviling hum. 

gia Institute of Technology and an ex
pert on sound propagation. 

Some years ago, Mr. Bragdon said, 
two communities 10 to 17 miles from 
the Aberdeen Proving Ground, an 
Army ordnance test center in Mary
land, complained of noise from the 
tests, while communities adjacent to 
the base were barely disturbed . 

What researchers eventually 
found, he said, was "an atmospheric 
anomaly" involving the interaction of 
temperature, humidity, barometric 
pressure, wind and topography that 
was " propagating, channeling and fo
cusing" the sound to a point miles 
from the source. 

"People try to get at these things 
by using the classical visual ap
proach," the professor said. " But you 
need an acoustical Sherlock Holmes 
to solve things like this." 

• • • 
Using more circumstantial evi

dence, some residents have focused 
on the huge ventilation fans that have 
been installed in nearby coal mines. 

Federal safety regulations require 
that the fans be operated around the 
clock to pull methane gas and coal 
dust from the mines. 

The USX Corporation's Oak Grove 
mines, 10 miles west of here, have 
five such fans, but a USX spokesman, 
Steve Sobat, said company enginee_PS 
determined that its fans were not 
causing the hum. He conceded, how
ever, that the clearing last year of 
timber from a USX-{)wned pine forest 
that had served as a buffer between 
Hueytown and the mines could have 
contributed to the problem. 

Just south of USX's mines, Jim 
Walter Resources Inc. operates a 
mine that has three fans, one of wtili!h 
is a 3,500-horsepower monster with 
12-foot blades. The $7 million fan went 
into operation last December, at 
about the time Hueytown residents. 
recall first hearing the hum. 

Dennis K. Hall, director of public 
relations for Jim Walter Resources, 
said that the company was cooperat
ing with Hueytown officials to resolv~ 
the mystery. But he added that any 
additional company expenditure in 
the effort, including hiring outside ex-
perts, would require the approval of a 
bankruptcy court that is supervising 
the mining operation while Jim Wal
ter Resources reorganizes under 
Chapter 11. 

Jim Walter is a major economic 
force in the area. Its mines extract 2. 7 
million tons of coal a year and a bil
lion cubic feet of methane a month 
from the hills around Hueytown. The 
company employs 657 people here 
and pumps $41 million a year in 
wages and benefits into the local 
economy. 

" We don 't want to point any fin, 
gers," said Mayor Lillian Howard. 
"This area was built on money from 
the mines, and we have been around 
these fans all of our lives. We'll wor'k 
this out together with the companies 
so it won 't be a choice between the 
humor jobs.'' · 

EXAMINER, San Francisco, CA - April 19, 1992 CR: C. Jines 

Lots of theories, no facts 
to explain Hueytown hum 
Weird noise driving 
residents crazy 
since December 
EXAMINER NEWS SERVICES 

HUEYTOWN, Ala. -Some 
say it's so loud it disrupts their 
prayers and keeps them up at 
night. Others don't hear a thing. 

People around here have been 
hearing the strange and spectral 
"Hueytown hum" since December, 
and although there's been plenty of 
finger-pointing, the source of the 
sometimes maddening, sometimes 
humorous droning is a mystery. 

Mayor Lillian Howard said she 
believes it comes from a huge ven
tilation fan with 12-foot blades 
that drives hot air out of the mouth 
of a Jim Walter Resources mine 
outside this town just west of Bir
mingham. 

Not so, said Dennis Hall, 
spokesman for the coal mining 
company. 

"We were tried and convicted 
before we had a chance to defend 
ourselves," he said. "We've never 
denied that our fans do make noise 
but, 61/2 miles away, it's hard to 
comprehend that we're keeping 

people from sleeping." 
Since word of the hum spread, 

self-styled experts have contacted 
the mayor with offers to find the 
cause and silence it. For a price, of 
course. 

"I wish everyone would just 
mind their own business," said 
John Ennis, attorney for the city of 
15,085. 

The mayor said she has "not 
had people coming to me upset or 
angry." 

So far, the mine fan appears to 
be the leading theory. Last week, 
the mining company sent Ennis a 
bundle of charts and information. 

"You can't just point your finger 
at one thing and say this is causing 
it," Hall said. "If it is our mine, why 
are there complaints now when the 
mine has been there since 197 4 ?" 

Hall said that atmospheric con
ditions could enhance the hum, 
and he noted that large tracts were 
cleared last year from a pine forest 
between the fan and the city and 
that Hueytown is surrounded by 
industries. 

Residents say the hum is loud
est at night and extremely loud on 
cloudy and rainy days. A visitor 
walking in town on a sunny after
noon could hear no hum. 

But Gerald Hicks has heard it. 

"People sensitive to noises like 
this find it very annoying," he said. 
"If you let 'it, it will almost drive 
you crazy." 

Joe Bradford said the Huey
town hum ranges from low to 
noisy. At first, he heard it at night, 
but now it comes at different times. 

"I am able to get a little sleep 
now and then," he said. 

He met at his church with a 
prayer group at 6 a.m. one morning 
and "we could hardly pray due to 
the racket." 

"I believe our prayers got 
through to the Lord, though," he 
said. "We didn't specifically pray 
for the hum to stop. Maybe we 
need to do that." 
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Bizarre cattle deaths leave questions _ 
ByDONNAHENDERSON "I've lost cows to pn>dators · nanswered 

a.,.w ~ N- JU~W before and that looks nothing 
WEST LINN, Ore. - Last like this," said the pear and 

Novamber, Hood River, Ore., apple grower. "The cuts looked 
farmer Ken Packer Jr. was like they were made with a 
preparing_ to spray an orchard laser beam - they were very ..._.._lw -4iecovered ODe of hia accurate and true." 
~ dead ju8t 600 yude from How someone could haTe 
his back door. killed and mutilated the cow 

The SDimal had not been without leaving any tracks is 
sick. so Packer was surprised. also disturbing. -rhere were 
As he i.napected the 7 -year-old really no traceable vehicle or 
an.; 118 d:iecovered an eye was foot tracks around the cow that 
~-At first he thouaht the I could eee,'" said Packer. 
cow ha&i heeD shot by ~ Another odd thing, eaid 
c:ir t:b.ftrfe•. but he ruled that Packer, was that predators 
Out aa he further inveatigated would not come near the car
ad saw no meat· had been case f'or a long time. "It ham't 
taken. been until the last month or so 

nearly every country," he said. 
"In the United Statea, mutila
tions have occurred in just 
about every state since 1967." 

A "ballpark, conservative ee
timate" is that there have been 
at least 5,000 cases of animal 
mutilation in the U.S. since 
1973, he said. 

"There is a genuine mystery 
connected with the circum
stances of the deaths of cattle 
and other mutilated animals," 
said Rowell. 

To his horror. Packer soon that predatora finally came 
realised the cow had been around and finished it off,• he 
mutilated, ap~- with a said. 
m.a:.tp , "iDJtl"Qmtibt. 'nile hide The Shorihorn, white-faced
-.-'t t.n u whea .pndatora croes cow had a small calf, 
do their wodE aDd "ftll'ioaa parta which died about a month after 
ofiba ~---~.in- tbe cow, 1!10 the death .at both 
dludi.Dg..a. aaimal'a .-ual or- animals repreeente about a 
&'ana _And toDpe. _. $700 to $800 lou for the 

"My first thousbt waa that it farmer, he •aieL 

EVIDENCE - An Investigator hok:ts a sample of cow hide from a 
"genuine" mutilation that occurred in 1990 near Vancouver, Wash. The 
"coolde cutter'' serrations are vlslbl• as a regular dark and light pattern 
along the lenglh of hide held betMen the fingers. This sample was 
eent to the Vetertnary Diagnostic laboratory at OSU, where it was 
dlagnaeed as "consistent with a specimen collected via electrosurglcal 
excision." (Photo by Keith Rowen) . 

In the 25 years since the 
phenomenon has been 
reported, no one has ever been 
charged with the crimes of 
trespass and destruction of 
personal property in connec
tion with what he calls "classic 
cattle mutilations," Rowell 
said. • 

One mark of a classic or 
genuine mutilation is the ap
pearance that the animal's 
hide has been cut · with a 
"cookie cutter," with very 
regular patterns that look 
much different from cuts made 
by teeth or a knife, Rowell said. 

.as probably the re.Wt of .,me "' was diaappointed that the 
ktDcl of latuaiat activity: Aid aheri4'a office didn't MeJD very 
Padlw. He caUed the local concerned,'" Packer said. 
lheritf's depadment _aDd a But when Keith Rowell of 

subject and personally. invee
tigated ·mutilation caees in 
Oregon and southwestern 
Washington. ~cameou.ttoira~, West Linn, Ore., heard the 

~Mtiaa._.... story of Packers mutilated 
by law eafQJ'OUD8Dt ofB.c::ial8. cow, he was extremely inter-

Rowell inaists "there is no 
such thing as a cattle mutila
tion expert," but he believes he 
hu a "good understanding of 
what all the fuss is about." 

The dead cow oontin-· to eeted. The 46-yu:r-old "UFOl
~ Padr.~ who O&D oome OIJY bu11" ia somewhat of an ex
·M .., ...._. stplanation for ita pert on cattle mutilations, 
ct.adl. "'It's weird, • he ' said. _ having read extensiTely on the_ Before eyamjning Packers 

SKAMANIA CO. PIONEER, Stevenson, WA - April 8, 1992 

I Know, I 
Don't Believe 
Dear Editor, 

I want you to know, I appreciate the op
portunity you gave me to bring forth infor
mation to the public about Bigfoot - Sas
quatch to reduce fear that people have of 
their cousins that exist here in North Ameri
ca and mostly on the West Coast where Sal
mon are available. Some mistakes were 
made probably in my own verbal attempt to 
get the information across to the good re
porters. So I'd like to make some corrections 
and add new input. 

Some years ago I decided I should com
pile my experiences and data, research re
sults to help the public get over their "crazy" 
attitude about Bigfoot; mostly to. get over 
their fear of the creatures. To hopefully stop 
.people toting heavy guns when all they need 
is a good telescopic camera. I don't recom
mend flash cameras as they could continue 
the breakdown of trust some of them are 
having for some people, they can identify 
such as my long white hair is easily recog
nized in the out back. 

I'm not doing this to make money only to 
get all the facts together in one place so an 
intelligent conclusion can be drawn. Hope
fully a good picture will result. Some fools 
are hoaxing to try to confuse the experts but 
so far they are only fooling themselves, and 
making it harder for the public and their ser
vants to get it straight. 

I've had considerable scientific training 
and background that gives me the ability to 
recognize fact from fiction. The power 
plants in Washougal that I operated and ma
chine shops and 4500 H.P. Steam Engines 
and 10,000 H.P. Steam turbine I operated in 
ship yards and 900 H.P. Diesels I over 
hauled and operated for Tidewater Shaver 
Barge lines up to McNary dam all operated 
on facts not fiction. 

Retired now I'm enjoying the bush and 
gathering facts about Sasquatch O.K. 

Here's some facts I wish to straighten out 

and wd to the Bigfoot edition: 
I have some real photographic evidence, 

an enlarged color photo of a Sasquatch drop
ping that shows detail of contents and actual 
size 12" length by 3" diam. This is best evi
dence you can get- so far. 

There is no fur on face only black velvet 
and smooth. 

I said eyes are black and getting a look at 
the whites only occurs when they tum eyes 
instead of head. Eyes reflect red at night in 
artificial light and noses on my sightings 
were not flat but more Roman nosed and 
turns up slightly on end. Their ears are nor
mal size for them, bigger than our ears and 
all black and velvety, and shoulder muscles 
join on skull behind the ears which do not 
show above the shoulder hair, there is no 
hair hanging down over ears from cente-r of 
ear. Side burns start down and bristle on 
head goes up to a peak above the ridged 
skull. Spotted brow and head bristle leaving 
a more bald looking character. Sometimes 
the cape of the musk ox hide hangs hair 
down over face giving appearance of tough 
old hillbilly. They feel hidden at least partly 
camouflaged. 

Their tracks are always clawless except 
for hoaxed tracks or bear tracks. Sasquatch 
fingernail marks show when they are chut
ting rotten wood with to get at ants, termites 
and pine beetle grubs at the base of dead 
trees, logs and stumps like a bear. The small 
tracks I sketched were in soft dirt and rotten 
wood two feet and ten feet from fingernail 
marks and when I got back with plaster paris 
they were covered with four inches of snow. 

You've got my word on it. My word has 
been good all my life and I'm going to keep 
it that way. 

I don't go out looking for Bigfoot much 
like the paper says. I go out exploring or 
camping out and backpacking and they like 
the smell of my cooking or my noise in all 
night camps in Wilderness they look for me. 

I don't believe- I know. 

Datus Perry 
Carson 

mutilated cow, Rowell had 
taken part in an inTestigation 
in 1990 of five mutilated cattle 
on the New Columbia Garden 
Farms Inc. near Vancouver, 
Wash. 

The cattle mutilation 
phenomenon is nothing new, 
said Rowell. "Animal mutila
tions have · been reported in 

~ Third cow found 
5 mutilated in Miss. 
:::.: By The Associated Press 

LIBERTY, Miss. -A 3-day-old 
~ calf was found with its head and 

hind feet missing just south of 
N here- the third cow mutilation 
0'1 inAmiteCountysinceDecember. 
0'1 . The calf was found in the 

Jerusalem community, just half a 
Lf'l mile from tbe scene of a cow mu
N tilation in January, county arson 
..-1 investigator Melvin Dye said. 
·~ The calf, owned by Ruth Sand
~ ers of Gloster, was discovered 

around 10 a .m. Wednesday by 
I Moses Williams, who tends the 
< cattle, Dye said. The calf's mother 
..J was found injured nearby. 

.. "The cow cannot get up, appar-
~ ently from spinal damage," Dye 
g said. "The cow was last seen Mon
~ day prior to having the calf," Dye 
c said. 
o The mutilation was different 
~ from the previous two, in which 
~ half the faces of the cattle were 

.. skinned and the tongues cut out. 
~ "This one's head and neck were 
~ removed from the body," Dye 
~ said. "Both back feet were re· 
H moved - one at the ankle, the 
~ other at the knee." 

No bullet wounds were found, 
and since the cows were in cuto· 
ver land, there was no evidence of 
human footprints, Dye said. 

Animal killing is a crime pun
ishable by a fine of up to $1,000, 
six months in jail or both. 

The hide along the cut is 
hardened, as if intense heat 
has been applied, he said. "In 
addition, little or no blood is as
sociated with these strange 
wounds on the animal, • he 
said. 

"Almost always there are no 
tracks leading up to or aw_:a.Y._ 
from the carcass, even when 
the ground is snow covered or 
in a aoggy condition," he 
continued. 

Scavengers such aa coyotes 
will leaTe the dead animal 
alone for abnormally long 
periods, said Rowell. 

''Mutilations happen almost 
always at night and they seem 
to · occur less frequently in 
winter," he said. Reported 
sightings of unidentified flying 
objects, or UFOs, usually in
crease around the same time a 
mutilation occurs, said Rowell . 

That's why, while admitting 
the theory is discounted by 
many "establishment types," 
Rowell and other members of 
the nationwide Mutual UFO 
Network believe aliens from 
outer space may be responsible 
for the "classic mutilations." 

Members of the network -
some 4,000 nationwide - are 
anxious to have any ranchers 
who find animals that appear 
to have been mutilated contact 
them. They wish to inspect the 
carcasses, and take photos and 

, tissue samples for laboratory 
j analysis. Rowell's phone num
ber is (503) 656-3478. 

As to what "aliens" want 
with these various cow parts, 
Rowell refuses to speculate. 
"Alien motivation is way 
beyond our knowledge," he 
said. "You would have to ask 

.one ofthem." 

Hard To Believe 
~ew ij.dito~ 

It is-bard for me to believe th~t 0I'g;miz.a
tions such as. the National Geographic Soci
ety believe in Big Foot. 

They have discovered some of the rarest 
insects, reptiles, and animals in the deepest 
jungles of the Amazon, and the farthest 
~aches of this planet; some that are· almost 
extinct. -

Also a little closer to home, out of the 
~ CJf Jt,uat.er.it. lUkers, .aad weekend 
~plorera,~ -that 10~ JleMlY ev~ square 
inch of this -great, -noJ1hwest. no one has ever 
submitted a picture of this nine foot ape 
"Sasquatch" that roams freely in this land. 

"Yes it is very hard to believe." 
"D.E. Boone" 
Skamania County 
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UFOs and cattle in the Ozarks: What's the deal? 
After about an hour, the Joneses man- couldn't see. They were real bug-eyed, next to each other. A couple of weeks ago, I wrote about 

11 mysterious cattle mutilations that 
have happened in Webster County. 

Rumors blame cults or UFOs. 
Now here's more weird cow news. 
On the afternoon of April 5, for no 

aged to get their cows in the barn. looking and smelling, just wild." 
But the animals were still scared - In case you don't know much about 

snorting, kicking, rolling their eyes. cows - I didn't either - apparently 
·And they didn't give any milk. they don't scare easily. 

"We thought maybe a bear had gone 
through, but the other farms were so far 
away, it couldn't have been a bear," 
Silvey says. 

apparent reason, hundreds of dairy cows 
on five farms north of Bull Shoals Lake 
in Ozark County suddenly went crazy. 

"They almost wouldn't let you touch The scent of a large predator might 
them," Jones says. "They were even fhghten them, or an angry group of 
scared of us-: and we milk them twice a stinging bnp, or a loud noise. 
day, seven days a week." But those explanations don't satisfy 

Silvey points out that the day the C~"""~ 
went crazy was the same day a conven
tion of UFO-watchers was taking place 
in Eureka Springs, Ark. 

"I looked out the window and here 
came our cattle up over the hill in a fast 
run, just as hard as they could go, look
ing scared to death," says Ethel Jones. 

That was Sunday afternoon. The cows the farmers involved. 
didn't calm down- or give any milk - • Any of those things would scare all 

"We wondered if something had flown 
over on its way there," she jokes. 

'Chris ....... , until Monday evening. the animals on a farm, not just the dairy 
And the story was the same on four cows. Other animals weren't affected. 

Jones laughs about it, too, but she 
says maybe it really was UFOs . 

She owns about 60 milking cows with 
her husband in the town of Hammond. 

They had never seen anything like it 
in their 22 years of dairy farming. 

"It was just a real hullaballoo," she 
says. "I thought they were going to come 
right th.rou~ the fence, they wen run
~ soharQ." 

other farms in the area. • Any of those things likely would 
Joyce Silvey and her husband Dale scare cows on neighboring farms, not 

Silvey spent most of that day trying to just stop at the property line. 
get their 51 dairy cows in Longrun to "My sister-in-law has the next farm 
come in for milking. just aC1'08S the county road, and her 

"We never had anything like it before cows were just contented and grazing 
or since," Silvey says. "They just a.cted . . through the whole thing," Jones says. 

"I have never been one to believe in 
UFOs," she says. "I have even laughed 
at people who said they saw blinking 
lights in the sky following them around, 
but you know, now I wonder if those 
cows maybe didn't see one." 

like . they could aee somethini we And the five farms involved aren't all Chris Bentley is a Newa-Leader rqHJI'ter. 

> · ... · ·... . -i~gt;· •' 
44-~·ear-okt :inlij.I.LW1:t6:1tJ~ .. wo1W~t~'Ma~ 
area"'· $aid .~ . ~_,. te .. aifl anonymous . tor 
f~r'~ ·lfdl~-e-k-:, (;titici$fn . ,, '''· ,· .. ,, ' : 

King · .atd ·f~Glelf)\told ;Mm t~;~~ne - of ·tlle 
creab1r'e~n1aS' a.~·~,tiAUt~Y(~tt. weighing 

.·abOut · SFl.~lr6DQfo::p<>Uh.dS,. andf tms.:. other was· 
•mallert:~t 'a~~ ,s f~~ tall' and <~ighinsaf>dut 

~~~~~rned :md~··,tiy·· ... tbe 
vehicle:~~ ;~til,re4 i~. ltah~:'' 'Said ·· JGing 
rea~i:ng;.Jwm : the ' wifpes • .,~~rttent. "ttl~ . 
elder witness ·.r&tates •he. w..,,tgbarif.{tQ open tbh 
car door .and~iishine- a ~bhght ha$,\tSht ori th~ 
creatur~ when . his . partner sRenly grabbed. 
hi m and jerke¢' him. Pitdc, sho'tltihg .~~~ the f)lg 
CJeatur'es·.were w~lk1tfg- .t<>wat'd ~eni. : 

"Th , .,.&.: #" .. ett . ·.l.he car · itO tever~e <m..-.." t. • ai1Ji 
b~~~~~~&-:ke~ttd;ar.~ 
on ·tt~eib;:# 
Ttie~~·»eMdl~.ttck,~W-n tk 

road until -~~e:~Uh .... ~· . . '~~ 
-~ ... -Ofj1fwt~{"~$ · ~~; 
ad.van(l~~~le, tbe smatl~;on~i sta~ m··· tile ... 
roadway····.· . . } .,., ,.,::,, .. :·., ... ,,.{., ''·'' 

"Wim~~es .state they ' were tntfmidated and 
felt the larger ot -the animalS' could have ·ea$Uy '· 
turned their vehicle over,'' King read. 

Normallyt the animal!! are docile crea~tes, 
King said. . · ·· · ·. . 

Meiv Drier ~ Times Pooto 

he betievea· i• 

NorthArderi~an ape thatlis prima~~~: ~~~~~1. , ;.:P.la$;ter: (~~ pt ~~~~t. tootprints i trotn/vartou~ · 
creature, ~h?<t;~ms mo$t~ trorp. dade toJ.i~W~~ · .·· ~igntings.. ·· · · 

King d(resn't ~l~ve thiat ~tgtootjs a "niissirig .. Acco~nt~ ·of. ~ ~W}i~~·like .. c~;eature .... are .found 
link" in{man•s ~tdutionary .cb~i~ . . ·····.· , · •.. Jr. lpdl~1ore~ ari~ ~hrotigb.()Ut the world, ln the 

Whatever the :creature fs, King said he'intends ~ormer ~oviet l)n~o:n~ the creature is known as 

. .. tc. or .. ~ .• ~ .. ; eo. nexe 
1
;sfo.t! .... ·.···,.·.··~n··. rNe=.:~r.d .. ~.·.·.·.·A .. om .. H!. ;::1 ~.·· ror ·,··········p··· ~oo·~.·.·.· ~ ~e } $n~wr . man, in 'file Him~layas as yeti , in North 

..-- ~ s vun ..... "'"". America as 8asquatdt; and as bigfoot in the 
Several weeks passed between the sighting 

and when if..was reported;to King,.•·a~ he~ 
only able to find ~o vagiie ttac'ks iri' the mud. 

... During e~tions, he carries ·~ higb.;.pow!r , ~United States~ i '? 
· rifle and a .• 35.7 ~(lgnUm.l revolver as. ba~P.· • · ........ · •Th~ 1965 .. h'lC.~dt.nt lbat ruuned the creature 

"The tracks were ' both of the same animal. 
They were quite obliterated," said King, ••noth· 
ing l would·-be protld.to;t.ake(p.botogtat)h of or 
even committing, myself one; way ~, or tbe . otn~t~ 

"It certainly 'wun'.t a boot print.. ·It wa5 a.Pare 
foot print in mud in a ravine." , · 

King's interest in Bigfoot began ln the · eady 
1970s when he set out to prove the creature was 
a myth, but along the way he became a beUeveri 

''I wanted to prove to myself that the mystery 
was a hoax," King saro. "So for three., years>·I 
backlogged accounts frQm Ohio,~ indiana; :ji)enn~ 
sylvania, Virginia, Michijaa: and mainly . C4Uada .. 

'.' I found just the opp~~t~. and l've s:~en the 
am mal myself." · · . ·· . ., . 

King said he saw the creature near Kingstorf'in 
1978 and ~outsid¢ 'pf Caro rte~ E.nos Park ·on ·M-
46 in 1984. · 

He theorizes Michigan 's bi~foot is a type of 

"I've worked on the tb~ory of using a dart gun. bigf?otnappeW\\P t,p, (;f:llif~rnia when a construe-
It is impractical becau~e-~ da~~~isn'ta<;~ur:~t~ ... ~io~;9r:~~~rt}~~~O;th~i~stte to find 250;g~~gn ~ 
over SO yards. ~~ e~Jnotl'u~r pi(ibtEfll ~. <tr~rtq~H~' , drums .~~ss~ .. ?Y~!\ a flltf and a trailer . over~ 
b~er) dart> dosage;'~ he satd~ .· . .. •.. . .... . ... ·. ·. ·.. ·· ·.· ~urn~. The. only .. ~~e!lce of the perpetrator 

According to King~ · a fonner ·· atate Department ·{ ~ret huge . footpr~~ts itt Jhe · sand. 
of Natural . ReS'Our-ces eQiploy~e ···· "thh:!atened'' · · · ·· King.;said he ha$fSeen tracks that are 17 to .19 

· him w'ith manslaughter charges if he . shot a .· .. inches long that are 8 to .· 10 · inches wide and 
Bigfoot and it, proved to ibe part Jmman. ... taper to about 5 Jn~s wide at the heel. 

King's home and Michigan; <:anadian . ~lgloot} .Also; encased in tg~ss on a sheU of King's 
Center is at 152 W. Sherman St~eet in C<U'()~ office . is fecal mattedtqm a sight area. in Benzie 

The house~ ls a charming tWo-story~ ·· \Nbit~ County; which Jqng Qelieves is bigfoot drop-
pillared sttufture -With living ~teas .~$t~fu~ly pings~ ..... · . . . . · .•.•.•...•. ···· .. ··· ····•···.·· ... ·.·.·. > 
decorated in chin,a and county . ~rafts : .. • ; .. · ·.· ·· \Vhile there have been 38 sightings in Tuscola 

The house's charm ends at the stairway to the ······ • County, King has D()tbing in his extensive files of 
basement, which contains an L-shaped office - sightings . in Huron or Sanilac County. 
Bigfoot central. . · ·.·. .·.· ......... That doesn't mean there hasn't been sightlngs 

The basement ceiling. is. JO.w and dim lights . there, just that theyJ nigbt have gone unreported 
cast sHadows among the dark-imaged pictures by individuals who didn't want to come forward , 
and newspaper clippings of bigfoot. King said. 

For doubters , King shows his office display of King can be reached at (517) 673-2715. 
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Sa u a tch 
atch 

sumed a pseudonym for purposes of 
avoiding public ridicule. I'm not 
saying that somebody didn't see it." 

Here, in part, is what the letter 
said: 

"It stood, I would say, approxi
mately 7 to 8 feet tall, weighing 
probly (sic) between 400 to 500 
pounds. Its body was covered with 
hair . It had long arms that extended 
down to its knees. Its face looked al
most human .... It looked at us and 
growled a low moan, showing four 
fang-like teeth, two on top, two on 
bottom, and the r est flat like 
humans. Then it hurled over the 
guard rail and ran off into the night 
toward the brush along the river 
banks on the west side .... 

By Kathy Jackson 
Staff Writer of The Dallas Morning News 

although most of the townsfolk are 
making a joke out of it , some aren't 
laughing. 

H AMJLTON, Texas 
Home of the fighting Bulldogs. Home of the biggest dove 
festival in the world. 

"Some people say, 'Yes, it is out 
there, and it's been out there for 
several years, ' " says the woman, 
who doesn 't want her name used. 

The tall tale might be more be
lievable if anyone could find Daniel 
Fisker. He's the guy who started the 
whole thing. 

"For the record, we were not 
drunk or doing drugs or anything 
like that, and we have respectable 
jobs in this and surrounding towns. 
We are not crackpots. I thoughf 
maybe there are others living here 
who have had a similar experience 
and would come forward now that 
the door is open to tell about it." 

The Dallas Morning News 

available because the Texas Bigfoot 
Research Society disbanded. 

"From what we know of studying 
the reports, most of the sightings 
have occurred off the roadside. Peo
ple were in a car, and they saw 
something as they were driving 
by," Mr. Perez says. "There are a 
bunch of reports near waterway 
systems; near creeks, dams, river 
bottoms. Because, naturally, these 
animals are going to be drinking 
water. And , of course, a wooded 
area makes sense, too, because 
that 's concealment." 

Home of Bigfoot. 
Maybe. Some in the little Central Texas town are say

ing that they've seen a bizarre, hairy creature with an 
ape-like face - and, of course, big feet -on the banks of 
the Leon River. It's tall, they say, and walks on two legs. 

The Herald-News in January 
printed a lengthy letter in which 
Mr. Fisker said he and his family, 
while driving home from Stephen
ville late one night, saw a huge, 
hairy creature on the riverbank. Is it the legendary, elusive Sasquatch? Or is someone 

just trying to make The National Enquirer? The thing is, nobody knows Dan
iel Fisker. And in a town of 3,0Q0, 
everybody knows everybody. 

The letter -whoever wrote it
served its purpose. It opened a door. Roger Miller, editor of The Hamilton Herald-News, 

says people have confided in him that they have spotted 
a creature that looks like no animal they've ever seen. Mr. Miller tried to find him by 

checking utility and postal records. 

It prompted Hilda Lunsford (peo
ple do know her) to write to the 
newspaper telling about what she 
saw early one morning in 1985 
while driving between Olin and 
Cranfills Gap. 

A lot of people in Hamilton, 
though, think that some body's play
ing a big joke. Some of them have 
tried to pin the prank on Plank. 

"We've had numerous telephone calls and people stop
ping us on the street, some of whom really didn't want to 
reveal their identity," Mr. Miller says. "There are people 
who believe that they have seen something." 

No Daniel Fisker. 
"I think it's highly unlikely that 

such a person as Daniel Fisker ex
ists," Mr. Miller says. "It may be that 
somebody saw something and as-

Plank Wilson, owner of Wilson 
Electric Service, is 6 foot 3 and has 
size 12 1h feet. He also has an ape 
suit. He wears it on Halloween to 
scare the local kids. 

A woman who works at Hamilton City Hall says that, "A huge thing came out the side 
of the road and got right in front of 
the car and stood up on its hind legs 
and I stopped and locked my doors 
on the car and waited to see what it 
was going to do, " Ms. Lunsford 
wrote. " It looked right at me and it 
had a face of an ape and it was (a) 
big black something ... 

I Sasquatch: a tabloid favorite Linda Pearce, owner of the Din
ner Bell restaurant just a few blocks 
from the town square, says she 
posted a sign "Big Foot Ate Here" to 
tease Mr. Wilson, who is one of her 
regulars. 

By Kathy Jackson 
Staff Writer of The Dalles Mornmg News 

When it comes to the tabloids, some things are 
sure sellers: Elizabeth Taylor 's weddings. New fad 
diets. And Bigfoot. 

Over the years, the Sasquatch has gained respect· 
able status in the world of supermarket trash jour
nalism. The terrifying tales usually are accompa
nied by screaming headlines and fuzzy photographs. 
Many a shopper probably has stood in checkout 
lines and pondered: Just how many women have 
had Bigfoot's baby, anyway? 

Over the past 150 years, hundreds of people have 
recounted scary encounters with towering, ape·like 
creatures that walk through the forests. The beasts 
typically are reported as being 6· to 10-feet tall and 
weighing 500 pounds or more. They are said to move 
quickly and silently, fleeing when they see humans. 
Most of the sightings have been in the wooded areas 
of the Pacific Northwest, California , New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois and British Columbia. 

Generations of Indian tribes have passed on the 
Sasquatch legend, much as parents today warn their 
kids about the bogeyman. 

In 1958, the stories became fodder for the press 
when Gerald Crew of California said he spotted gi· 
ant footprints while helping clear a forest. On Oct. 
20, 1967, the stories gained some credibility when 
two Calfiornia hunters, Roger Patterson and Bob 
Gimlin, captured a shadowy, ape-like creature on 
16mm film. 

"We're fascinated with monsters, " says Daniel 
Perez, founder of the Center for Bigfoot Studies in 
Norwalk, Calif. "One of the reasons why they (ta· 
bloids) are putting this out on their front page all 
the time is because people buy this . I think it 's 
deeply ingrained in the minds of people. I think we 
all have a fascination for the unknown , for mon-

sters. For what we 'd call things that go bump in the 
night. " 

Jerry Shaw, assistant editor of the tabloid The 
Sun, says readers are "just fascinated " with Bigfoot. 

"The public goes through different phases," he 
says. "There 's a phase where they 'll have an interest 
in things like this, and other times the interest will 
drop off." 

Bigfoot is a big deal to The Weekly World News, 
another tabloid , says Mr. Perez, who keeps files on 
such stories. World News headlines have included: 
"Bigfoot Adopts Human Child," "Bigfoot Shocker! 
Police Order Massive Search After Women Are Car· 
ried Off by Hairy, 7-Foot Monsters' " and "Giant Big· 
foot Attacks Vi llage!" 

Joe Voelkering of Dallas, president of the North 
Texas Skeptics , believes we should stop in our 
tracks . 

"It would be virtually impossible, I would think, 
for any creature to not leave something some
where," he says. " If it 's something that's alive, it's 
got to have a finite life of some period. So virtually 
any type of animal , you invariably find their bones, 
skeletal remains, etc . If there are such things, why 
has no one come up with so much as a skeleton?" 

Mr. Voelkering offers this tale as proof that 
things aren 't always what they seem: 

Late one night, Mr. Voelkering's wife and her sis
ter were driving along a dark road in Kansas when 
th ey saw what looked to be a flying saucer. It was a 
sparkling, spidery-looking thing, with legs shooting 
down toward the ground. Suddenly, there was noth
ing but static on the radio. The closer the women 
drove to the object , the louder the static became. 

" It was the classic flying saucer phenomenon," 
Mr. Voelkering says . 

Well, not quite . 
It was a malfunctioning electrical tower. 

"Yes, I was laughed at for telling 
about it, but every word is true. " 

Daniel Perez thinks it'S a shame 
that people laughed at Ms. Luns· 
ford . And it irritates him that peo
ple are so willing to brush off Mr. 
Fisker. Mr. Perez, who lives in Nor
walk, Calif., is founder of the Cen
ter for Bigfoot Studies and has 
researched the Sasquatch phenome
non for 18 of his 28 years. 

" It fits the pattern," Mr. Perez 
says of the Fisker letter. "We're 
looking at an animal that is com
pletely covered with hair, has a 
heavy build, and is maybe 7- to 8-
feet tall , with reports of up to 9 feet. 
It possesses characteristics of the 
modern-day gorilla and also charac
teristics of man in terms that it's bi· 
pedal- it walks on two feet. " 

The Bigfoot legend goes back to 
the 1840s, and more than 5,000 Big
foot sightings have been reported 
in the United States and Canada, 
Mr. Perez says. A 1978 report, he 
says, credited Texas with 30 sight· 
ings. There are no other records 

But Mr. Wilson says that the 
creature allegedly spotted in early 
morning fog and in the deepest 
darkness of country nights, well, it 
just wasn't him. 

''I'm tall and all that," he says. 
"But that's not me." 

Now, because of the newspaper 
letters, the town is geared up for a 
Sasquatch Watch. And maybe, just 
maybe, they'll see something. Mr. 
Perez wouldn 't be surprised. 

"There is no question in my 
mind , period, that these primates 
absolutely exist," he says. 

Hamilton County rancher Ken 
Craig hopes so. He wrote to the 
Hamilton newspaper, asking to be 
notified immediately when there is 
another Bigfoot sighting. He wants 
to capture the elusive critter and 
put him to work building fences 
and baling hay. 

"The best thing is," Mr. Craig 
wrote, "unless the darn thing is 
smarter than I think, I wouldn 't 
have to put up with any lip from it ." 

~ Geologist defends theory Sphinx is much older 
r:t:J.. By Mlc:hMI J. Lafferty 

Dispatch Scitnct Reponer 
.t:J 

~ CHICAGO- The great riddle 
1 of the Great Sphinx right now is, 

:c exactly how old is it? 
o Scientists at the annual meeting 

of the American Association for the 
~ Advancement of Science here debat

.t:J ed when the huge half-man, half-lion 
~ sculpture was carved out of bedrock 
~ of the desert near Cairo, Egypt. 
u Archaeologists generally have 

agreed that the Sphinx was built 
Q about 2,500 B.C. 
~ Boston University geologi st 
Q.. Robert M. Schoch said last year his 
~ research suggests the Sphinx was 
o built far earlier- perhaps 5,000 B.C. 

or even 7,000 B.C. 
Schoch said his seismic research 

and the extensive weathering of the 
Sphinx's body indicate the 2.500 B.C. 
date is wrong. The desert climale in 
the area was once wetter and, he 
~~~~e.s oould account it'V the ~1-

Great Sphinx 
•.• built in 7, 000 to 5. 000 B. C.? 

sive erosion . 
Schoch spent much of his time 

defending that theory yesterday in a 
debate edged v.ith scientific peevish
ness, and turning at times on esti
mates of ancient housekeeping tech
niques. 

Schl.l('h's. 11w1f'Y i!. ~hlock, ar-

cording to Mark Lehner of the Uni
versity of Chicago's Oriental Insti
tute. "If the Sphinx was made as early 
as Schoch suggests, where is the rest 
of the civilization? Where is the cul
ture?" he said. "Show me a potsherd, 
some piece of pottery." 

If Schoch is right, the Sphinx's 
builders were living close to a time 
called the Paleolithic when humans 
were hunters and gatherers - too 
primitive to have produced the work, 
Lehner said. 

But Schoch dismissed the lack of 
physical evidence - the pottery 
shards and other relics that form the 
basis of archaeological research. 

"Who knows if they were using 
pottery at the time?'' Schoch said. Or 
maybe the Sphinx's ancient builders 
were just a lot neater than genera
tions are today and cleaned up after 
themselves. he said. 

" It 's not my problem as a geolo
gist. It 's up to the archaeologists to 
fi$l.1re who carved the body of the 

Great Sphinx," Schoch said. 
The Sphinx was carved from 

limestone formed from sediment left 
when the area was covered by an 
ancient sea. 

Schoch believes the Sphinx is the n 
product of several successive cflurts ;::e 
over thousands of years, a view run
ning counter to the prevailing belief ;-
thatit was constructed during the rule ""l 
of the Old Kingdom Pharaoh Khafre. 11 

University of Louisville geologist ~ 
K. Lal Gauri said the limestone that 8 
forms the body of the Sphinx is so § 
weak and is eroding so fast that there 1 

wouldn't be anything left if Schoch is """' 
correct. 

Schoch countered that the 
Sphinx has been covered and protect
ed at times by the blowing desert 
sand. 

Schoch has explained his theory 
in Tire Secret of the Stones . a book to 
be published by Villard Books/Ran· 
dom House. 
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News Staff/ Jeffrey Brown 

The ceiling is low and the office 
gloomy. 

Dim lights cast shadows amid 
the dark images of pictures and 
newspaper clippings of Bigfoot. 

King says }le is a Bigfoot/Sas
quats:h investigator who set out in 
the late 1970s determined to show 
that the creature is a myth. 
. Along the way, he became a 

believer. 
"I wanted to prove to myself that 

the mystery was a hoax," he said. 
"For three years, I backlogged ac
counts from Ohio, Indiana, Penn
sylvania, Virginia, Michigan and · 
mainly Canada. 

"I found just the opposite ... and 
I've seen the animal myself." 

King · said- his encounters oc
curred near: Kingston in 1978 and 
six years later outside Caro near 
Enos Park on M-46. 

"We are dealing with some spe
cies of ape - not a humanoid," he 
said. "It could be part human, but I 
doubt it." 

strongly recommends that the av
erage person not venture into the 
woods around Caro unarmed. 

"I've worked on the theory of 
using a daJ1 gun," he said. "It is 
impractical because a dart gun isn't 
accurate over 50 yards, and another 
problem is (tranquilizer) dart 
dosage." 

For doubters, King displays plas
ter casts of footprints taken at the 
scene of various sightings. . 

He also points to pictures from 
the 1967 Patterson-Gimlin film, 
which was shot in Del Norte Coun
ty, Calif. 

The film shows a lllrge, stocky 
creature with long shaggy hair and 
a flat face walking across a clearing 
to a woods. 

Accounts of such humanlike ani
mals are found in Indian lore and 
throughout the world. 

In the former Soviet Union, the 
creature is known as Alama, in the 
Himalayas as Yeti and in some 
parts of North America as 
Sasquatch. 

The legend began in California in 
1958 when a construction crew re
turned to find its worksite 
demolished. 

were the only evidence of the per
petrator. 

King claims to have seen foot· 
prints at least 17 inches long, 8 
inches wide and tapering to 5 inch
es at the heel. 

He has encased in glass what he 
insists is Bigfoot fecal matter from 
Benzie County. 

Although Tuscola County has re
corded 38 sightings since 1965, King 
has no reports of encounters in 
neighboring Huron or Sanilac coun
ties. 

Tl}e lack. tJf incidents, however, 
does not .mean the creature is not 
roaming there, he said. 

Those who have seen the animal 
probably have not admitted it, he 
said, because they fear ridicule. 

"This (story) might shake the 
bushes, so to speak, in letting peo
ple know they aren't alone in their 
sightings, and there is a place to 
report the sightings to," King said. 

"I don't need the publicity or the 
promotion. I have nothing to sell." 

King and his interest in Bigfoot 
are mentioned in several books: 

Wayne King and cast of a footprint he found. 

King wants to kill one of the crea
tures to colJect a six-figure reward, 
to provide a ·specimen for scientific 
study and to supply the conclusive 
evidence that Bigfoot exists. 

He carries a high-powered rifle 
and a pistol as backup, and he 

Something apparently ·had tossed 
250-gallon drums over a cliff and 
overturned a trailer. 

"The Bigfoot Case," by Janet & 
Colin Bord; "Bigfoot All Over the 
Country," by Marian T. Place (for 
juvenile readers); and "Sasquatch, 
The Apes Among Us," .by John 
Green. 

Bigfoot believer out 
shaking. the bushes 

Huge barefoot prints in-the sand 

Bigfoot apparently likes Tuscoi~.,County 

BY MARY DRIER 
News Special Writer 

CARO - Like UFOs, the legend of81cfoothas-fasci
nated many, but perhaps no one as much as Wayne W. 
King. 

King, a 55-year-old press operator at a Flint General 
Motors Corp. plant, is the director of the Michigan
Canadian Bigfoot Information Center. 

• Do you believe that Bigfoot exists? Ballot 
Box, Back Page. 

The two-story center, which also serves as King's 
home in this quiet Tuscola County community, is charm
ing, with white pillars and living areas tastefully decorat
ed in china and country crafts. 

The charm ends, however, at the stairway to the 
basement - and Bigfoot central. 

BY MARY DRIER 
News Special Writer 

CARO - Bigfoot is no hoax 'to two Caro men who 
claim they spotted a pair of the creatures on Patti~ 
son Road near Mayville, says the directOr of the 
Michigan-Canadian Bigfoot Information Center. 

Even so, Wayne W. King, a skeptic turned believ
er, says the men, 60 and ~. do not want to talk to 
reporters about their Jan. 4 experience and do not 
want to face the ridicule tbat revealiDg their names 
might bring. . 

King says the latest encounter makes 38 Bigfoot 
sightings in Tuscola County since 1965. 

He began tracking the creatures in 1977. 
The men, both route drivers in Ute Mayville area, 

described the first animal as about 7 feet to 8 feet 
tall and weighing about 500 pounds to 600 pounds -
-.arae enough1oilip1htir wJUcle,P King .says. 

They described the second as smaller, about 5 

feet tall and weighing' about !00 pounds: to 400 
pounds. 

. "Both animals seemed Ul'ld¥~ by the vehicle 
as they s.tared into its lights,'' 'Kqlg sa;ys· the men 
reported. . . . 

The GO-year-old told King he was about to open 
the door ai\d shine a .flashlight Oil the ereatures 
when his partner stopped him.beeause the animals 
began approaching. 

The men .backed their vehicle away,l King ·says. 
He says_ he is puzzled tpy the .encounter' because 

most BigfOot creatures are ·doCile.·. · · 
Several weeks-passed between the sighting and 

when the men gave their aecount 
ICbt& says h. tRty· ........ .._ 'fltiUe b8refoet 

tracks in the mud and that he is skeptical about 
their origin. · 

*'The tracks were both of tbe same animal," he 
tays.ll'.rhey. were quite obliterated." 

jWhat spooked those cows? 
...; Ten days ••go, milk cows on six 

We5tcrn Ozark County f<~rms wc:nl 

~ cr<ay. 
·n1ey huudleu in a remote low

~ l.and corner of thdr pasture or they 
0'1 ran aim lcssly. 

'llH:y pmnccd, hcmls hclu high, 
~ nostrils llaring. 

Some farmer~ said IIIey ••ppeareu 
~ -tD bt! IO()klng up. 
~ One said "tho~c cows !>ec some-
< tlnng I don't!" 

Two hundred head or more re-
i fused to !!O to the hmn at milking 

time. It took l1ours to force them 
. ~ inside .... and tlJt:ntlley gave no milk . 
~ 'll1at'!> not like a milk cow. She's 

"0 
0 
CIJ 
.c 
!-< 

w;Jiting .,, tile gate at milking time. 
She'!> uncomfortable if you're late. 

llut they get over it in a hurry. they 
uon 't run away from the h:trn, and 
wurhlc flies arc not sdective. 

• Strangns ~ruoking the ctttk? 
What strangers? ')here were no strang· 
ers arounu .... at least none anybody 
coulu sec. 

On the half dozen farms with tile 
agitateu cows, bulls wen: much less 
affected and returned quickly to 
normal. 

Feeder calves were normal. They 
paid no <Jllention to their naky adults. 

The crat.ies began Sunday, April 
.'i . 

Tile c;tllk were fine <tl Sunu••Y 
morning milking. 

When farmers and their families 
c:tmc home from church, their cows 
were fran! ic. 

point and race back to the bottom. 
Loftis worked an hour with a 

four-wheeler and a dog to corral his 
cows. Then they gave no mill<. 
Monday they gave hundreds of 
pounds less than usual. ft was mid
week before they were back to nor
mal. 

The Silveys had company. Five 
people helped Dale round up his 
crazed milk cows. It took them two 
hours. ·They gave no milk. 

At the Jones place, the story was 

the same. 
The two Donley farms and the 

Loftis place lie along a south-north 
line that points roughly toward the 
Mar.;hfield area where something 
mysterious killed and mutilated 
several cows a month ago. It wa~n 't a p:.~s.'>ing thing. 'Inc 

>< cows were violently upset for 12 
~ hours. 'I hey didn't return to normal 
~ for several days. 

I Ienis affected belonged to Wil· 
lis Donil:y and ));umy Donley ne<Jr 
llaskins Ford; (jreg Loftis on )) 
llighway; D:lle Silvey in l .ongrun; 
Connie Jones in I Iammond. 

Prime unofficial suspects in the 
Marshfield case: UFOs or cults. DID SHE SEE something we can't? Farmers wish cows could talk . 

< Down the road, mcnnwhiJe .. of
~ ten right across the fence--otherm ilk 
8 cows were unaffected. 
~ Dairy farmers, olu :.md young, 
~ S<~id they have never seen such a 

thing. 
Among thcmsclvQ;, they tesll.:d a 

lot of theories: 

• lle<lr'! Too many cows :lllcclcd 
at tile ~ame time in too l>ig <Ill are:l. 
And the dogs didn't bark. 

• Sulfur irritation '! Everyone 
w:L<;n't feeding sulfur. 

• Warble flies'! They lay eggs that 
turn intoc:tllle grubs, :md cows know 
it. Cows grow ••git<tleu and run aim
lr~~ly whm warble tlic:s con1e ;wound. 

Silvey had some dry cows pns
tured on Troy Sallee's neighboring 
farm. They became so frantic they 
broke through the fence and were 
lost for a time in the timber. 

Their udders and their faces were 
bloodied from thrashing through 
underbrush. 

Siivey's f:mn border.; Boyd Gar
rison on the south. Silvey's cows 
huddled frantic at the fence. Across 
the road, Garrison's cows munched 
calmly on newborn grass. 

At both Donley dairies. the cows 
refused to come up the hill to the 
barn. Pushed. they'd reach a certain 

A cow on Joe Bouldin's farm 
died with no sign of struggle. fts 
throat was slit. its esophagus re
moved. its teats sliced off at the 
udder. 

And its blood was gone. 
Ordinarily a cow has about six 

gallons of blood. There was only a 
quart. And there was nob lood spilled 
nearby. 

There were no tracks--people, 
vehicle or predator--around the body. 
Other animals--even flies--would not 
go near the carcass for days. And it 
didn't decay uke the usual dead ani
mal. 

Some scientists have said the 
surgery on Bouldin's cow was not 

done with a knife. They said the cuts, 
very straight and precise. were done 
by a very hot beam uke a laser--but 
not a laser known to American sci
ence. 

Bouldin's was one of 11 cows 
found similarly killed and mutilated 
in the Marshfield area since strange 
colored lights have become persis
tent in the night sky over Interstate 
44. 

People began to see the Marshfield 
lights four months ago. 

The Highway Patrol says the cu
rious park along f-44 in such num
ber.; they sometimes pose a safety 
hazard. 
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